Individual Comments on the
Preliminary General Plan and DEIR —Part 1
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D Rickard

4/26/2015

darickard@yahoo.com

I feel that the expansion plan is excellent. I spent many weekends at Carnegie as a youth on my
motorcycle with my father and brother. Off road motorcycling is a great family activity. There is
almost nowhere to ride off road legally in California. I have so many wonderful memories of my
time spent at Carnegie. I want future generations to have access to a safe and legal place to
ride. Please make this expansion happen!
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I8

4/26/2015

Jim Roscoe
bigjim9@att.net
3312 Serpentine Dr. Antioch, Ca, 94509
This is a great plan and will give the UTV riders a much closer riding area. There are very few around the
SF bay area. Just wish it could be done soon. I am 72 years old.
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I10
4/27/2015

Mike Cheney
mike@valleyplumbinginc.com
3611 Camelot Ct
It looks very thero and It has taken a long time to get to this point. Please proceed with the improvements
to the park as seen and move to open the areas to park visitors as soon as possible. Thank you for all
you hard work.
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4/28/2015

Erik
eriktheexpert@att.net
656 minerva st
Please keep Carnegie with as much open riding as possible. Thanks Erik.
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James Lewis

4/28/2015

jlmotofd@yahoo.com
2055 Charmont ct
Livermore ca 94550
I support the opening of the Tesla property to off road riding. I have a famly of five and live in
Livermore Ca. I'm 53 years old and have been going to Carnagie my whole life. I have fond
memory's of riding the hay truck to see the Trans Am series .
Please open this area so my kids can enjoy and build memories like I have.
Thanks,
Jim Lewis
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I15

4/28/2015

Laurie Umeh
Lumeh2@yahoo.com
2560 Renwick St.
Opposed to this huge expansion of the Carnegie SVRA. I do not believe this type of recreation is
consonant with the mission of California State Parks. There is no way that the noise, vibrations,
compaction of earth & exhaust can fail to impact the lives of indigenous animals. This type of recreation
needs to be discouraged. We are in crisis due to global warming. We should not be encouraging the use of
fossil fuel-based recreation. The terrain is gorgeous. its use should be limited to hiking, biking, horse
riding.
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David Brennan

4/29/2015

dbrennan925@gmail.com
3495 Windsor Ct
Pleasanton CA 94588
I think the expansion is great. I enjoy the park most weekends of the red sticker season. I think
the expansion will be especially great because now me and my family and friends will not have
to travel so far when we want to go riding somewhere that has more and longer trails than
carnegie. Thank you for the proposed expantion my weekends will be even better if it gets
approved.
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Lee Tannehill

4/30/2015

lee_tannehill@hotmail.com
1616 Montin Court
I have been riding @ Carnegie since 1970! I cannot believe it has taken that long to expand the
park! I see no legitimate reason not to make the expansion! The public deserves the increased
acerage!
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Kenneth Paxton

5/3/2015

paxton3x@att.net
This statement worries me, Development of these facilities would include site-specific design
and planning and each project would undergo additional environmental review pursuant to
CEQA. I know we have to be patient. But wow, that much acreage. This is exciting. The existing
campground needs enlarging and cell phone service while we wait for this to come to fruition.
God is great.
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Hamid Majidy

5/5/2015

hamid@pcsourcenet.com
484 Lake Park Ave Suite #670
I strongly support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft
EIR for Carnegie SVRA.
I believe the environmental analysis was substantive and thorough and will help ensure that
planned actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental impacts.
Our kids have limited low cost outdoor activity choices. Please validate the plan and move
forward on our behalf.
Thanks,
Hamid.
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Steven Robert Wherry

5/7/2015

stevewherry@yahoo.com
5842 Wilma Court
Livermore,CA 94550
I wanted to say that i support the plan to expand the park and for its use of new trails and use of
these trail responsibly. As a father of two school age children who both ride dirt bikes with me
we get great enjoyment from our rides and spending mostly weekend days riding together. I
hope to see Carnegie be there for generations.
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5/8/2015

Kevin Eckels
Kevine33@gmail.com
374 W. Camarrada Ct MT House, CA 95391
To Whoa it May Concern,
This new riding area is very important to our family. We have been enjoying Carnegie since I was a child
in the late 70's and know with hope my children will get to enjoy it with all its new opportunity. As many
have seen in the last 20 years our riding areas are getting smaller and the sport is getting bigger. Having
more space is crucial for safe and future generation and family s to enjoy the outdoors in a way only
offroad offers. All offroaders I know enjoy many types of outdoor activities including, hiking, Mt biking,
bird watching,camping, fishing and many more at many location set aside for just these activities.
Restricting offroading in this new area paid for by offroaders, is foolish and would alienate a huge group
of family s who enjoy spending time together outside!
Best Regards,
Kevin Eckels
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Phil Barnett

5/11/2015

phil@barnettplumbing.com
3728 Valley View Way
Livermore, CA 94551
Looks great to me!
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Steve Gosney

5/11/2015

stevegosney@aol.com
My family and I would love to see Carnegie expand. It is a great place to ride, and expanding
would make it that much better! It is also the closest riding area to our home. We are totally in
favor of this! Please make this happen! It will put smiles on so many faces! Please please
please!
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I38
5/11/15
Indi
indi@acm.org
15 Meyer Road, San Rafael, CA
I think the ranch land should be used for sustainable purposes. This involves grass fed beef and
hiking/biking/riding type of uses, not an expansion of off-road vehicles. I am opposed to petroleum-based
recreation in any form. I drive an electric car and have alerted Tesla to these expansion plans, in case
they wish to get involved.
--indi
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I40
5/11/15
Neal McClintock
neal8@comcast.net
318 Del Sol Avenue, Pleasanton, CA 94566

A well thought out documented plan that takes everything into consideration. I look forward to
experiencing the expanded property and all it offers.
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I42
5/11/15
Sean Reardon
reardon1981@hotmail.com
ORV and OHV will destroy this land just as they have at Carnegie. This land ought to be
protected for its historical and ecological value. If this land is to be "used" it ought to be for
grazing or as a park without motorized vehicles. ORV and OHV riding is a selfish and
destructive hobby and should have no place in such a delicate environment.
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5/11/2015

Ed Reeves
edreeves@surewest.net
8929 park meadows dr.
My name is Ed Reeves and i have ben using carnegie park for 35 plus years. I love this park there are not very many
places left to ride in Ca. It would be nice to see the green circle trails
be linked together for my kids. I love the challenging stuff but the novices are pretty intimadated a way to connect
the green dot trails to make longer rides would be much appreciated.
It would be nice to have a sprinkler system on the moto x track.
water trucks are to few in-between it would be nice to have a little water more often then a lot of water less often
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I45

David Russell

5/11/2015

vtrorange@hotmail.com
2669 Regent Rd.
Livermore CA
I'm 67 years old a resident of livermore for 48 years. My grandsons, granddaughter son & son in
law all enjoy riding Carnegie. We all support the expansion of Carnegie. I think the
improvements of the trails at Carnegie is for the better. Livermore should think about the
revenue the ohv people are contributing to the business here. The amount of money i spent in
livermore on my toy hauler (trailer) and the repairs on my motorcycles over 40 years adds up
and i'm only one person. Livermore business needs Carnegie,The people ol Livermore need
carngie! Thank You...... Dave
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5/11/15
Jurgen Schulz
jmschulz@earthlink.net
I think the general plan is a good balance. Please make sure to "develop a 4WD technical
course and trail/road system at the far western edge of the expansion area" as soon as
possible!!!
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I48
5/12/15
Bill Bergman
wbergie@comcast.net
Martinez, Ca.
I have worked for a company that has done business for 30 years at LLNL, had my youngest
daughter's wedding last year in Livermore's wine region and frequent Carnegie OHV State Park
for 40 years! The Carnegie expansion is much needed for the areas' recreational OHV users
and is WAY overdue. There is almost no impact to the area, especially when one housing
development after another is approved every year! The area is next to LLNL and Sandia NL
sites and will be managed in an environmental manner as is possible. please do the right thing
and approve the expansion of Carnegie! Thank you!
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5/12/15
Eric Buchner
greytoe@earthlink.net
375 N 10 st
I support the current plan, and believe it strikes a good balance with all potential users of the
park.
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I52
5/12/15
Keith Coben
keith.coben@att.net
5124 VALMAR COURT, ELK GROVE, CA 95758
I am in favor of the plan.
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5/12/15
Stan Cox
stan.cox@netapp.com
663 Armstrong Way Brentwood Ca 94513
"My entire family of (4) consists of my wife, daughter age (12) and my son age (9) who utilize
Carnegie as a place to be together as a family. In today's world we have too many families
falling apart, due to not spending time together. Some of that I blame on technology, some I
blame on bad parenting and others I blame to how expensive society has become in order to
live and and enjoy life.
I53-1

Carnegie allows us to have so much fun and create memories to last a lifetime. It's affordable,
its fun for all ages and it allows us to get outside and view the beauties of our land. We get to
ride up and down all sorts of terrain, explore and feel like kids....Expansion and keeping
Carnegie growing benefits not only my family but generations to come!!

Carnegie 4ever - The Cox Family"

I54
5/12/15
Jonathan Evans
fireballevans@comcast.net
104 Privateer Drive, Corte Madera, California
I wholeheartedly support opening the new park expansion. It will do good for the community and
provide a place for future generations to learn and explore. The new expansion should be
opened without any delay and further environmental surveys.
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I55
5/12/15
Kirk French
kfrench041@gmail.com
This is an excellent opportunity to expand and upgrade the Carnegie SVRA to provide a
managed and maintained area for OHV use. I am all for it!!
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5/12/15
Todd Gaches
toddgaches@yahoo.com
This is a must STAY OPEN place for our youth. If you take away from them a place to expand
there skills then you destroy what makes them great. There needs to be more places like this for
our children to grow and enjoy. The intranet and video games are the major cause of obesity in
the youth.
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I58
5/12/15
Abbey Justice
jusabikr@comcast.net
400 Lindley drive
I am 15 and have been riding with my dad at Carnegie since I was born. He taught me to ride
there. I love riding there and don't want anymore enviromental studies to block the opening of
the rest of the land to . Thank you. Abbey Justice
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I59
5/12/15
Chloe Justice
jusabikr@comcast.net
400 Lindley drive
I have been riding at Carnegie my whole life. I am 10 and love riding my quad there with my
family. Please open up the whole park so we can have more room to ride. Thank you. Chloe
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I60
5/12/15
Cindy Justice
jusabikerwife@comcast.net
400 Lindley drive
I accept the general use plan and appreciate all of the hard work that went into it. Carnegie
was purchased for off road riding and should be used for off road riding. I would ask that you
not hold up the opening of the land any longer for off road recreation. I do not want any
anymore enviromental studies now or in the future. Please work with off roaders . Thank you
for your time. Sincerely, Cindy Justice Carnegie rider with family 24 years. thank you
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5/12/15
David Justice
Justice3sage@yahoo.com
400 Lindley drive
I have been a frequent offroad recreational dirtbike rider at Carnegie SVRA. I learned how to
ride my first dirtbike at ten years old at Carnegie and continue to ride there today. The past
decade I have heard environmental studies continue to shut down the land available for riding.
In the East Bay area it is hard enough to locate an area to ride safely and well maintained.
Carnegie has that to offer to the public, and these environmental studies still attempt to shut
down the recreational riding for everyone. I notice every year that the plants and animals still
have a vast healthy environment to live in even with designated riding areas being utilized.
Please keep the riding available and do not take away such a wonderful opportunity for those
that choose to make grand memories at Carnegie SVRA.
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5/12/15
Mark Justice
jusabikr@comcast.net
400 Lindley drive
I accept the general use plan and appreciate all of the hard work that has gone into it. Carnegie
was purchased for off road riding and should be used as such. I would ask that you not hold up
the opening of the land any longer for off road recreation. I do not want any involvement in
anymore enviromental studies now or in the future. Please work with off roaders to provide
more riding for everyone in California. Thank you for your efforts in this matter. Sincerely, Mark
Justice Carnegie rider with family for 24 years.
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5/12/15
Kevin
kevin.switzer.18@gmail.com
A Carnegie expansion would be AMAZING! Not only would it make riding safer because of more
area, but it would also add more fun with double the trails.
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5/12/15
Mark Naddy
mark.naddy@sfgov.org
4667 B Rishell Ct Concord Ca 94521
"Please continue the plan to expand Carnegie SVRA. This park as well as other state and
federal lands were in important part of my childhood and life and are now an important part of
my childrens childhood, so much that when presented with the choice of Disneyland for a
weekend in lieu of a couple of weekends of camping and dirt bikes they chose the dirt bikes.
They have learned responsibility, made great friends and had many enjoyable years so far and
all started at Carnegie. They are now 7, 10 and 25. I hope to be helping teach their children at
Carnegie as well.

Thank You"
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5/12/15
Mike Pavlovich
mpavlovi@cisco.com
The plan looks good. Looking forward to the potential future expansion of the park and its
services
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5/12/15
Richard
knightblazen1@att.net
"Keep Carnegie SVRA OPEN!!!!
I also approved the expansion plan!

Signed,
Visitor of Carnegie SVRA since the 1970's"
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5/12/15
Lisa Sawyer
lsawyer@tusd.net
2138 Ashley Lane, Tracy, CA
I support the Preliminary General Plan for Carnegie SVRA. My husband and I have been riding
there since Childhood. Our young Children are now enjoying Carnegie SVRA and we would
love to see it expanded for not only our family, but all the families, that have found the joy of
riding. Riding at Carnegie is very wholesome and is very family oriented. It would be a travesty
to see Carnegie SVRA taken away. Please vote to accept the General Plan and to always vote
to keep Carnegie SVRA going.
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I69
5/13/15
Randy Bourne
bourneredi@yahoo.com
P O Box 459 Orting, Wa. 98360
Please open the Carnegie extension as soon as possible.
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I70
5/13/15
Kaydon Bowen
KAydon.bowen@gmail.com
"WE LOVE CARNEGIE!
not just the biking, but the community wild life and scenery as well. The hills are beautiful. At
the top of los os os, and other hill are one of the most beautiful things you'll ever see. if other
trails were to be opened up i could only imagine what amazing views we'd have. Wild life may
be a problem, but animals gone from noise are as far away already, and as far as i can tell we'r
not damaging any major habitat with trails, carnegie has a devoted wild life department, if
theres problem they handle it. With the frogs. Every one respected the no go zones, and frog
habitat, and even supported it.
Open the addition to the park!

"
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I71
5/13/15
Jay Clegg
alltrademgmt.jc@gmail.com
641 w Sombra way Mountain House CA 95391
Yes, please open the additional park areas
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I73
5/13/15
Gregg de Haan
funitel@aol.com
2823 Central Ave. Alameda Ca 94501
I agree with the plan..
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I74
5/13/15
Raquel Dunn
rleedunn3@gmail.com
42 Ortalon Ave Santa Cruz Ca 95060
YES
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I75
5/13/15
Nick Forbes
nforbes123@gmail.com
Open FASTER
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I76
5/13/15
Nicola Hendrickson
Nicolan21@yahoo.com
11946 Pecos rd apple valley ca 92308
Yes I support the growing of carnegie
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I77
5/13/15
Gus Kent
gus.kent@gmail.com
Open the park addition ASAP! Thank you
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I78
5/13/15
Larry
larry.ponder@hotmail.com
Ponder
Yes. Open the park ASAP.
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I79
5/13/15
Mark Lupica
dirtride@sbcglobal.net
Enough already!! The state purchased this land for public use 15 years ago. And ever since we
have been put off. Plus robbed of our green sticker funds more than once!! Open up the
expansion area!
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I80
5/13/15
Dennis Maloney
dmptl@yahoo.com
14316 Allison Ranch Rd Grass Valley Calif 95949
"Yes I believe the land purchased with Green Sticker funds should be opened and opened now.
Why it has not been opened already is a travesty of justice.
Thank you,
Dennis Maloney "
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I82
5/13/15
Arthur Mejia
artmejia2003@yahoo.com
405 n19th st. SJ,CA 95112
"Please open the new addition to the Park
ASAP!
Thankyou,
Art Mejia & Family."
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I83
5/13/15
Toby Nemec
tobynemec1@gmail.com
yes open now
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I84
5/13/15
Yuri Reiter
yurireiter@gmail.com
625 85th Ave
Clearly the only people opposing this are a very few that are probably abusing their political
power. Anyone who goes out there knows you cant see or hear anything from that valley where
there are homes(With the exception of possibly the Garamendi's) And I can see how they dont
want to disturb their hunting grounds for Tule Elk! This park is a great place to get away from
the stresses of daily life in the city. It brings families and friends together. No one can argue
that dirt bikes is "good" for the environment but we chose to do this in one designated area that
also happens to have a lot of other destructive businesses in the area, i.e. shooting range, LLL,
bomb test sites, etc. As for rain, in the last 10 years I have seen the river bed flow twice and for
only a few months those VERY wet years. We are self sufficient from sticker taxes and entry
fees. The park property belongs to us and is paid for. So why is there all this crooked
legislation going on? Oh yeah it's politics.
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I85
5/13/15
John Strickland
strickjj@yahoo.com
4809 Shannondale Ct, Antioch, CA. 94531
"I approve the plan. I have been waiting for this new area to open. I have been riding at
Carnegie since the mid 1980's. This land needs to be opened for off road use without further
delay! Again, I approve the plan. Thank you
John Strickland"
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I86
5/13/15
Dave Duffin
phil@lmi.net
344 Westline Drive Alameda 94501
"Greetings,

As Board Chairman of Carnegie Forever, Inc, a 501 (c) (3) established to support Carnegie
SVRA I want to express support for the the New Master Pan and the opening of the Alameda
Expansion property. I am expressing the united position of our 10,000 subscribers who will also
be submitting individual responses. The time has come to let the property continue to provide
exceptional family recreation for the hundreds of thousands of California residents who have
visited Carnegie since 1980 and even before."
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I87
5/15/15
Ray Delgado
bytehaus@yahoo.com
1028 Central Ave.
"The Preliminary General Plan and the Draft EIR are very thorough.
I support the implementation of the General Plan and the expansion of Carnegie SVRA into the
adjacent property purchased in 1998."
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I88
5/14/15
Pete Demas
routeoneracing@aol.com
I along with countless friends have been enjoying Carnegie park since the early 70's ! So please
yes open the park addition asap ! Thank you ......Pete Demas
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I89
5/14/15
Matt Farnsworth
farnsworthlandscaping@gmail.com
112b Meadow valley rd corte Madera ca 94925
Pls re open park. Yes

I89-1

I90
5/14/15
Matt Farnsworth
farnsworthlandscaping@gmail.com
Pls keep/reopen Carnagie for riders-

I90-1

I91

I91-1

I92
5/14/15
Lupine Hammack
lupinehammack@mac.com
please approve
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I93
5/14/15
Robert Kehl
robertkehl@comcast.net
5350 Rainflower dr Livermore
"Yes, Please open the additional property ASAP.

Thank you,
From the Kehl family."
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I94
5/14/15
William Moye
hooplah7400@gmail.com
Yes, open it ASAP!

I94-1

I95

I95-1

I96
5/14/15
Chris Rand
crando@pacbell.net
110 redwood ave, forte madera, ca
Ride motorcycles

I96-1

I97
5/14/15
Katie Reardon
Kt_reardon@yahoo.com
Fully oppose this plan! Not good for the environment and animals. Please do not allow this.

I97-1

I98

I98-1

I99
5/14/15
Curt Winter
crtwinter@yahoo.com
23159 Kidder st hayward ca 94545
"I'm a 2nd generation patron of carnegie park, and my kids will be a 3rd. Any and all efforts to
keep the park going strong is a passion and a way of life for many. Long live Carnegie park.

Sincerely
Curt Winter."
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I102
5/15/15
Guy Marcom
adnohguy@hotmail.com
2 Stefani Ranch Court, Sacramento, CA. 95842
"As a long time user of the OHV park, I believe the environmental analysis in the DEIR was
extreamly thorough and will more than ensure that planned actions such as trail construction will
NOT cause any significant environmental impacts or any other suggested problems that were
brought up.
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA."

I102-1

I103

5/15/15
Greg Quinones

greg.quinones@gmail.com
"I say a big YES to keep Carnegie open and to expand it, if possible.
I have been riding at Carnegie for decades, since I was a boy and it is part of my most precious
life memories. It would be a great shame to see it dwindle or not be available to current and
new generations of SVRA enthusiast.
I103-1

We, as humans, use the world and land for many, many purposes... I believe Carnegie can be
managed to be in balance with the needs of nature and humanity. Even something as simple
as a farm can have more damaging effects to land. Please, let's not overreact and be sensible.
We are not talking about oil fields, fracking or a nuclear power plant. We are talking about a
place where kids can be ""free,"" exercise, learn and experience much joy in life with relatively
minimal impact.
Thank you,
Greg Quinones, dirt bike rider for over 40 years."

I104

I104-1

I105
05/16/2015
Paul Atkins
atkinspw@yahoo.com
PO Box 817 Brentwood CA 94513
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA

I105-1

I106

I106-1

I107

Martha Martin

5/16/2015

oboemjm@yahoo.com
3263 Judy Lane
Please save this priceless botanical and historical site for the enjoyment of all, not just those
who will destroy it as they have the adjacent property. Access for the greater public now, and in
the future, is what the State Park System should provide. Why don't you offer limited guided
tours of the Tesla property so the general public can see for themselves? I have hopped the
fence and been astounded by the natural beauty of this area. Would love to see more of it
legally.

I107-1

I108

Tim Murray

5/16/2015

tim.murray@comcast.net
8831 Marwick Ct., Dublin, CA 94568
I am very much in favor of the expansion plans for Carnegie SVRA. I first visited the park as a
teenager in the 1970's. I now ride regularly at Carnegie with my teenage son. It provides me
with a unique opportunity to pursue a hobby of mine, and build lasting memories with my son.
After reading the report, my only suggestion is to develop a one-way trail system, similar to
Hollister.
Thanks for all of your efforts developing this very comprehensive general plan and DEIR.
Regards,
Tim Murray
Dublin, CA

I108-1
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I110

Scott Schleicher

5/16/2015

slyko@comcast.net
2862 Alder Point Dr.Roseville, CA 95661
I believe the environmental analysis in the DEIR was thorough and will help ensure that planned
actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental impacts.
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA.

I110-1

I111

Jessica Walker

5/16/2015

jessie.wilker@yahoo.com
Do not expand Carnegie park to the intersection of Greenville and Tesla road as this is a
beautiful wine country with wildlife and families. We do not want to listen to the sound if
motorcycles during our vacations and weekends. Expanding the park also causes more traffic
and we already have to deal with the bad driving if the park users. Expanding the park takes
peacefulness out of wine tasting. Thank you for your time I hope you think this through.
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I112

5/16/15
Jessica Wilker

jessie.wilker@yahoo.com

Do not expand Carnegie park to the intersection of Greenville and Tesla road as this is a beautiful wine country with
wildlife and families. We do not want to listen to the sound if motorcycles during our vacations and weekends.
Expanding the park also causes more traffic and we already have to deal with the bad driving if the park users.
Expanding the park takes peacefulness out of wine tasting. Thank you for your time I hope you think this through.

I112-1

I113
05/17/2015
Albert Andrade
alsharley1@msn.com
2026 Geneva Way, Manteca Ca 95337
why so long in coming

I113-1

I114
05/17/2015
Craig
c.r.p@sbcglobal.net
10020 Toby road
I agree with the proposal.

I114-1

I115

I115-1

I116
05/17/2015
Chris Gubera
cgubera@gmail.com
2397 Rivers Bend Circle, Livermore, CA 94550
I believe the environmental analysis in the DEIR was thorough and will help ensure that planned
actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental impacts.
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA.
There are not enough trails for dirt biking and plenty for hiking given the number of users for
both. So lets get on with the expansion already.
Thanks

I116-1
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I117-1

I118
05/17/2015
Warren Krause
wlk404@sbcglobal.net
2290 Olive Ave. Fremont, Ca. 94539
To whom it may concern:
I believe the environmental analysis in the DEIR was thorough and will help ensure that planned
actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental impacts.
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA.
I have been riding at Carnegie for many years. I have watched Roger Decoster race a GP there
and trained my grandkids, wife and nephews to ride motorcycles there. I've ridden at Carnegie
with family and friends and still do to this day.
Please expand the Carnegie SVRA and continue to allow generations of motorcyclist to enjoy
this fine facility.
Thank you,
Warren Krause

I118-1

I119
05/17/2015
Darel Milam
darel510@yahoo.com
5028 Montevino Way
I believe the environmental analysis in the DEIR was thorough and will help ensure that planned
actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental impacts.
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA.

I119-1

I120
05/17/2015
James Wilker
wilker.james@yahoo.com
8437, Tesla Rd
I do not want Carnegie OHV to expand. We receive enough traffic from the Tracy commuters as
it is and also from the bike races as well.

I120-1

I121
05/17/2015
Jennifer Wilker
Jwilker@lvjusd.k12.ca.us
8437, Tesla Rd
I do not want Carnegie OHV to expand. I do not want the traffic we get from them on weekends,
or the noise and pollution.

I121-1

I122

I122-1

I123
05/18/2015
Silvey
jsilvey41@yahoo.com
11140 Tesla Rd
Living on Tesla we are against the expansion of the recreation vehicle park. We put up with
traffic, speed, trash,from the people that use the park now. They have destroyed the grounds
there and no sense in destroying more ground We as residents have been referred to as
insignificant. We resent that. We matter and should be accounted for. If you don't live on this
road you have no idea what we put up with from that OHV park. Also the new entrance if done
should be with the original one or at least at the bottom of the hill on the east side. The people
that use the park should have to clean their vehicles BEFORE they leave the park. Also
something should be done about the trash they lose or throw out and the speed they drive on
this road.This ground should be preserved not destroyed

I123-1

I124

I124-1

I127
05/19/2015
Joe Arton
josepharton@sbcglobal.net
Alamo, CA 94507
Do not allow or promote further destruction of public lands.

I127-1

I128
05/19/2015
Les Barclay
bwl3@jcis.net
5190 Gordon Valley Road, Fairfield, CA 94534
I am totally against plans to open more land in the Tesla area to off-road vehicle use. The
existing Carnegie Park is a disgusting mess of stripped hillsides and erosion, even its
ʺsensitiveʺ, protected areas. Please search for an area that is less environmentally sensitive to
sacrifice to off-roaders,

I128-1

I130
05/19/2015
Bob Hopfner
robertobob@msn.com
1013 Pleasant Oaks Drive, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
Carnegie is currently BIG ENOUGH. Do not expand it further !!

I130-1

I131
05/19/2015
Devin Hopping
dhopping7@gmail.com
I fully support the plan for the expansion of Carnegie state park. I have been riding there for 27
years and now my kids are riding there as well. I have witnessed the riders coming together
over the last few years on responsible riding and trail conservation and I believe that will still go
on if the expansion goes forward. I will do my part on following the trail rules and pass them on
to other riders in hopes to have more riding area in the future. This is truly a family sport that I
hope keeps expanding for everyone to enjoy. Thank you for hearing my comments

I131-1

I132
05/19/2015
Matt Jones
matt_p_jones@hotmail.com
Pinon Way, Livermore, CA
I support the expansion and the plan. Thank you for working so hard on it. This expansion is
needed as the population grows.

I132-1

I134
05/19/2015
Brian Petrie
bharleyp1@comcast.net
18414 Terry Way Castro Valley CA 94546
I fully support the expansion of Carnegie OHV Park into the ʺTeslaʺ property. As an avid rider
and off-roader there are not many areas for us to recreate. The places that are available are far
and few between and are becoming more overcrowded as the years have been passing. I
personally had a chance to take a tour of the Tesla Property with a OHV Parks employee. I'm
curious how some people that oppose the expansion say they will be able to see the scars on
the land from the motorcycle riders from downtown Livermore? People that oppose the
expansion have called the land ʺpristineʺ. Have they actually ever even been out there? There
are huge piles of tailing from the mining that used to happen there. It's hot, windy, and desolate.
Lawrence Livermore Labs has a munitions test site right across the street plus there is also a
Gun Range for law enforcement across the street too. Hikers have hundreds of miles of trails to
hike on that are lush and green all through out the east bay hills. I honestly can't see many
enjoying this arid area. We aren't looking to damage any the land on the Tesla property, in fact I
honestly feel this is the furthest thing from any of the riders goals regarding the property. So
again I fully support the expansion of Carnegie OHV Park. Thank you for your time.

I134-1

I137
05/19/2015
Theresa Ruscitti
truscitti@mac.com
Please do not allow off-road vehicle use in the Tesla portion of Carnegie SVRA. It is extremely
damaging to the land.

I137-1

I140
05/20/2015
Dr. Kurt D. Baker
baker.family@gmx.com
4017 Saint Patrick Place
I am strongly in favor of adopting the proposed plan for expansion. I would hope that the limited
use areas would, as mentioned, allow for connections between all areas, enabling riders to
traverse the entire property.

I140-1

I141
05/20/2015
Nick Lester
cbrkingnicky@gmail.com
1377 17th st.
The idea of more ridding areas is awesome, i personal live in a environmentalist controlled
county in which there isnt any relatively close riding areas. Im sure that they looked very
carefully at the effects of the ohv impact and it being so minor i can not see any reason to not let
us ride california let us ride

I141-1

I142
05/20/2015
Marc Sorenson
monster96@att.net
35851 Argonne Place Newark ca 94560
I believe the environmental analysis in the DEIR was thorough and will help ensure that planned
actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental impacts.
I support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR for
Carnegie SVRA.

I142-1

I143
05/21/2015
Andres Caicedo
andres@caicedo.net
3206 Quandt Road, Lafayette, CA 94549
Thank you for the efforts and hard work. I wish to convey my support for the plan moving
forward. Myself and my 3 boys need a place like Carnagie SVRA and with all the other closures
we need more room. This whole thing has been an eye opener, I teach my boys to tread lightly,
its not us vs them. We are all in this together and I believe this project can be an example for
the other parks and riding areas as well as the community at large. We all have to make sure
we take responsibility and ensure the future of the sport we love and the land we use. I try my
best to live by that and teach my boys that so that the next generation of riders can have some
form of symbiotic relationship. There are certain types of people, that are wired one way or
another. Its nature, its natural, I need this recreation, my boys do. We are not all going to hit golf
balls or sit and watch the clouds roll by. Some of us have a natural instinct that needs to be
exercised. This type of recreation is that outlet. To be safe we need some room. I take this vow
with who ever wants to join me. I don't care which side of the fence you are on. But if this goes
forward, my self and my boys vow to be the best stewards that we can for this sport and this
riding area. You are on the precipice of doing something great and continuing the amazing
legacy that the state has built with Carnagie SVRA. I hope you continue , I sincerely hope you
move this plan forward.
With much respect and humility,
Andres Caicedo(45)
Chase Caicedo(9)
Adam Caicedo(7)
Reese Caicedo(4)

I143-1

I146

I146-1

I147
05/22/2015
Bruce Bodenhofer
brucekb1955@msn.com
532 63rd St. Oakland,Ca. 94609
I have read and approve the environmental analysis in the DEIR. I believe it is thorough and
ensures that planned actions such as trail construction will not cause significant environmental
impacts.
I am in favor and enthusiastic about the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of
Availability of the Draft EIR for Carnegie SVRA.

I147-1

I148
05/22/2015
Matthew Webb
mwebb78@gmail.com
465 3rd Ave
I am strongly opposed to off-road vehicle use into Tesla Park whose cultural and natural
resources would be severely damaged by such activity. The proposed project and DEIR should
be revised to prevent off-highway vehicle use from occurring in Tesla Park. The kind of
destruction visible in a simple Google Earth search of the Carnegie State Vehicular Recreation
Area should be prevented at all costs in neighboring Tesla Park. Why should the beauty of
Tesla Park be trammeled for the sake of such a wantonly destructive pursuit? We should be
preserving our natural heritage and the biological diversity there, not squandering it for a few
cheap thrills.

I148-1

I150

I150-1

I151

I151-1

I152
5/26/2015
Matthew Webb
Mwebb78@gmail.com
465 3rd Ave
I believe that the expansion of Carnegie will not impact the environment in a negative way. I
support the expansion of Carnegie SVRA.

I152-1

I153
05/27/2015
Everardo De La Torre
crfrider925@gmail.com
I believe that the expansion of Carnegie will not impact the environment in a negative way. I
support the expansion of Carnegie SVRA

I153-1

I154

I154-1

I155

I155-1

I156
05/28/2015
Mike Adams
windzup@gmail.com
Please let Carnegie expand its boundaries
So many families, so many dads and kids form long lasting bonds at this off road park.
Let me know how I can help this happen.
Mike

I156-1

I157
05/28/2015
Ken Arrington
crf450dust@yahoo.com
31 Amarillo
please keep carnagie open as my kids love to ride and riding areas are so hard to find in my
area thank you for listening the arrington family.

I157-1

I158
05/28/2015
Geoffrey Beasley
rubicon4wheeler@gmail.com
3461-A Sanford St., Concord, CA 94520
I would like to register my approval of the Carnegie Master Plan. I have thoroughly read through
the entire document and am pleased with the well-rounded plan. Thank you for providing
something for everyone to enjoy within the Tesla expansion - this will serve the entire East Bay
community wonderfully.

I158-1

I159
5/28/15
Jack Beite
Jbeite@aol.com
353Virginia Dr.Livermore CA
I support the Carnegie expansion as planned.

I159-1

I160
05/28/2015
John Beite
jbeite@comcast.net
353 Virginia Dr, Livermore CA
I support the expansion you have planned.it is long overdue.

I160-1

I161
5/28/15
June Beite
j_jbeite@aol.com
353Virginia Dr.Livermore CA
We support the expansion plan.

I161-1

I162
05/28/2015
Joey Botelho
joey.botelho@gmail.com
I'm for the approval of Carnegie's Master Plan.

I162-1

I163
5/28/15
Shaun Brush
sjbrush@gmail.com
204 Borel Ln
Great plan! Very excited for the new riding area and all the work you guys have put into this.
Can't wait for it to open!

I163-1

I164
5/28/15
Kevin Ciccarelli
kciccarelli@gmail.com
6244 Caminito Araya
The land was purchased with the intent on expanding the Carnegie State Vehicular Recreation
Area and it should be used for that intended purpose.

I164-1

I165
05/28/2015
Keith CoBen
keith.coben@att.net
5124 Valmar Court, Elk Grove, CA 95758
My family and I enjoy riding at Carnegie SVRA and fully support the approval of opening the
new Alameda-Tesla Expansion acreage to OHV riding. Please register our support accordingly.
Keith, Karen, Bailey & Jack CoBen

I165-1

I166
05/28/2015
John Daker
jdaker@yahoo.com
3665 Nob Hill Drive, 95127
I support the Carnegie Master Plan approve of opening the new Alameda-Tesla Expansion west
of the current park lands.

I166-1

I167

05/8/2015
Robert Danese
Robert.danese@ed.gov
241 Chadbourne Way, Oakland, CA
Please expand the ohv area adjacent to Carnegie.

I167-1

I168
5/28/15
Frank Dignon
digmoto@gmail.com
3115 Fairview ave, alameda Ca 94501
it's sad that this is what the world that we all live in is coming to this. I have been riding at
carnagie since I was a little kid with my family and parents. I'm now 38yrs old and hearing that
people are trying to shut it down for non proven facts is SAD! I guess that's the new normal is to
shut places down and criminalize people while listening and believing non proven facts. Sounds
kinda like what people are doing to the police.

I168-1

I169
05/28/2015
Keat Fleckner
kfleckner21@yahoo.com
2540 3rd st. Livermore, ca 94550
My family and I fully support the expansion of Carnigie OHV. We have been utilizing the park for
many years and through three generations of our family. Having a larger park to enjoy would
bring happiness and enjoyment to a large number of community members and their families as
well as ours. For as long as I can remember this was the plan to expand Carnigie, now hearing
that the expansion is under attack saddens and frustrates me. I hope that the expansion is
approved and riders near and far get to enjoy the outdoors in a more expansive diverse
Carnigie.

I169-1

I170
5/28/15
Gerry Fogel
gnfogel@gmail.com
4980 Indian Lane Foresthill CA 95631
Yes I support the plan. I'm disgusted with the behaviors of others who refuse to acknowledge
other peoples recreational interests.

I170-1

I171
05/28/2015
Brian Grigsby
bgrigsby@gmail.com
5733 Black Avenue, Pleasanton, CA 94566
I am very much in favor of the Carnegie Master Plan as this will allow some very much needed
expansion of the current park.
The off road enthusiasts of the San Francisco bay area and also all of northern California
desperately need increased access and opportunity to enjoy this family oriented recreational
sport.
Thank you,
Brian Grigsby

I171-1

I172
5/28/15
Tom Guidice
tguidice@sbcglobal.neti
I am in favor of the expansion of the Carnegie SVRA site.

I172-1

I173
05/28/2015
Eric Hara
hollywood1@astound.net
2180 Stewart Ave Walnut Creek, Ca. 94596
I have been riding at Carnegie since I was around 12 years old and am now 50. I have raised
my son (22) and daughter (16) riding there as well. A good portion of our free weekends are
spent there with family and friends. Please help to not only keep open but expand the OHV
park. It means a lot to not only our family but many generations to come. Thanks for your yes
vote!

I173-1

I174
05/28/2015
Mark Hartsell
m.hartsell@sbcglobal.net
1323 Cathy Way
I approve strongly approve of this plan..

I174-1

I175
05/28/2015
Bruce Hendrickson
brucebh@gmail.com
3059 Swallows Nest Dr. Sacramento .CA 95833
I support the expanded OHV use plan. There is no need for another under utilized and in funded
park like Henry Coe in the area.

I175-1

I176
05/28/2015
Brian Huskamp
bhuskamp@gmail.com
2426 18th ave, san francisco ca 94116
I approve of opening the Alameda Tesla area for OHV use

I176-1

I177
05/28/2015
Martin Kucera
pimpdaddy@gmail.com
5959 Balboa Dr, Oakland CA 94611
I am in full support of the General Plan as published. This expansion is sorely needed to allow
families access to safe and sustainable OHV recreation. With the growth of the Bay Area and
Central Valley populations, the limited number of riding areas are severely curtailing access.

I177-1

I178
5/28/15
Shelly Lucido
shellylucido@sbcglobal.net
501 eaker way
I vote to approve the new Carnegie master plan.

I178-1

I179
05/28/2015
Dave Luehrs
fearlu@aol.com
118 Benjamin, Danville, CA
I approve of the Carnegie master plan. Thank you.

I179-1

I180
05/28/2015
Mark
dawerz@gmail.com
This is a good step forward. Expansion of Carnegie would be even better!

I180-1

I181
05/28/2015
Steven Martinez
stinez2@yahoo.com
102 Cameo Dr, livermore
I like everything I've seen and read about this plan. We need it because the present park area
crams too many of us into a very small area. And that makes it more dangerous than it should
be

I181-1

I182
05/28/2015
Richard Mauri
richard@themauris.com
2455 Anita Ct., Antioch,CA 94531
Pleas eadopt this plan for Carnegie OHV.
This is a social and economic win and is environmentally balanced. Thank you

I182-1

I183
05/28/2015
Katie Medeiros
katiemedeiros@icloud.com
935 Almond Blossom Dr, Tracy Ca, 95376
We need the expansion! I sure hope enough is said to let it happen! It would be a positive
impact on Livermore and Tracy for people driving through and spending money getting gas and
food etc.

I183-1

I184
05/28/2015
Zachary Mickels
zmickels172@gmail.com
319 Pearl Drive
I think its a good plan. Personally I've ridden just about every inch of Carnegie and would love to
have more land to ride!

I184-1

I185
5/28/15
D. Mooser
drakestermoe@yahoo.com
We need more off road riding areas

I185-1

I186
5/28/15
Brett Alan Powell
yzbrett@live.com501
10800 Oakton Way
While I am concerned about the dedication of much of the proposed Tesla park to four wheel
type activities I recognize these users need to be represented.I am hopeful this activity can exist
with true, one-way single track and campgrounds.

I186-1

I187
5/28/15
Christopher Quigley
yellowmoose@sbcglobal.net
6913 Varni Ct., Hughson, Ca., 95326
I approve of the New Carnegie Master Plan that includes approval of and opening the new
Alameda-Tesla Expansion.

I187-1

I188
5/28/15
Matt Riley
rileywm@yahoo.com
1101 Whitney Ranch Pkwy 932 Rocklin ca. 95765
I want to register my approval of the Carnegie Master Plan

I188-1

I189
05/28/2015
David Robison
dave@gokartracer.com
796 Arleen Way
Please keep Carnegie open and available for off highway vehicles. I have been going there for
over 40 years

I189-1

I190
05/28/2015
Matt Sanford
jmsanford@gmail.com
360 Rockwood Drive, South San Francisco, Ca
Please consider keeping the SVRA space open and also to expand it further. We have many
different spaces in the bay area, and there is no reason that SVRA can't be included in the
overall plan.
Thanks for listening to our wishes and including us in the planning.
Sincerely,
Matt Sanford
South San Francisco, CA

I190-1

I191
05/28/2015
Paul Schauer
paul.schauer@gmail.com
4951 Everglades Park Dr
The general plan has a good mix of off highway vehicle trails. The land should provide good
opportunity for families to enjoy off highway motorcycle riding and 4WD truck driving.

I191-1

I192
05/28/2015
Sean
seanweston@sbcglobal.net
135 Costanza dr, Martinez 94553
I approve the planned expansion

I192-1

I193
05/28/2015
Gerald Sequeira
jsequeira@sbcglobal.net
146 W Ameno Ln. Mountain House, CA 95391
I have been going the Carnegie SVRA for many years. I first came with friends back in the mid
Seventies and saw European Motocross stars including Roger Decoster come and race against
the Americans in the Trans-Ama MX series at Carnegie. I fell in love with motorcycles right
away and I can't tell you how much it changed my life in the greatest way. The majority of racers
and riders are responsible and family oriented, always helping each other out. The planned
changes will only make Carnegie a better place for the young and old and every age group in
between. Please support a wonderful family tradition and keep this activity alive and this facility
strong for future generations.

I193-1

I194
05/28/2015
Brandon Tahtaras
brandon.tahtaras@gmail.com
2470 Sheffield dr Livermore, ca 94550
I support Carnegie SVRA.

I194-1

I195
05/28/2015
Gary Toland
gtoland1@aol.com
94 Shell Place, Discovery Bay, Ca
I approve the planned expansion

I195-1

I196
05/28/2015
Perry Willer
perryw@cesbuild.com
22700 Far Fara Way
Please open the area west of the existing park for OHV.
My son and I have enjoyed the park for over 20 years. It would be great to get an expansion.
Perry

I196-1

I197
05/28/2015
Mark Zwicker
59harleypan@gmail.com
I have been going to ʺCarnegie Parkʺ for 40 years. I approve of the Carnegie Master Plan.
Carnegie Forever
Keep Carnegie SVRA open!

I197-1

I198

I198-1

I199
5/29/15
Jerry Baker
jerrybaker@netzero.net
2112 Golden Gate, Tracy CA
"This expansion plan is great! The expansion will be a big boost for the motorsports industry,
Carnegie and the enthusiast that ride them.

Jerry Baker"

I199-1

I200
5/29/15
Mark Barnett
mark@barnettplumbing.com
7429 Newry Place Dublin CA 94568
I agree with the plan and would like Carnegie to expand so I could ride in a much larger park. I200-1

I201
5/29/15
Patrick Beaumnt
pbeaumont1@roadrunner.com
I support the Carnegie General Plan, including opening the new Alameda-Tesla Expansion
area. Thank you!

I201-1

I202
5/29/15
Mary Bennett
mbennett@verizon.net
916 West Main St., Rippon, CA
Yes please proceed

I202-1

I203
5/29/15
Brian Beran
bberan@ford.com
4736 Twin Oaks Drive Tracy, Ca. 95377
I have enjoyed the Carnegie OHV area for 30 years now (I'm 53 years old). Anything that could
improve the area and the experience for off road motorcycling would be benificial to me. Please
work towards opening additional land for our use and enjoyment.

I203-1

I204
5/29/15
Jonathan Berg
jonathanberg83@gmail.com
450 Castanya Court, Danville CA 94526
"I am appalled by the reactions and decisions of the Livermore City Council. Carnegie is a
excellent riding area that is easily accessible to those who ride in the bay area and valley. Over
the years the park has become more crowded and does need to expand. This is our only riding
area within the bay area but the are numerous park lands where we can not ride. In my opinion
this, this is a sensible expansion.

I would also like to comment on some of the city councils remarks during the meeting:

1) Eagles being killed? I don't believe an OHV has ever harmed an Eagle. BUT the wind mills
on the Altamont Pass kill 42 Raptors a year.
I204-1

2) The Park brings unwanted traffic to the area? The traffic comes from Mon - Fri commuter’s
short cutting their drive from I-5 to Intestate 580. Twice a day, five days a week.

3) Noise reaches the homes in the valley? You can't hear the sound of motorcycle from the
Tesla road let alone the valley homes. This was nonsense.

I have enjoyed years of riding at Carnegie. It is getting more crowded, the expansion really
needs to happen. "

I205
5/29/15
Brian Berry
brianberry102@hotmail.com
p.o. box 1179, discovery bay, ca. 94505
"Please open the Alameda-Tesla area so families and good people who love riding motorcycles
can enjoy the land.

Thank you, Brian Berry"

I205-1

I206

I206-1

I206-1
cont.

I206-1

I207
5/29/15
Marc Boggeri
mboggeri@gmail.com
8231 E Whitmore, Hughson CA 95326
"I'd like to indicate my support for the Carnegie Master Plan - including the approval of and
opening the new Alameda-Tesla Expansion west of the current park lands. Off-roading is a fun,
family friendly alternative way to experience nature and the outdoors. Having a controlleddedicated space for these activities will keep me and my family safe ( and law abiding) ..and
ensure our precious envirnoment is kept protected for future generations to enjoy. Please
understand that Off roaders truly love nature and the environment- thats why we do it!
Sincerely, Marc Boggeri"

I207-1

I208
5/29/15
Chuck Brown
motoaventu@gmail.com
751 Swenson Ct. San leandro, CA 94579
"I completely agree with the DEIR and support riding at Carnegie SVRA. It is a very good plan
for many people and their interests.
Thank you."

I208-1

I209
5/29/15
Cheryl Butterton
butterton@sbcglobal.net
I fully support the expansion of Carnegie ORV park

I209-1

I210
5/29/15
Tim Carmack
twcarmack@yahoo.com
I approve of the expansion of the Carnegie Off Road Vehicle Park. This has been in the works
a long time, and California needs more outlets like it.

I210-1

I211
5/29/15
Mike Cheney
mike@valleyplumbinginc.com
3611 Camelot Ct
"Our area (Livermore/Pleasanton/Tracy and the general EastBay Area) is in need of a
recreation site bigger than what is proposed to accommodate all the interests of OHV and other I211-1
recreation uses. Please open this new area to help expand the area of use. With the proper
management this can be a win for everyone involved. I approve this plan.
Mike Cheney

"

I212
5/29/15
Bruce Clayton
bbbclayton@gmail.com
4434 Paradise Knoll Castro Valley, CA
"I support the expansion of Carnegie SVRA. I have been riding motorcycles and dirt bikes for 40
years and have brought my children into the sport as well. We have many fond memories
enjoying the outdoors at Carnegie and would love to see the park expanded so future
generations can also enjoy the freedom and beauty of our sport. The areas we are allowed to
ride in legally have been severly reduced since I started riding and this area is already
established and proven to be a responsible and logistically intelligent place to ride.
Sincerely,
Bruce Clayton"

I212-1

I213
5/29/15
Chad Cooley
chadcooley23@yahoo.com
767 Mojave Ave, Livermore CA 94550
"To Whom it May Concern,

I have been enjoying Carnegie SVRA for many years with my family. We like the riding dirt
bikes, camping and using the 4 wheel drive park responsibly.

I attended the Livermore City Council Meeting on 5/18 and was disappointed with the results.
The current park is small and very congested, which can prove to be very dangerous at times. I
fully support the expansion and the DEIR plan. I am confident that the State would be willing to
work with the City of Livermores' requests to limit visible trails and ensure that appropriate
sound levels are met.

The current park staff are doing a great job of managing the trails. Expanding the park will help
keep up with demand and ensure that my children have something to look forward to using in
the future.

Thank you,

Chad Cooley
Livermore Resident"

I213-1

I214
5/29/15
Tim Coons
TIM@STOCKTONHONFDAYAMAHA.COM
3295 N. AD ART RD STOCKTON, CA 95215
As an employee of a motorcycle dealership I approve of this plan because it can help to improve
I214-1
our business which has not yet fully recovered from the recession. Motorcycle dealerships
employ and contribute tax dollars helping both local and state governments.

I215
5/29/15
Glenn Cox
cox5@llnl.gov
"I approve of this general plan. It always amazes me that people in power don't follow the
majority. People need a place to go, there are thousands of acres available to hike and ride
horses available to the public but are not used to near there capacity (not even close) but they
want to say they need more space. This area is not the prestine places available to the public it
an OHV park. People need a place to go.
"

I215-1

I216
5/29/15
Dean Curry
rdcurry1@sbcglobal.net
11740 Serra ct, Dublin Ca 94568
Approval please

I216-1

I217
5/29/15
David
dave@progelect.com
"Having attended the Livermore City Council meeting on May 18th with my two Sons; we were
disturbed by the misrepresentation of the facts by the opponents of the expansion.
1) Eagles being killed? I don't believe an OHV has ever harmed an Eagle. BUT the wind mills
on the Altamont Pass kill 42 Raptors a year.
2) The Parks brings unwanted traffic to the area? The traffic comes from Mon - Fri commuter’s
short cutting their drive from I-5 to Intestate 580. Twice a day, five days a week.
3) Noise reaches the homes in the valley? You can't hear the sound of motorcycle from the
Tesla road let alone the valley homes. This was nonsense.
My Sons and I have enjoyed years of riding at Carnegie. It is getting more crowded; the
expansion really needs to happen.

Thank you."

I217-1

I218
5/29/15
David
pagladesh@yahoo.com
521 trinidad lane , Foster city
I want the extra land for off road use. The Bay Area has only a microscopic portion of land
designated for riding and us off roaders can use the land please

I218-1

I219
5/29/15
Stephen Delema
sdelema@yahoo.com
3502 Ridgecrest Way Livermore
I am a registered voter in Livermore, and I approve of the expansion of Carnegie OHV.

I219-1

I220
5/29/15
Gary Demello
gdemello28@yahoo.com
632 Dickinson Ct
My vote is for the expansion of the park for the good of quality family time .

I220-1

I221
5/15/15
John Diggs
john.diggs@hendrickauto.com
1870 Maybelle Dr. Pleasant Hill, Ca.
"I am entirely in favor of the Carnegie Master Plan for OHV park improvement; this expansion
and improvement of the park is long over due and will be a huge benefit to the OHV riding
public. I live in Pleasant Hill and ride dirt bikes in this area with my whole family and it would be
a great benefit to see this improvement plan take place to make our riding experience better at
the park, we love the place!

Thank you,

John Diggs
"

I221-1

I222
5/29/15
William Diggs
oacuraparts@gmail.com
1724 Mary Dr.,Pleasant Hill Ca 94523
"If you have ever ride at Carnegie or Hollister Hills State Parks you are fully aware of the over
crowded ,hazardous conditions due to lack of available OHV locations in the state.
Please add this new space at Carnegie so future generations can enjoy this great sport."

I222-1

I223
5/29/15
Brian Donathan
brian@thedonathans.com
44 Loch Lomond Ct Danville CA
"With limited current resources for families to utilize the outdoors and recreational sports areas
the expansion is a great use of our lands.
I223-1

All around us are similar places which are being transformed into housing projects. This over
crowding has caused recreational users to travel hours away, which impacts our environment
even more with the unnecessary use of fossil fuels.

I224
5/29/15
Rob Ericksen
rericksen12@gmail.com
250 W. Verano Way Mountain House 95391
I approve the Carnegie Master Plan

I224-1

I225
5/29/15
Timothy Fehr
scts992@gmail.com
Discovery Bay
I recently took up riding. My kids for about 2 years now. We love Carnegie SVRA and approve
of the expansion. It is the only trails close to us and my kids love it. My daughter has done a
ranger course at another place that involved riding and nature. We should incorporate that
more so we can ride and care about the environment at the same time. Thank you

I225-1

I226
5/29/15
Chris Fine
chris@melrosepowder.com
2912 esperanza Drive
I am excited to finally see the expansion take place as I have been riding out at Carnegie since I
was a young boy.Now I ride there with both my son and daughter.This is a great family sport
and also a great way keep the kids outdoors away from the TV and the Video games.

I226-1

I227
5/29/15
David Foster
dfoster125@sbcglobal.net
As a life-long enthusiast and user of Carnegie OHV Park, I strongly support the atmosphere and
values that this expansion will continue to bring to the families of the surrounding communities!

I227-1

I228
5/29/15
Kimberly Fowler
fowlfam5@comcast.net
396 covellite lane
I grew up going to ride at carnegie and have enjoyed camping and bringing my children to ride.
I would get out of school and we would drive up and ride what a good outlet for kids to do
something productive.

I228-1

I229
5/29/15
Ron Frey
rjfrey1@aol.com
1085 Tasman Dr Spc 629, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
I support the expansion of Carnegie SVRA. I frequent this park at least 10 times a year. I'm
looking forward to using the 4wd section of the park more, as I mainly dirt bike, now. We need
more expansion to enjoy our sport. Thank you, Ron Frey

I229-1

I230
5/29/15
Don Fukushima
don@fukushima.us
65 california ave orinda ca 94563
I support expanding off road use to the adjacent carnegie park. thank you

I230-1

I231
5/29/15
Cathy Fuss
cathy@racelucky.com
1510 Kittie Lane
I can't imagine not having this area our family has enjoyed for years.

I231-1

I232
5/29/15
Greg Fuss
fussinator69@gmail.com
1155-C Arnold Drive #365, Martinez Ca 94553
looks awesome!

I232-1

I233
5/29/15
Kelby Fuss
KIBBY69@GMAIL.COM
My family grew up at this important venue!

I233-1

I234
5/29/15
Mark Gibson
scraa@sbcglobal.net
110 borland ave
I would like to express my approval of the carnegie general plan. Thank You, Mark Gibson

I234-1

I235
5/29/15
Sylvia Gilbert
ggace@aol.com
37456 2nd St., Fremont CA 94536
I support Carnegie Expansion plan!

I235-1

I236

5/29/15
Steve Gosney
stevegosney@aol.com
I approve of the new plan!!! Please make it happen!

I236-1

I237
5/29/15
Craig Guidinger
craigg@amllp.com
3113 Wilewood dr. Concord, ca, 94518
I support the Alameda Tesla Expansion

I237-1

I238
5/29/15
John Haaker
jhh@haakerinsurance.com
116 - 5th st Gilroy, CA
Carnegie is over crowded, more land is needed. The Tesla property was purchased for
expansion of Carnegie. There are tens of thousands of acres of park land available in Alameda
County which do not allow OHV use, surely Alameda County & the Ca State Dept of Rec can
see the benefits of expanding this much needed resource.

I238-1

I239
5/29/15
Bryan Happee
bryan@bowmanandwilliams.com
284 Perch Way, Aptos, Ca. 95003
"I approve of the Carnegie master plan and would like to see it implemented. Expansion of the
ever shrinking off road areas is important for the future of the sport, and the safety of those
involved.

Open the new area!"

I239-1

I240

I240-1

I241
5/29/15
Scott Higgins
scottahiggins@gmail.com
1695 lindenwood dr concord ca 94521
please keep this place open and expand it where appropriate, it is the only place reasonably
close that you can ride legally.

I241-1

I242
5/29/15
Stephan Hoffmann
hoffmann.engineering@gmail.com
422 CLIPPER HILL RD
"Dear Sirs,

My family has been enjoying Carnegie for 10 years. My children learned motorcycle safety
here. It would be wonderful to expand the park to allow more families to enjoy the pleasures of
off road activities.

Thank you,
Stephan Hoffmann"

I242-1

I243
5/29/15
Jeff
jaratto@comcast.net
1750 Broadmoor st livermore
I have been waiting for this to open since they bought it, please let my kids and grandkids enjoy
what I have been doing my entire life! We are not asking for anything that is not already ours!
Let us ride!

I243-1

I244
5/29/15
Joe
duckfan3@att.net
370 Clarence Bromell ct
I approve this plan... Great for Family fun.

I244-1

I245
5/29/15
Tim Joiner
funtimme@yahoo.com
336 Yosemite Dr Livermore Ca 94551
I want Carnegie expanded to include the expansion.

I245-1

I246
5/29/15
Bob Jump
Themistersnoid@aol.com
33 Coleman Dr
Please open up the New Property asap-this should be primarily for OHV motorcycles & a much
smaller % of the land could be set aside for atvs, side by sides, etc, also the riders should have
I246-1
a significant say on how the trails are set up, thank you for your consideration in this matter, Bob
Jump

I247
5/29/15
David Kent
kent_d@sbcglobal.net
6544 Estates Dr. Oakland CA 94611
Please keep Carnegie SVRA open and expand the park to include the area purchased by OHV
funds over 20 years ago. Off road riding is a great family sport with very limited area's to ride in
the Bay Area. Carnegie offers many families and family run businesses a local area to enjoy our
sport. Please keep this opportunity available for thousands of our states citizens to enjoy
instead of closing the area to all but a few.

I247-1

I248
5/29/15
Brian King
00setter@sbcglobal.net
I fully support the expansion of the Carnegie SVRA. This expansion provides ourselves and our
children a place ride together while limiting problems related to over-crowded riding areas.

I248-1

I249

I249-1

I250
5/29/15
F Klein
fklein@socal.rr.com
16125 chase st,north hills,ca
"i think the preliminary plan is a good start and should be approved.

thank you"

I250-1

I251

I251-1

I252
5/29/15
Joe Koppi
jtbone80@yahoo.com
200 B Lindo Ln
I for one would love to have the Expansion.. The Kids are our Future so whats a little extra
space being used id rather have my Grandsons Riding then running the streets with Thugs...!!!

I252-1

I253
5/29/15
Dean Kramer
dnokramer@comcast.net
I approve the new Carnegie Master Plan which includes the approval of and opening the new
Alameda-Tesla Expansion west of the current park lands to OHV.

I253-1

I254
5/29/15
John & Stephanie Lee
leesappl@sbcglobal.net
"Please approve the Master Plan and Expansion. There's room for every sport when it's well
thought out, like this is.
I254-1

Our family has been enjoying your facility for forty years. The sport has grown and evolved, we
need these changes in order to keep up. Keep our kids active and healthy and happy.
Thank You for your anticipated assistance,
John & Stephanie Lee"

I255
5/29/15
Brian Lindt
brian_lindt@yahoo.com
3688 Moonlight Way Tracy CA 95377
Myself and three young chidren who ride every weekend at Carnegie SVRA strongly approve of
the new Carnegie Master Plan which includes the approval of and opening the new AlamedaTesla Expansion west of the current park lands.

I255-1

I256
5/29/15
Nathan Machado
MACK1995@verizon.net
310 Meyenberg Avenue, Ripon, CA
I would like to voice my support for the expansion of Carnegie for the use of OHV recreation.
Carnegie is my local, go-to park. I speak on the behalf on others in saying that more area to ride
will only improve the park as a whole! Thank you for your time.

I256-1

I257
5/29/15
Wendy Manausa
wmanausa@yahoo.com
"I'm a 37 year old female resident of Livermore, Ca. I have lived in Livermore for 25 years! I
moved here when I was 12 and my dad decided to move to Livermore as he has always had dirt
bikes. Carnegie is a great place to go being so close. Twenty 23 years ago he passed away. I
never had a dirt bike but my neighbor got one that summer. He let me ride it a few times at
Carnegie and I was hooked!! I spend the entire next summer earning my OWN money so I
could buy my first dirt bike a 1990 Yamaha RT 100 (which I still have) I babysat ever minute I
could and earned $1,400. Enough to buy the bike and a trailer so my mom could take me. After
I got my dirt bike 2 friends ended up getting dirt bikes too. Its an awesome sport to share with
friends. Through high school we would ride after school and on weekends. It was great to have
something to do, not too expensive, and close to home. In 15-20 min. you can get there from
anywhere in town. I later got married and got my husband into riding. Our friends got quads
and would go riding with us. We have met a lot of new friends too each time we go riding. I
now have two boys that are 9 and 6 and they ride a Honda 80 and Honda 50. They love to ride
on the kids track and up in the hills. Its so pretty at the top and in the back of the park you can
see animals, wild flowers and hills for miles. Very peaceful. Although I'm sad my dad can't be
with us I take peace in knowing he is when we are there. My 9 year had to do a report last
week for a history project. He choose to do it on the history of Carnegie. It use to be a
brickyard over a 100 yrs ago. The foundations still remain for people to see. I learned that
Tesla use to be a town as well and I didn't know anything about it until we started to research
the area and found out it was a coal mine. I think it the expansion were open more people could
learn about the past and enjoy it for the future. My youngest just wrote a store at school that
when he grows up he wants to be a dirt bike rider.
""My dream for the future is to be a dirt bike rider"" One reason is I like to jump and another
reason is I like to ride around"" Another reason is a like to go on the tracks"" "" I like to ride my
dirt bike all day"" Nick Manausa A good portion of the flat parts in Carnegie are closed it would
be nice to have more flat ares to to ride with the kids. They like the hills but it some of the most
challenging terrain of all the parks in Ca. We have friends with a Polaris Razor who can't go
with us as they don't have trails there to ride except the main road and truck track. I love being
able to spend time as family. Both my boys are cub scouts and we go camping often. It all
starts with teaching kids respect for property and nature. Staying on marked trails. thanks
wendy manausa"

I257-1

I258
5/29/15
Jen Martinez
agentjenmartinez@yahoo.com
our town needs this

I258-1

I259
5/29/15
Lois Martinez
ltinez@comcast.net
102 cameo drive, livermore
I am in strong support of the expansion of Carnegie. It is used by my family and friends. I am
disappointed in the Livermore councils recommendation not to support the tax paying public, but
I guess they can't vote against their close friends and ranch owners.

I259-1

I260
5/29/15
Cathy McCause
cathy.mccause@gmail.com
Well done!

I260-1

I261
5/29/15
Dana Mesarchik
dmesarchik@opesadvisors.com
4172 Milton Way Livermore CA 94551
"Our Family the Mesarchik's needs your support to this area for OHV recreation. I am tired of
the back rooms deals that have been going on to try to block the opening of this new area. I
understand that you have gotten a lot of opposition from the Friends of Tesla and the
Garamendi family. They have done everything in their power to shut down our OHV area in the
past and have gone as far filing a frivolous lawsuit to protect the fish in the creek that runs
though the park. Carnegie is a sustainable OHV area as are most all OHV areas if the proper
maintenance is done to protect the trails and environment.

If you look at a map of the OHV parks in our state versus the other type of parks in our system
you will see that the OHV areas are just a small fraction of the parks in the system. We need
more riding areas like Carnegie to fill the need since our sport has grown over the years. For
most parks like Carnegie and Hollister Hills it is becoming unsafe to ride in these areas because
of over crowding.

I urge you to support our expansion of our OHV park"

I261-1

I262
5/29/15
Matthew Mettes
matthewmettes@gmail.com
879 bancroft rd, walnut creek, ca
Please open as much new riding area as possible.

I262-1

I263
5/29/15
Dave Myklebust
dave32p1@sbcglobal.net
2949 Carlsen Street, Oakland, CA 94602
"After using the park for over 40 years, it seems inconceivable that it could be closed.
I still use it once or twice a year and have been waiting patiently for the additional space to the
west to be open.
With all the money I have personally spent for OHV stickers, I should be offended that it has still
remained closed.
I understand that expenses were not anticipated at the time of the purchase, now that the
economy is improving, it seems the time is right to move forward."

I263-1

I264
5/29/15
Tim Neil
hmortim@Gmail.com
227 Nadine st Livermore
Approval of the new Carnegie Master Plan which includes the approval of and opening the new
Alameda-Tesla Expansion west of the current park lands.

I264-1

I265
5/29/15
Nick
nick@chateauelectric.com
161w prosperidad way mountain house ca 95391
I have been going to carnige for years with my family. My girls love to ride any chance they get,
but carnige can be a hard place for kids to ride. If the expansion of carnige goes thru I think we
will get more trails for the young kids and novice riders. Making it a more rideable park for
families.

I265-1

I266
5/29/15
Mark Norman
marknormanatv@gmail.com
828 8th ave
As an OHV participant it is becoming more and more difficult to find places to ride which i have
not ridden time and time again. The OHV activities are some of the most family oriented activity
i have been involved with.The opening of new area's to ride would be greatly welcome by all in
the OHV community. As we are all packed tighter and tighter into what little space there is left
for OHV we often wonder why it is that people want to restrict our activities on land that for the
most part is not used by anyone else for any reason. Yes OHV activities change the landscape
but so do houses and other uses. California's State and National Parks have set aside many
acres of prime real estate for those who hike, bike or walk but continues to limit the OHV
community. Please help use reverse this trend and open the unused Barron land we area
requesting access to so we can continue to enjoy our family activities as you and your families
who are not OHVers do.

I266-1

I267
5/29/15
Brian Odell
brianrodell@sbcglobal.net
3507 Shadow Ceek Dr.
I support the new Carnegie General Plan, which includes opening the Alameda-Tesla
Expansion. I support self-supporting use of recreational facilities over the expansion of "parks"
supported only by the State's General Tax fund.

I267-1

I268
5/29/15
Steve Osterback
steveo@pca-nocal.com
5808 Corumba Ct. San Jose, CA 95120
I love to ride dirt bikes and support the preliminary general plan!!

I268-1

I269
5/29/15
Jenn Owlett
jenlinhart@hotmail.com
2387 Lennox Court
"I am in full support of the Carnegie park expansion. Please move this project forward.

Thank you!

Jen Owlett"

I269-1

I270
5/29/15
David Peters
dpcrf450@yahoo.com
3184 oriole dr san jose ca 95117
"Our family strongly supports the Carnegie master plan. As a native resident of the bay area for
over 50 yrs I have watched our lands slowly but surely taken from us. OHV parks promote
family fun as we have had for some time. There is so little area in california left for outdoor OHV
use it is critical that we support this plan to ensure that our kids can enjoy the outdoors now and
in the future.

Dave Peters"

I270-1

I271
5/29/15
Jason Potts
wheelspin68@yahoo.com
154 Harvard St. S.F. Ca. 94134
"Please vote YES for the expansion of Carnegie OHVA, I have lived in the bay area for over 30
years and have seen one ohv area after another close. This is one of the only remaining areas
still open that is within a reasonable driving distance from my home in San Francisco.
My children love to go ride with thier friends and it's proven to be a great motivational tool to get
them to stay on top of thier school work. We have many more parks and protected areas then
OHV areas by far, what the responsible public needs is more designated OHV areas to handle
the growing off road community.
"

I271-1

I272
5/29/15
Brandie Pratt
brandie@surefireprotection.com
455 Covellite Ln. Livermore, CA 94550
"I understand the concerns many have about the Carnegie expansion, however, I do not agree.
I am a 29 year Livermore resident and have chosen to stay and raise my children here. I have
seen much growth, high density housing, wineries and the beautiful new downtown. This is not
why I have chosen to stay. The growth has brought a significant increase in traffic and veered
away from what Livermore is. Livermore is agriculture, Livermore is The Worlds Fastest Rodeo,
Livermore is Country, dirt bikes and horseback. Livermore has many parks with cycling trails
and hiking of which my family loves but we also love our dirt bikes... this is why we have chosen
to stay!

We have spent many days and nights at Carnegie Park and have experienced wonderful things
as groups of family and friends join to ride and enjoy each others company. The parks
personnel at Carnegie do an amazing job of educating our children on the wildlife native to the
park and how to respect and preserve it. We have seen deer, turkey, many birds, frogs,
snakes, boar, fox and hear coyote at night. One of the things my children look forward to most
is the night time nature lessons put on by the rangers. In fact, one of the visits my children rode
up on a rather large puddle that was roped off and had a poster that read all about a certain
type of frog that was found to be breeding in that puddle, they were fascinated... stopped turned
off their bikes and were shortly joined by a ranger who was happy to tell them more. My family
will be overjoyed with a Carnegie expansion and would love to see more camp sites and
additional trails to ensure a safer and more widespread riding area.
Thank you for your time,
Brandie Pratt, Josh Pratt and children Rylee 9 and Timmy 7 "

I272-1

I273
5/29/15
Donald Presley
thepresley4@sbcglobal.net
3809 longhorn lane, Oakley ca 94561
I'm for expanding Carnegie svra!!!

I273-1

I274

I274-1

I275
5/29/15
Jim Roper
jimroper@att.net
939 Forest lane, Alamo , ca 94507
Approval of the plan.

I275-1

I276
5/29/15
Nick Rossi
atowndrummernr@hotmail.com
This is great I'm sure it has been a while since an ohh park was expanded instead of closed
down. I know there are people against it, but they really shouldn't be because this is something
great for everyone..even the youth of America. Who are currently being caught up in the latest
fad of smoking pot or vaping and ridiculous stuff like that. When if people would be encouraging
and sharing how much fun four wheeling or riding dirt bikes can be then this would be a place
they would go and spend time instead of wasting away their lives doing nothing. It's a great
amount of exitment to be out there at a place like carnagee so thumbs up! Let's keep pushing
and fighting for places like this.

I276-1

I277
5/29/15
Denise Ruppert
denise@quail.com
P.O. Box 2480 Livermore CA 94551
SAVE Carnegie ! Carnegie gives our youth a place close to home so that they can stay active
on regular basis with this healthy, outdoor sport.The oppositon wants to preserve the land and
are displaying "land destruction" on their site. My response to that is the state of California has
thousand of acres preserved and even in Livermore we haave Sycamore Grove and Lake Del
Valle The land destruction are phtotos of trails where many families go to build memories

I277-1

I278
5/29/15
Danielle Salone
dksalone@gmail.com
I approve of the Carnegie Master Plan!

I278-1

I279
5/29/15
Todd Sauls
mac@willeyprinting.com
2632 Portsmouth Lane, Modesto, Ca 95355
i whole heartily want this approved, so my family can continue riding at an area near us. it is
really a shame that this has to be so difficult to achieve. it says that, and i quote "The original
intent of the purchase was to expand the existing adjacent Carnegie State Vehicular Recreation
Area (SVRA ) off-highway vehicle (OHV) park into the Tesla Park land." so i don't understand
why this can't be accomplished.

I279-1

I280
5/29/15
John Schafer
johnschafer@mac.com
PO Box 4399
We want to see the expansion plan of Carnegie ohv park go through.

I280-1

I281
5/29/15
Dennis Scroggins
scroggy12@yahoo.com
744 Kimball st. Oakdale, Ca
The Plan to open up the 4400 acres that was bought and paid for years ago is long over due!
We paid for this expansion with money from OHV green sticker fund many years ago! We need
to let proper planning process designate how this property is utilized!

I281-1

I282
5/29/15
Shaun
spacenut6@sbcglobal.net
This new addition should have been opened a long time ago. Most OHV riders respect the park
and should be allowed to ride. SVRAs seem few and far between, so expanding Carnegie is a
must! Please open the expanded section!

I282-1

I283
5/29/15
Vicki Shipman
shipman@shasta.com
Approve plan as developed.

I283-1

I284
5/29/15
Jason Simmes
jason_simms@att.net
1201 Apricot Ln Hollister CA 95023
I approve and support the Carnegie Master Plan of expansion . I grew up ridding at Skips at
Carnegie and love the hill climbs and back trails .

I284-1

I285
5/29/15
Daniel Smith
dan@oaklandmc.org
10160 Apache Trail, Nevada City, Ca 95959
Just wanted to note that the new Carnegie Master Plan, which includes the Alameda-Tesla
Expansion looks great. Thanks to all for all the hard work and pass on my hope that it gets
approved without changes.

I285-1

I286
5/29/15
Dodd Stange
dana-darla@msn.com
140 Arlington Dr Petaluma ca.
I have been riding Carnegie since 1969 , I love the place ,my kids learned to ride their ,a have
attended many events there and I think it is a great place, I remember when the extra land was
purchased to expand the park for motorcycle riders and ohv vehicles to enjoy, it was purchased
with off road vehicle funds and to use it for anything else I feel is a crime..

I286-1

I287
5/15/15
Richard Sypriano
Rick@terravistasoftware.com
50 Rudgear Drive
I strongly support the preliminary general plan. I am a long time off road motorcycle rider with a
lot of seat time at Carnegie. The increase in congestion on the trails in the past 5 to 10 years
has created a dangerous condition while riding the park. The only two remedies are to limit the
number of riders or open new riding areas. Limiting the number of riders will disenfranchise our
rights a registered OHV riders and will threaten to kill the sport in this area. Since the
government has taken on the responsibility to create and maintain OHV parks they should have
the facilities to accommodate the people who paid into it. I understand that there will always be
opposition to land use issues but if you look at the location, the rainfall and a bomb testing site
right across the street. I can't think of a better place for a motorcycle riding park.

I287-1

I288
5/29/15
Marles Talli
marlesann@msn.com
"I would like to register my support for the expansion of the Carnegie OHV riding area. Too
many areas are being closed to off road enthusiasts. It is easy to find places to hike but is
becoming increasingly difficult to enjoy riding my dirt bike without having to travel several hours
away. We need local areas to ride, and those who want to take land that has been set aside for
us away need to realize they can't have everything! The OHV community brings revenue into
Livermore as well. Don't take our land away!

Marles Talli "

I288-1

I289
5/29/15
Gregory Tatarian
gregbat@wildliferesearchassoc.com
1119 Burbank Ave., Santa Rosa, CA 95407
"Development of facilities and increased access to the Tesla Coal Mine will cause abandonment
of Townsend's big-eared bats that are documented using this resource. Monitoring of bat
populations is insufficient mitigation; the roost should be excluded with a suitable buffer from
human disturbance and further development. The species is proposed as State Endangered or
Threatened and is afforded all protections of a fully listed species during the current review
process.
Bat surveys and monitoring should be conducted by a qualified bat biologist; the photo on page
51 is of a Townsend's big-eared bat, but the caption states ""suspected"". Clearly, the species
has been occupying the mine, and are well known to be intolerant of the level of human
disturbance that new development will cause."

I289-1

I290
5/29/15
Eric Taylor
eric.taylor@bayalarm.com
149 Walford Drive, Moraga Ca 94556
"I, like thousands of other Bay Area families, am in great support of the approval of the Carnegie
Master Plan. Please approve.

Eric Taylor
925-575-0710"

I290-1

I291
5/29/15
Nick Thom
nick.thom@sbcglobal.net
315 Shady Valley Court, San Ramon, CA
"I support the work done by staff and consultants on the Carnegie General Plan and this DEIR.
Their work is comprehensive and the recommended alternative is appropriate.

Many of the perceived negative impacts of OHV use can be eliminated by reducing the density
of users, the proposed expansion of the trail system is good for the environment.

Carnegie SVRA is the most heavily used state park in the SF Bay area, an expansion is needed
to protect the area from overuse."

I291-1

I292
5/29/15
Randall Thorson
randythorson@comcast.net
5777 Felicia Ave, Livermore, CA 94550
I support the Carnegie SVRA Preliminary General Plan and DEIR as it exists.

I292-1

I293
5/29/15
Terry Tinney
terry@terrytinney.com
5254 Lenore Ave, Livermore, CA
Please open the new area at Carnegie, i just had to drive more than four hours round trip to go
riding in the next closest riding area.

I293-1

I294
5/29/15
Terry Traub
terry.traub@cityofwatsonville.org
211 Amador
This is a good plan. OHV activities have been a huge part of my families activities over the last
20 years. We have raced and visited Carnegie numerous times over the years. It is a
wonderful place that is different from other OHV parks. Upgrading the park will be great for
families to come and enjoy from all over the area.

I294-1

I295
5/29/15
Greg Uhlhorn
GREGUHLHORN5@YAHOO.COM
851 GERALDINE STREET, LIVERMORE, CA 94550
I AGREE WITH THE PLAN. FINALLY, MOVE ROOM TO RIDE AT CARNEGIE. I RIDE WITH
MY FAMILY MEMBERS, WHICH TOTALS 11 RIDERS, AND HAVE BEEN FOR 13 YEARS. I
GROW UP BACK EAST AND HAD TO RIDE ON VACANT LOTS AND LAND WHEN I WAS A
TEENAGER. IF SOMEONE GOT HURT DURING THE RIDE, WE HAD TO RIDE(IF ABLE) OR
WALK TO CLOSES PHONE TO CALL FOR HELP. NOT A GREAT SITUATION. TODAY, IT'S
AWESOME TO HAVE A SAFE, FAMILY, FUN AREA TO RIDE. THANK YOU AGAIN FOR
FINALLY EXPENDING THE PARK.

I295-1

I296
5/29/15
Joey Vallerga
sod2007@gmail.com
4847 Hopyard Road #4-332 Pleasanton CA 94588
Voting to approve of the new Carnegie Master Plan which includes the approval of and opening
the new Alameda-Tesla Expansion west of the current park lands. Carnegie forever!

I296-1

I297
5/29/15
Ivan Velasquez
ivanvm1000@gmail.com
Tracy
"I am a 42 yr old father of two teenagers I fully support the expansion of this park. I along with
my two sons visit the park on a regular basis and we fully enjoy this out door activity. This is a
great park and there are no other parks near Tracy that offer this level of outdoor entertainment.
Kids need more of these outdoor activities since they are quite limited in the Tracy area. We
enjoy the overnight camping facilities and the fact that is so close to our home. Please support
it.

Ivan

"

I297-1

I298
5/29/15
Duane Watson
leeautoduane@gmail.com
1525 PARK STREET ALAMEDA 94501
"I would hope the state would live up to there promise to use the green sticker fund to keep
Carnegie open for my generation and future generations. It is the only local legal place to ride in
the bay area. It would look bad for you to say no and then build houses 5 years later. It is
important to keep land open for all kinds of uses , not just greedy developers.
thank you, duane "

I298-1

I299
5/29/15
Thomas White
tomwhite57@att.net
1530 Grove Way, Concord, Ca. 94519
"I was born and raised in the SF bay area, I have ridden motorcycles all my life, at Carnegie as
well as the other local OHV parks. I would like to add my support for keeping Carnegie open for
all future generations of off road motorcycles, and to open the adjoining lands which were
acquired for the purpose as well.

Thomas F. White"

I299-1

I300
5/29/15
Randy Wiggs
utilstfr@berkeley.edu
255 N. Orchard Ave Vacaville Ca. 95688
Please open new land for OHV

I300-1

I301
5/29/15
John E Williamson
j.williamson8335@sbcglobal.net
1820 Skylane Way Modesto, Ca 95350
"I am a concerned citizen and have been riding motorcycles for 50 years! Off road riding is
something that is enjoyed by families. It is a healthy, enjoyable sport that teaches responsibility
to young people not only to the land being used but also to each other. I strongly support the
expansion as an off-road park as Carnegie has been.
John E Williamson"

I301-1

I302
5/29/15
Wade D. Wilson
Wadester450@gmail.com
2206 Blackstone Dr., W.C., Ca. 94598
I am in favor of the proposed expansion of Carnegie SVRA. This land was purchased many
years ago with $$ paid in by the OHV community. The OHV community has grown substantially
over the years in our state and continues to grow. We need more space to accommodate the
increased number of riders and to have more area to ride. Larger riding areas provide a better
overall experience for all riders in addition to being safer as there is less cross traffic.

I302-1

I303
5/30/15
George and Frances Alderson
george7096@verizon.net
112 Hilton Ave., Catonsville MD 21228
"Although we live far from the area, my family lived in California during my childhood, and my
parents both graduated from the University of California Berkeley. I have visited California
many times for work and for pleasure. We have experience with offroad vehicles here where
we live in Maryland and on public lands in Utah, where we use a 4WD vehicle to travel to
remote redrock canyon areas.
I303-1

We recommend that the 3,100 acre expansion area be closed to ORVs and instead used for a
public park and wildlife habitat area. As a ""Tesla Park"" the land will better serve the general
public, better support wildlife, and at the same time respect the rights and property values of
neighboring landowners.

The Draft EIR cites the impacts of the plan against air quality. That is only one of the problems
with opening the expansion area to ORVs. The physical impacts of ORVs on the land,
especially in a dry climate, should have ruled out this area for ORVs. The noise of ORVs
propagates widely on open landscapes, ruining the outdoor experience of other people. ORVs
scare away wildlife, and ORV trails may subdivide the wildlife habitat so much that many
species can't prosper.

Here in Maryland our Department of Natural Resources last year ruled out any further publicly
owned ORV areas or trails for the reason that Maryland has little state-owned land, and these
lands are already dedicated to other public uses that would be defeated by the addition of
ORVs. (Three years ago DNR permanently closed several ORV trails because the impacts on
water quality and fish and wildlife had become too great.) Instead, DNR has urged ORV groups
to seek privately owned lands that may be more suitable for ORVs, in places where neighboring
landowners are agreeable and where an ORV park would be consistent with county zoning and
environmental standards. Conservation groups have supported that concept. That approach
could be a good alternative to the Tesla addition area at Carnegie.

Thank you for considering our thoughts.
"

I303-2

I303-3

I304
5/30/15
Brian Cappa
b.cappa@sbcglobal.net
36157 Spruce St Newark, Ca 94560
I'm strongly in favor of the general plan, as it will greatly improve the park and open up more
riding area to relieve the congestion in the park. This expansion is long over due, and give the
location of the park, I can't see any drawbacks in allowing the expansion to proceed.

I304-1

I305
5/30/15
Eric Dunipace
ericdunipace@gmail.com
4472 Hillsborough Dr
I support the Carnegie Master Plan including the Western expansion. Keep the SVRA open.

I305-1

I306
5/30/15
Sarah Hall
sarahjane11178@gmail.com
1660 Sardonyx Rd Livermore CA
I support the park expansion plan as written. Carnegie provides a great place to spend time with
the family. This is a wonderful place that I can enjoy time with my daughters. I also enjoy hiking
and nature, but there are many other parks around the city to enjoy hiking and outdoors.
However, Carnegie is the only park designated for off road use. This is a growing family activity
and the park needs to be expanded so more families can enjoy it.

I306-1

I307
Eric Harvey
norcalvintageracing@live.com
17620 Red Ball Circle, Grass Valley, CA"
Yes, I want more off-highway riding areas for my family to use.

I307-1

I308
5/30/15
Alexander Hoffmann
ahoff2001@hotmail.com
710 Lido Drive, Livermore, Ca 94550
I support the park expansion plan as written. Carnegie provides a great place to spend time with
the family. This is a wonderful place that I can enjoy time with my daughters. I also enjoy hiking
and nature, but there are many other parks around the city to enjoy hiking and outdoors.
However, Carnegie is the only park designated for off road use. This is a growing family activity
and the park needs to be expanded so more families can enjoy it.

I308-1

I309
5/30/15
Mike Hovey
mmhovey@yahoo.com
223 s. Vista Hermosa st. Mountain house, ca. 95391
I support the expansion of the park to increase off highway vehicle use. Please don't close park,
I've been going for 40 years and would like my son and his children to someday experience the
joy of dirt bike motorcycling, much safer than the street. This park will remain a forever memory
and future site as a place to experience the great love of off roading.

I309-1

I310
5/30/15
Kirt Huggins
kirtwh@gmail.com
1153 Sherry Way Livermore CA 94550
I want to register my approval for the Carnegie master plan.

I310-1

I311
5/30/15
Karen Hummel
khmotomom@gamil.com
I fully support the General Plan. The extensive work and environmental studies present no
reason for the General Plan to not be fully implemented. Additionally, the resulting economic
impact to Livermore and Tracy would be beneficial. There are businesses that will significantly
benefit from a larger OHV park, like motor vehicle repair shops, food services, gas stations, and
others. The family aspect of OHV activities give our kids a local alternative to problematic
suburban distractions while teaching them one way to enjoy our great state's natural
environment along with exercise at the same time. This is a great way to use our tax dollars
earmarked for this purpose. My husband and I both have graduate degrees and truly believe
"the family that plays together stays together". Please don't let foolish politics get in the way of
sound judgement to improve the local economy and families.

I311-1

I312
5/30/15
Kristen Hummel
khmotokid@gmail.com
I fully support the General Plan. The extensive work and environmental studies present no
reason for the General Plan to not be fully implemented. Additionally, the resulting economic
impact to Livermore and Tracy would be beneficial. There are businesses that will significantly
benefit from a larger OHV park, like motor vehicle repair shops, food services, gas stations, and
others. The family aspect of OHV activities give our kids a local alternative to problematic
suburban distractions while teaching them one way to enjoy our great state's natural
environment along with exercise at the same time. This is a great way to use our tax dollars
earmarked for this purpose. I truly believe "the family that plays together stays together".
Please don't let foolish politics get in the way of sound judgement to improve the local economy
and families.

I312-1

I313
5/30/15
Mark Hummel
mhmotodad@gmail.com

I fully support the General Plan. The extensive work and environmental studies present no
reason for the General Plan to not be fully implemented. Additionally, the resulting economic
impact to Livermore and Tracy would be beneficial. There are businesses that will significantly
benefit from a larger OHV park, like motor vehicle repair shops, food services, gas stations, and
others. The family aspect of OHV activities give our kids a local alternative to problematic
suburban distractions while teaching them one way to enjoy our great state's natural
environment along with exercise at the same time. This is a great way to use our tax dollars
earmarked for this purpose. My wife and I both have graduate degrees and truly believe "the
family that plays together stays together". Please don't let foolish politics get in the way of
sound judgement to improve the local economy and families.

I313-1

I314
5/30/15
Sam Hummel
shmotokid@gmail.com
I fully support the General Plan. The extensive work and environmental studies present no
reason for the General Plan to not be fully implemented. Additionally, the resulting economic
impact to Livermore and Tracy would be beneficial. There are businesses that will significantly
benefit from a larger OHV park, like motor vehicle repair shops, food services, gas stations, and
others. The family aspect of OHV activities give our kids a local alternative to problematic
suburban distractions while teaching them one way to enjoy our great state's natural
environment along with exercise at the same time. This is a great way to use our tax dollars
earmarked for this purpose. I truly believe "the family that plays together stays together".
Please don't let foolish politics get in the way of sound judgement to improve the local economy
and families.

I314-1

I315

I315-1

I316
5/30/15
Matthew McGuinness
mcguinness114@astound.net
114 Russell Dr., Walnut Creek, CA 94598
"Hello - I would like to respectfully register my support for the Carnegie General Plan that is
currently in draft form. I frequently travel from my home in Walnut Creek with my teenage son
to Livermore for off road motorcycling. My son does not enjoy the ""mainstream"" sports, and
dirt biking is the one sport I've been able to get him to participate in. I understand that this type
of recreation is not for everyone, but just because my family does not use local football, baseball
or basketball facilities, we would not try to prevent others from being able to enjoy those sports.
As you consider approval of the general plan and the Tesla expansion area, please consider the
diversity of interests of Bay Area residents, as well as the extremely limited acreage we have for
local off road motorcycling. Frankly, this is probably the last chance to increase the amount of
land available locally for this type of recreation. Please don't take this opportunity away from a
group that has so little land devoted to their interest and ""give"" it to those who already have so
much.
Thank you."

I316-1

I317
5/30/15
Gus Meyner
gmeyner@gmail.com
927 Mac Duff Ct
"I support the expansion of the park for ohv use. Well laid out single track motorcycle trails
provides an environment where nature can thrive.

We can share."

I317-1

I318
5/30/15
Will Moreno
wmoreno1999@gmail.com
4023 Skyhawks lane Vacaville ca 95688
Why was land bought without knowing first if we could ride on it ? If we can't use it sell it and
buy some land we know we can ride on !

I318-1

I319
5/30/15
Alex Rockas
sacor29@sbcglobal.net
31 Marquard Ave, San Rafael CA 94901
I support the general plan!

I319-1

I320
5/30/15
Carlos Romero
car91r@sbcglobal.net
2126 Palomino Rd.
We, as off road enthusiests, would love to see the expansion of Carnegie SRVA to relieve the
sometimes overcrowded trails. Myself, family, and friends have been riding at Carnegie for over
40 years and love having a local place to enjoy the sport and activities afforded by such a park.
In all this time, other than the excellent maintenance, the environment of the park has never
really changed. Please consider opening new riding areas for continued safe enjoyment.

I320-1

I321
5/30/15
Michael Rores
shootback685@sbcglobal.net
I wholeheartedly approve of keeping Carnegie SVRA open and also approve the proposed
expansion.

I321-1

I322
5/30/15
Mike Stanly
mstanly@myfatetothewind.com
22118 Queen St, Castro Valley, 94546
I am for opening the new Alameda-Tesla Expansion west of the current park lands. Enough
planning has gone into this to insure it will be well managed. If you want to stop encroachment
on open land stop housing development. OHV trails aren't covered in concrete.

I322-1

I323
5/30/15
Jackie Ward
jcaylin@gmail.com
Please extend the park. This is a great place for family's to get together and have a day to
spend time and ride dirt bikes in a safe environment. Please don't take this away from our
children. This place is all that some kids have. More space equals more space for more family's
to get out and enjoy nature on a dirtbike.

I323-1

I324
5/30/15
William Willis
bjwillis@sbcglobal.net
1591 Via Buena Vista San Lorenzo, CA 94580
"

I strongly support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft
EIR for Carnegie SVRA."

I324-1

I325
5/31/15
Vern Booth
midpackr@pacbell.net
3946 Devon Place, Livermore Ca
I approve of the general plan and look forward to the new area being opened soon. This land
was purchased 20 years ago with the intent of expanding the existing park; it is time to get it
done. This vision to expand was well thought out and anticipated how off road riding sports
would grow in popularity. We have seen ever larger increases in participation year over year.
This added area will bring much needed relief to the over used area’s that are currently
available and allow better management of the land.

I325-1

I326
5/31/15
Paul Crawford
paualcrawford311@gmail.com
4900 Hopyard Rd. Pleasanton, ca
I would love to see this space opened up for OHV use. Carnegie Rangers and staff already do
a great job keeping the park safe and clean so Tesla should be the same way.

I326-1

I327
5/31/15
Meghan Eckels
megs217@hotmail.com
374 W. Camarada CT MT House Ca 95391
"Deir,
This new riding area is very important to our family. We have been enjoying Carnegie since I
was a child in the late 70's and know with hope my children will get to enjoy it with all its new
opportunity. As many have seen in the last 20 years our riding areas are getting smaller and the
sport is getting bigger. Having more space is crucial for safe and future generation and family s
to enjoy the outdoors in a way only offroad offers. All offroaders I know enjoy many types of
outdoor activities including, hiking, Mt biking, bird watching,camping, fishing and many more at
many location set aside for just these activities. Restricting offroading in this new area paid for
by offroaders, is foolish and would alienate a huge group of family s who enjoy spending time
together outside!"

I327-1

I328
5/31/15
Iver Edwall
ivere185@sbcglobal.net
2761 Stanton Hts. Ct. Castro Valley, Ca. 94546
"This would be a great addition to the present SVRA and I must add much needed to support a
large group of people and family's that enjoy this recreation. Carnegie is the closest of this kind
of recreation in the bay area, I use it frequently. To add just a personal not, it is a shame that
politics are a condition of something that would benifit so many people.
Iver E Edwall
2761 Stanton Hts. Ct.
Castro Valley, CA. 94546
510 537 5431"

I328-1

I329

I329-1

I330
5/31/15
Tom Jones
fdxtom2002@yahoo.com
Please approve the Carnegie expansion plan.

I330-1

I331
5/31/15
Craig Miller
craigmiller.1960@gmail.com
8332 Rifle Ridge Dr
Please approve this DEIR to keep our public lands available for use to to those who enjoy
outdoor motor sports.

I331-1

I332
5/31/15
Christian Montiel
puggsdr@yahoo.com
"I strongly support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft
EIR for Carnegie SVRA.

Carnegie SVRA became a unit of the State Park system in July 1980, long before I was born
and I will not allow for this off-roading tradition to be taken away from me. I want my family and
future family to keep enjoying our weekends of family time out on the hills. Just like every other
place and out door activities in the bay area is growing, our off road recreational areas should
also grow. I see park after park being assigned to our residents, it is not fair you are pushing us
to travel farther and to fewer off road recreational areas. "

I332-1

I333
5/31/15
Jeffrey Scott
geof2001@gmail.com
4210 Queen Anne Dr
I approve of the Carnegie Master Plan.

I333-1

I334
5/31/15
Tony Vega
tonyvega1@msn.com
9052 testerman way. Elk Grove CA. 95758
We need this expansion for our kids and the future of ORV's

I334-1

I335
6/1/15
Michael Brown
dmbrown929@gmail.com
please approve! Carnegie needs more room for the growing numbers of ohv riders

I335-1

I336
6/1/15
Bill Casey
bpcasey@hotmail.com
18125 Rose Ct, Los Gatos, CA 95033
Look, off road vehicles need a place to ride. Off-roading, motorcycling in particular, is good
clean family fun. As "politicians" you are supposed to accommodate all your constituents not
just the ones who do you favors. Do what is right and keep the park open for future generations
to enjoy. Its the right thing to do and you all know it.

I336-1

I337
6/1/15
Julie Cox
cox7@llnl.gov
We approve of the expansion of Carnegie. Our family loves riding out there and will continue to
do so for many years. Please expand the park.

I337-1

I338
6/1/15
John Detwiler
john@turntheworldaround.com
286 Jayne Avenue, Oakland CA 94610
"I fully support the Preliminary General Plan (PGP). It is an very impressive, forward-thinking,
and inspiring piece of work. I see the potential for the wonderful future of Carnegie OHV Park.
I338-1

Please approve the expansion and future success of Carnegie, as proposed in the PGP.
I know that I echo the sentiment of many in saying that I am very much looking forward to
visiting the park in the coming years.

Sincerely,
John Detwiler"

I339

I339-1

I340

I340-1

I341
6/1/15
Bruce Lincoln
brli@chevron.com
2 Black Forest Ct Lafayette, CA 94549
I fully support the Carnegie Master Plan for the Alameda-Tesla Expansion. I believe it reflects a
fair balance between environmental concerns and its intended use as an off-road recreational
vehicle area.

I341-1

I342
6/1/15
Robert
imoto483@juno.com
" I would like to see the new area open its good for the traffic on the trails and good for the
environment, because it will have fewer bikes riding it a small area
open the riding area "

I342-1

I343
6/1/15
Joe Schmit
jobajoeschmit@gmail.com
2492 Crestline Rd.
I approve of the Preliminary General Plan and I think the Draft Environment Report has been
thoughtfully and thoroughly put forth demonstrating that the Carnegie expansion can be done in
an environmentally responsible way bringing more business and family recreation to our area.

I343-1

I344
6/1/15
Ray Tucker
raybtucker@gmail.com
"I have viewed the plan in the past and commented as to the inclusion of a variety of OHV's not
merely dirtbikes. I also wrote the Livermore mayor and his Vice Mayor? in support of the plan
and the expansion of Carnegie.
You do not have to be a participant of OHV activities to realize that we need additional space to
recreate safely, simply visit Carnegie on any sunny weekend in mid-winter. It is beyond packed.

There are plenty of wineries to visit but few OHV parks with more and more areas being
excluded from this family activity. I have ridden for over 30 years and now taking my grandsons
on our outiongs but I cannot feel safe at Carnegie if we do not increase its riding area. Please
do not let BIG MONEY and the few elite take away from families who can enjoy a safe riding
area for many years to come.

If Carnegie is not allowed this expansion the current area will become much more overused and
dangerous because of the thousands who come there on a busy weekend."

I344-1

I345

I345-1

I346
6/2/15
John Casey
johnquan101@yahoo.com
2634 benvenue berkeley ca 94704
please expand this area for ohv use

I346-1

I347
6/2/15
Sue A Cooper
cooper304@att.net
304 BELMONT AVE
"I am a Female, 67 yrs. old, own my own business for 25 yrs..and LOVE TO DIRT BIKE..I have
been to Carnegie many many times and seen the children with their families and young and old
alike enjoying this sport..
I347-1

Our generation has a challenge to get this new recreation area open for future generations. It is
our civic duty and when accomplished it will prove our mettle and make those who end up using
the new park for years to come proud of our efforts."

I348
6/2/15
Dave Pearce
pearceunit@gmail.com
17300 Locust Drive
"My family and friends have had many hours of enjoyment riding at Carnegie. Given the
number and range of rider skill levels, the additional space will make for a safer and more
enjoyable experience for all ages and experience.

"

I348-1

I349
6/2/15
Henry Simpson
hksimpson@gmail.com
15475 Oak Hills Dr, Salinas CA 93907
"I have read/review the Preliminary General Plan and think it looks great. Long-term planning
benefits everyone involved and while I don't get to Carnigie as much as I used to, this kind of
stewardship ensures it's still a viable and enjoyable resource for future generations, including
my children.

Thanks,

Henry"

I349-1

I350
6/2/15
Justus Wunderle
justusw@aol.com
2454 E 23RD ST, Oakland, CA 94601
I approve of the draft EIR as written. I think that the benefits to the environment by providing
more local recreation opportunities outweigh any outstanding issues and the approval should be
expeditious from this point on. Sufficient negotiating and compromise has been performed.
Unfortunately some will attempt to use laws designed to protect the environment for their own
special needs. These people are few and should be seen as such, not as a significant group of
concerned citizens.

I350-1

I351
6/3/15
Marvin Christensen
marvin936@gmail.com
"I approve and support the expansion of Carnegie OHV Park.
Marvin. "

I351-1

I352
6/3/15
Jodi Matarazzo
kurlyiox@aol.com
6843 Langmuir Lane, Dublin, CA 94568
I approve of the new Carnegie Master Plan which includes the approval of and opening the new
Alameda-Tesla Expansion west of the current park lands.

I352-1

I353
6/3/15
Chris McCarthy
cmccarthy703@gmail.com
28044 S. Alycia Way
I support the park expansion plan as written. Carnegie provides a great place to spend time with
the family. This is a wonderful place that I can enjoy time with my family. I also enjoy hiking and
nature, but there are many other parks around the city to enjoy hiking and outdoors. However,
Carnegie is the only park designated for off road use. This is a growing family activity and the
park needs to be expanded so more families can enjoy it.

I353-1

I354
6/3/15
Stephen Smith
norcalcruiser@aol.com
6509 Meadowcreek Way
I'm all for it!

I354-1

I355
6/4/15
Charles Bott
chazbott@yahoo.com
407 Scenic Ave, San Anselmo, CA
"i support this thoughtful and thorough plan and hope that it can serve to maintain Carnegie for
off road vehicle use.
Thanks to all who are working to keep Carnegie accessible for OVR."

I355-1

I356
6/4/2015
Jim Lallas
jlccsf@gmail.com
739 Grand Avenue South San Francisco Ca 94080
I've been waiting for this park expansion for a long time. I've been paying the extra registration
fees on my family’s dirt bikes for many years that was used to pay for the land acquisition. This
property is not suited for a normal state park. No one is going to walk these hills. It’s open land
with the Lawrence Livermore Lab site 300 across the road. They have a gun range that is used
daily that can be heard everywhere in the park except if you’re riding a dirt bike. There are not a
lot of places to ride but there are thousands of other places to hike and be secluded as the
opponents want here.
Expand the park for off road riding.
Thank You

I356-1

I357
6/4/15
Lars Pave
sasha@setthemfree.com
2759 Chelsea Dr. Oakland CA 94611
As a long-time visitor and supporter of Carnegie SVRA, I fully support the general plan and
believe it is a responsible and well planned strategy to maintain and preserve the park for my
family to enjoy and protect. Thank you!

I357-1

I358
6/4/15
Bill Romero
bromero@karesnet.com
613 Sycamore Ct. Livermore Ca 94551
I vote to approve the general plan and DEIR and to move forward with the expansion of
Carnegie SVRA.

I358-1

I359
6/4/2015
Patrick Spark
patricks8084@sbcglobal.net
8392 Quail Peak ct. Elk Frove, Ca. 95758
My self along with many friends with families have enjoyed the use of this park for motorcycle
riding. I would like to see an expansion of the current facilities for continued future family
enjoyment.

I359-1

I360
6/4/2015
John Velcamp
johnvelcamp@yahoo.com

Please SUPPORT!!
As a long-time visitor and supporter of Carnegie SVRA, I fully support the general plan and
believe it is a responsible and well planned strategy to maintain and preserve the park for my
family to enjoy and protect. Thank you!
As you may have heard the expansion plan for Carnegie is under attack from extreme
environmental groups who ultimately want to shut down the park. Thanks for adding your
support!

I360-1

I361
6/5/2015
Bill Bennett
billder@sbcglobal.net
11934 Rhoda Ct. Dublin, CA 94568
The General Plan is sound as is and should not be changed because of those who will complain
no matter what you say or do.
Move forward with the Plan PLEASE!

I361-1

I362

I362-1

I363
6/5/2015
Chris Hanlon
hanloncw@hotmail.com
I support the expansion to the Carnegie SVRA. A good common sense plan (trail riding only,
one way trails) would benefit riders & keep the environmental impact low.

I363-1

I364

I364-1

I365
6/5/2015
Troy Sandal
troy@planettroy.com
I'm writing as a long time rider and supporter of Carnegie SVRA to fully endorse the general
plan and believe it is a responsible and well planned strategy to maintain and preserve the park
for my friends and family to enjoy and protect. Our rights as riders continue to shrink every year
from every direction and this plan shows nothing but good stewardship over the park. Please
don't let minority interests who don't represent the users of the park to speak louder than those
who truly care about it.

I365-1

I366
6/5/2015
Barry Synoground
barry@dnalounge.com
375 11th st
I write to support the general plan. I'm a long time visitor and supporter of Carnegie SVRA.

I366-1

I367

Butch Meyner

6/6/2015

butchmeyner@hotmail.com
927 MacDuff Ct, San Jose
The Carnegie SVRA is exceptionally well located to both serve and be insulated from the public.
It is near metropolitan areas such that people are not driving hours to recreate, and it is in hills
that are undesirable for most other human exploits.

I367-1

I368
6/8/2015
Jeremiah Ball
jeremiahb@gmail.com
1492 La Playa St. San Francisco CA 94122
Carnegie SVRA is an important resource and a great low impact facility. I support the General
Plan, and hope to maintain access for my family and friends for many years. Thank You.
Jeremiah Ball
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Andrew Cunningham

6/8/2015

ajcunn@gmail.com
1281 Brookdale Ln, Livermore CA 94551
I strongly support the primary general plan for expanded motorized recreational opportunities at
the Carnegie SVRA. I am particularly pleased that the general plan places particular emphasis
on expanded trails for riders of beginner-level experience.
There are many local parks for non-motorized uses. Carnegie is a unique treasure of the CA
parks system and of the Livermore/Tracy area in particular specifically because it is tailored
primarily toward motorized recreation. The Carnegie park should work toward execution of the
general plan goals of expanding and maintaining motorized recreational opportunities in the
east-bay area.
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Jerry Fouts

6/8/2015

jerryfouts@gmail.com
9937 poppy hills drive Oakdale Ca. 95361
I think State Parks has done a thorough job in identifying the potential environmental problems
and addressing them.
The current administration has done a great job in repairing the damage dome years ago by off
trail riding and the progress in repairing this damage is really showing.
I hope State Parks would partner with some one in celebrating the old mining town of Tesla.
I am looking forward to showing the world what our OHMVR program can do it have new piece
of property. Miles and miles of well maintained trail id the key to sustainable recreation.
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Heidi Lypps

6/8/2015

hlypps@gmail.com
The DEIR presents a sound plan for the expansion of a vital public recreational resource. The
Carnegie of today manages to balance its recreational, biological, cultural and other resources
in skilled balance. I look forward to wise use of the larger SVRA.
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Carlos Urenda

6/8/2015

curenda29@gmail.com
I strongly support the Preliminary General Plan and DEIR.
Family, friends and I enjoy having a place to ride our dirt bikes and other OHV's. It is a great
family outing. I plan on sharing the same experience with my grandchildren and hope they can
do the same with theirs someday.
The park is close enough for people from all over the bay area and central valley to enjoy. It is
also located in a very desolate area away from everything, but close enough to travel to.
Sincerely,
The Urenda Family
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SVRA general plan
1 message
Chuck Heimstadt <chuckheimstadt@yahoo.com>
Tue, Jun 9, 2015 at 8:22 AM
Reply-To: Chuck Heimstadt <chuckheimstadt@yahoo.com>
To: "carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com" <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>, Chuck Heimstadt
<chuckheimstadt@yahoo.com>

To CHMVR Carnegie SVRA General Plan
As a member of the California Native Plant Society and a
leader of habitat restoration on San Bruno Mtn. I am
dismayed by the prospect of losing of even more of our
beautiful native open space to off road vehicles. I love the
drive through Corral Hollow, that is until reaching the noise
and barrens of the OHV area. The idea of expanding this
area is depressing to say the least. Please, when you
make your final decision on this expansion, may you take
into account people like myself who would like to see this
special place preserved.

I376-1

Thank you for your attention, Chuck Heimstadt

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&cat=Recorded%20and... 6/19/2015
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I380

John Foottit

6/10/2015

crazyhorse@foottit.us

I approve of the plan to expand Carnegie as proposed.
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I386

Joe Denton

6/11/2015

po_boy.geo@yahoo.com
2219 Serrano Way , Pittsburg, CA
Carnegie is one of the last local places left to ride dirt bikes. A wholesome, family activity and
here in the Bay Area, Carnegie is one of the last places left to enjoy this outdoor activity. As you
can see by the packed weekends, many families love having this resource available to us and
would hope that it will continue to remain so and be expanded to cut down on the crowded trails.
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Timothy Green

6/11/2015

tjgreen111@gmail.com
1921 Green Valley Rd, Alamo CA
Hello. I'm writing to urge that the Carnegie SVRA be preserved as a recreational OHV area. As
you know, there are very few places to ride off-road within reasonable driving distance of the
Bay Area, and virtually no open public or private land. Carnegie SVRA is a terrific resource with
a wide variety of terrain and learning opportunities, and is close enough to make a day trip
feasible.
Thanks,
Tim Green
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Alex Guo

6/11/2015

alex.guo.2008@gmail.com
2801 Central Ave
I have really enjoyed using the Carnegie OHV area, it is one of the few we have left in the Bay Area. I
hope to enjoy it with my family for years to come.
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I390

Jeff Hamilton

6/11/2015

jixxerjeff@gmail.com
121 harrier Ave, Vallejo, Ca 94590
Please expand Carnegie. It is a great place to bring the family too for a day of dirt bike riding.
Carnegie is one of the reasons my kids try hard in school. Without good grades I will not let
them ride their motorcycles.
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Jason Harmon

6/11/2015

jeharmon@astound.net
4266 Carter Ct 94521
Please open the land that we paid for. We need more room to accommodate the growing
number of riders in our sport.
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I392

Geoff Ho

6/11/2015

piett79@yahoo.com
I support the expansion of Carnegie SVRA into the Alameda-Tesla area as proposed in the April
2015 revision of the Preliminary General Plan.
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Ryan Jaques

6/11/2015

ryjaques@gmail.com
935 WOODLAND DR
I approve the master plan
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John Ruiz

6/11/2015

1989hawk@sbcglobal.net
2326 Kenwood Ave San Jose Ca. 95128
Please expand Carnegie. It is a great place to bring the family too for a day of dirt bike riding.
Carnegie is one of the reasons my kids try hard in school. Without good grades I will not let
them ride their motorcycles.
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Deanne Taylor

6/11/2015

deannetaylor@hotmail.com
1300 Southampton Rd #149, Benicia, CA 94510
With children ranging in ages from 14-25, Carnegie is our vacation spot, our weekend adventure
spot, our ʺfamily timeʺ spot. It's the one common ground hobby that keeps this nondrinking/drugging family solid and cohesive. We are required to maintain our bikes for
registration, we thoroughly enjoy the rangers/staff and people who we ride with and would be
forced to spend more money than we have to move our outings to another SVRA like Hollister.
Not money I have to spend.
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Alexander Yermolovich

6/11/2015

alexyermolovich@gmail.com
2011 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara
I support continual operation and expansion of Carnigie SVRA. It provides people a safe and
fun environment to go dirt biking by themselves, with friends or as a family.
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I403

Greg Anderson

6/12/2015

electraflyer@aol.com
P.O. Box 1204, Meadow Vista, CA 95722-1204
I've ridden Carnegie since 1974. 41 years. I'd say it's WAY past time to get things moving along.
It's just ridiculous that it should take years and years to accomplish something that could
realistically have been done in a couple of months.
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I407

Bradley Walker

6/13/2015

bradwalker212@gmail.com
38714 Stonington Terrace, Fremont, CA 94536
I am 100% in favor of the expansion of Carnegie for OHV use. I have been riding motorcycles at
Carnegie since I was 5 years old and I want to be able to share the wonderful features of the
park and the great experience of OHV with my son. Expanding the park will not only provide us
with more great, challenging riding opportunities, it will also ensure better safety for all users by
spreading riders out and preventing accidents when the park is crowded. Please move forward
with the OHV expansion. The OHV community is constantly growing and we need more land.
Thank you.

I407-1

I408

6/14/2015
Ran Bush
ranbush@gmail.com
3060 el cerrito plz #500 el Cerrito
Carnegie is an important resource for the Bay Area, and should remain open to the public.
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6/14/2015
Chris
heatxfer@gmail.com
I strongly support the Preliminary General Plan, Draft EIR, and Notice of Availability of the Draft
EIR for Carnegie SVRA.
I am a +55yr old rider who has been riding for over 40yrs and Carnegie is one of the very few
places I can ride off-road safely with friends. Carnegie has been a friendly, safe place to ride
since I first went there in the early 70's.
Thank you
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James Craig

6/14/2015

haut92@yahoo.com
3021 Leger ct Pleasanton CA 94588
Carnegie is the only safe, legal place for my kids, friends and family to ride and play with their
off road vehicles. Without it, I fear they will at best have to drive outside the area to spend their
money and enjoy their toys. At worst, I fear they will resort to closer, illegal and damaging
means of enjoying their toys.
Please save Carnegie!
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6/14/2015
Tom Jensen
tom.jensen@mikesbikes.com
Carnegie, is a great place to ride and serves a huge community. I meet family and friends there
from all over CA. Please don't shut it down as there are few and fewer places to ride legally
here in CA.
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6/14/2015
Bert Lankins
Gsxr11j@yahoo.com
3488 Jerilyn Dr, San Jose, CA, 95127
kids love Carnegie, Carnegie is the only place they feel safe and I feel safe letting them ride
Without Carnegie, I have to burn 40 gallons of gas in my truck so I can ride my dirt bike for the
day that I only will use one gallon all day in the bike.
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6/14/2015
Larry
Lrt595@yahoo.com
There are only a couple spots in the bay area we can ride our dirtbikes. Take that away and you
will see dirtbikes illegally on roads and hills.
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I415

6/14/2015
Brandon Matthews
carnegiegeneralplan@optimaltour.us
243 Harrison Ave, Redwood City, CA
The Carnegie SVRA is invaluable to me, as a recreational rider and as a lover of nature. There
are so many ecologically sensitive areas that I may not, and should not, ride in, that having an
SVRA as beautiful as Carnegie allows me an opportunity to engage in a sport that I love, in a
place where I can do it legally, safely, and responsibly. Additionally, I am able to support
businesses in the Tracy area when I stay overnight, eat meals, buy gasoline and sundries, etc.
Please keep Carnegie operating and available - there are so few SVRAs left in the Bay Area!
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6/14/2015
Robert Moeller
rjmoeller@comcast.net
Livermore, CA
I support the Carnegie SVRA expansion plan. I have been riding at Carnegie SVRA for almost
20 years and my son also learned to ride at Carnegie. I am also a resident of Livermore.
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6/14/2015
Daniel P. Rogers
1962siia88@sbcglobal.net
617 Vallejo St Crockett, Ca
Our whole family loves Carnagie, even the non-riders. The place is well run so we feel safe
riding our motorcycles there, and it is the closest place to our home to ride. It also offers a wide
variety or terrain to ride on from the trials training area, to mini tracks for the children to the
wonderful system of trails. Please keep Carnagie open for future generations! If it closes we will
be forced to travel much further causing more pollution.
Lastly I'd like to comment on the staff at Carnagie. These people are pros and are widely
respected for the work they do keeping the place running smooth, protecting areas that need it,
and for the first class job they do helping people who need help in the park. Having a place that
is protected and offers the level of help in case of trouble/injury is really important. Thank you.
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6/15/2015
Stephanie Byous
stephbyous@gmail.com
1673 Third Street
The Tesla expansion area is not suitable for damaging OHV use. I oppose the expansion of
Carnegie SVRA into the Tesla expansion area. The General Plan and Draft EIR should not be
approved or certified as written and need to be revised and recirculated for public review with
the entire expansion area designated as a permanent preserve area with No-OHV use allowed.
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6/15/2015
Robert Denver
robertjdenver@aim.com
3065 N Foxridge Ct
This area is an important habitat for the Western Spadefoot toad, Spea hammondii. Expansion
of the Carnegie ORV park will damage this fragile habitat and negatively impact this threatened
species. I urge you to reconsider plans for the expansion.
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6/15/2015
Christopher Ring
marcovhawk@gmail.com
2324 Reindeer Court
This is one of the closest and most convenient places in the Bay Area to ride; my family loves to
camp here, enjoys the amenities and enjoys going riding here. Please let us keep Carnegie
open for our generation and future generations to come!
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I423

6/15/2015
Vladimir Vakulenko
va.vlad@gmail.com
101 Cervantes Blvd #202, San Francisco, CA 94123
I support the Carnegie riding area, and the expansion into the Tesla property. I feel same riding
at Carnegie and the expanded property would be a great resource to all the people who enjoy
Carnegie currently.
Regards,
Vladimir
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6/15/2015
Rick VanBelle
x1_rydr@yahoo.com
There are too few areas left where one can legally ride/drive and off-road vehicle/bike.
I'd like to see Carnegie remain a fun and friendly riding area that individuals and families can
enjoy.
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6/16/2015
Steve Mandeville
maddevill@aol.com
1137 Walpert St #34 Hayward CA
I've ridden at Carnigie for over 30 years. I feel that the park has always been managed well,
especially in the last few years. By the numbers of riders who use the park it is obviously
needed greatly. I taught all of my kids to ride there. To allow it to be shut down after so many
years would be a crime. There is plenty of other open spaces for hikers and campers, but very,
very few riding areas.
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I434

6/16/2015
David Peterson
horizontrekkers@comcast.net
1288 Anza Way
After perusing your DEIR for the expansion of Carnegie SVRA into the Tesla property I have the
following comments:
Corral Hollow and the Tesla area are very unique and important ecologically and historically. At
one time Tesla was the largest coal mine on the west coast. To my knowledge there has never
been a formal archaeological investigation of the area.
Biological speaking Tesla is a rare gem. It is the furthest north extension of semi-arid grassland
in California. Because of this the Corral Hollow canyon including the Tesla area is the northern
terminus of several species of reptiles and amphibians. I have personally observed the following
on the Tesla propery:
Coast Horned Lizard
Side-blotched lizard
Western Fence Lizard
Night Snake
Black-headed snake
Long-nosed snake
California Kingsnake
Pacific Gopher snake
Alameda Whipsnake
Western Pacific Rattlesnake
Glossy snake
Western Whiptail Lizard
Common Garter Snake
Western Spadefoot toad
Red-legged frog
Foothill Yellow Legged Frog
Pacific tree frog
Arboreal Salamander
Western Toad
Western Newt
Of these the Side blotched lizards, Coast horned lizards, long nosed snake, glossy snake,
Coachwhip snake, and spadefoot toad are not found any further north along the coast range as
no other suitable habitat exists north of here for these creatures. The red-legged frog and
Yellow-legged frogs have been reduced throughout much of their range by predatory bullfrogs

I434-1

I434-2

and fungal parasites. The Alameda Whipsnake, Red Legged Frog, Foothill Yellow-legged frog,
and California Tiger Salamander are all threatened species.
In your mitigation you mention that a 150 foot buffer would be placed around all critical habitat to
ensure that species richness is not affected by the development of the property as a vehicle
recreation area. This seems to follow the line of thinking that these animals will do fine if given a
small amount of undisturbed land. This is absolutely not the case. Recent studies have shown
that when habitat is fragmented species diversity drops
alarmingly:(http://advances.sciencemag.org/content/1/2/e1500052)
What in essence you are doing is fragmenting the Tesla property and then expecting the life
forms to adapt. They will not do this and in short order you will find many species cannot cope
with the intensive use of vehicles near their habitats. In the end Tesla will look like a twin of
Carnegie where species diversity has plummeted due to the nature of recreation at the site.
Tesla is one of the locations I have seen Mountain Lions and Badgers. Both of these animals do
not tolerate intensive use such as that found at an SVRA park.
The area of Corral Hollow canyon above the mines is the location of a large rattlesnake den
used during the winter months. In spring these rattlesnakes migrate out from this den into the
surrounding countryside. Introduction of intensive use of this area would be extremely
detrimental to this den and most likely would terminate its existence. Since these rattlesnakes
migrate up to a mile (or more) from their winter dens a much larger area would be affected that
one would think at first glance. The chief food of rattlesnakes is ground squirrels. Fewer
rattlesnakes means more ground squirrels and consequentially a reduction in grasses needed
by a whole host of species.

I434-2
cont.
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Since, by law, the state must preserve the biological richness of their lands I cannot see how
you can accomplish that with the given planning you have presented in your DEIR and it
appears completely inadequate for dealing with the very real ecological problems that will be
created if Tesla is developed as a SVRA.
By their nature off road vehicle parks are destructive to the natural habitat. As a point of
reference the Carnegie SVRA area was once considered a prime collecting area for many of the
above mentioned species. During the 1940’s and 50’s biologists would visit this area due to the
rich fauna they could find. With the opening of the private ORV park in the 1960’s and its
subsequent purchase by the state these areas are no longer visited by biologists as the
extensive use of ORV’s is incompatible with the survival of the native wildlife. Considering the
ecological importance of the Tesla property, setting the land aside as a history/nature park
would be a much more sound ecological proposal.
I see no viable process in your DEIR for protecting the cultural artifacts in Tesla. Along with the
known rock art there may be other sites on the property. I don't see how you plan to protect
these from intensive use and desecration unless you are going to directly monitor them with
staff constantly present.

I434-5

I434-6

The DEIR mentions that the Tesla site has been degraded by coal mining, cattle ranching, and
other activities. In actuality the site is one of the more biologivcally diverse and pristine in our
area mainly due the exclusion of intensive use for nearly 100 years. The opening of this area up
as a SVRA will do far more biological damage that anything in the past 150 years.
Unfortunately, it seems that non-development is not even mentioned in your DEIR. with the
unique nature of Tesla and its environs I would argue that its primary importance is a critical
wildlife habitat. There are much more appropriate places to site a SVRA park than Tesla. I think
the state should look into a land swap and preserve Tesla for future generations as a low impact
nature park.
Thank You,
David K. Peterson
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Carnegie SVRA Preliminary General Plan & Draft Environment Impact
Report (DEIR)
1 message
Bill Bergman <wbergie@comcast.net>
Thu, Jun 18, 2015 at 9:11 AM
Reply-To: Bill Bergman <wbergie@comcast.net>
To: "CA Dept of Parks & Rec, Off-Highway MVR Div" <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>
Dear Planning Team:
Please accept my comments on the Carnegie SVRA Preliminary General Plan and Draft Environment
Impact Report (DEIR).
As you know, Carnegie SVRA became a unit of the State Park system in July 1980. The original 1,575acre site, which had been used by off-highway vehicles (OHVs) since the 1940s, was operated as a private
motorcycle park from 1970 to 1979 before being purchased by the California Department of Parks and
Recreation (State Parks) using dedicated OHV Trust Funds. Legislative action (California Public Resources
Code, Section 5006.48) authorized State Parks to plan, acquire, and develop the site for OHV use. From
1996 to 1998, State Parks used legislatively appropriated OHV Trust Funds to acquire an additional 3,100
acres of neighboring lands to provide expanded OHV recreation opportunities. The additional acreage was
classified as SVRA lands and added to Carnegie SVRA. The additional acreage is referred to as the
expansion area.
As a child 50 years ago, I rode with our family at Carnegie, watched the hill climbs and Trans-AMA events.
I continue to ride to this day and so do many friends of mine. We love that the area is close enough to
spend the day riding our dirt bikes and having a great time. However, I do believe the expansion is WAY
overdue and it's in an area that will not be very harmful, All you do is have to look across the street and up
and down the valley to see the 1,000's of acres used by LLNL and Sandia Nat'l Labs. There are PLENTY
of other areas surrounding Livermore that are note critical to keep than tho expansion to a park already
there and on land that was already purchased for such use. Spend your time and efforts to Save Mt.
Diablo, and also the dozens of local developers that bulldoze 1,000's of acres in and around Livermore for
more ugly, wasteful, apartments, condos, homes, strip malls, car dealerships, roads, etc, etc, etc.
Sincerely,
Bill Bergman,
412 Isabel Drive
Martinez, CA 94553

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14e... 6/22/2015
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6/18/2015
Doug Holcomb
gomodough@gmail.com
PO Box13333 South Lake Tahoe, Ca. 96151
Please accept my comments on the Carnegie SVRA Preliminary General Plan and Draft Environment
Impact Report (DEIR).
Having lived in the Lake Tahoe area since 1981, I and my family have long enjoyed short spring
vacations out of the snow. Carnegie SVRA park is one of the best places I have been to for that short
vacation.
The only complaint that I may have is that during this time of year, particularly on weekends, the OHV
park can be quite busy. With this park being one of the few OHV areas nearby this major metropolitan
area it receives a huge amount of use. That amount of use in a relatively small area naturally can create
additional issues, such as rider safety due to crowded trails, overuse erosion issues, etc., that the OHV
Commission and State Parks are well aware of.
The addition of the 3100 acre “Tesla Property” will greatly relieve these issues. With this property being
purchased with OHV Trust Fund money, the use of the property must focus on OHV use.
Additional camping spots would be greatly appreciated as well improved day use areas.
I like the idea of an interpretive facility at the Tesla Coal Mine Site. A separate parking area away from an
OHV parking area would allow different user groups to enjoy this historical area without any user conflict.
I urge the California Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Commission to approve the Carnegie SVRA
Preliminary General Plan and Draft Environment Impact Report (DEIR).
Sincerely,
Doug Holcomb
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Carnegie General Plan and DEIR Comments
1 message
Arthur Hull <alhull@outlook.com>
To: carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com

Thu, Jun 18, 2015 at 11:27 AM

Dear Carnegie General Plan and DEIR Comments Coordinator:
I have attached my comments on the Carnegie General Plan and DEIR.
Arthur Hull
Livermore, CA
Carnegie Expansion DEIR comments.pdf
839K

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14e... 6/22/2015

6/16/2015 To OHMVR Division Carnegie SVRA General Planning:
I wish to comment on the Carnegie SVRA General plan and Draft EIR. Both documents are artfully
crafted to avoid specifically addressing any of the environmental concerns of the citizens of California.
The lack of technical integrity by a government agency is significant in its magnitude. If an agency
wished to promote a position while avoiding any controversy this would be a model for expediency.

I453-1

For over three decades Carnegie SVRA has been operated by the State of California in such a way that
severe environmental damage has been inflicted to the site. I wish to focus on stream sedimentation.
Having toured the Carnegie SVRA on March 10, 2015, I personally observed riders traversing stream
beds with impunity and saw no indication of any preventative measures, signage or barriers, being
applied to deter such illegal behavior. Even the constructed catch basin had evidence of multiple
volunteer trails running through it with no deterrence or signage evident.

I453-2

Photo 1: Stream Bed
Riding in “Trails
Only” Area

Photo 2:Volunteer
Trails Running
Through Sediment
Catch Basin

The reason for showing these photos is to make the point that if Carnegie SVRA can't implement
effective controls for illegal trail riding in sediment-prone areas after 3 decades of experience how can
it possibly claim that no impact will occur in the Tesla expansion area.

I453-2
cont.

The second point I would like to make is that when “Trails Only” is posted, visible enforcement must
follow. Again, if Carnegie SVRA cannot now control the illegal and environmentally damaging riding
in these areas, it will not be able to control it in an area 3 times the size it now manages.
Photo 3: Trails Only
Area

I453-3

The DEIR does not address either of these concerns in a meaningful manner.
Finally, it appears that the OHMVR Division in concert with the OHV lobby has determined it will
expand into the Tesla Property any way it can, while deflecting the difficult questions of environmental,
cultural and historic preservation. In fact, the historic preservation in Carnegie exemplifies this
attitude, where it mostly consists of barrier fences surrounded by riding chaos with no attempt to
explain or feature the significance of a particular site.
The “highest priority in the management of state vehicular recreation areas” is supposed to be “public
I453-4
safety, appropriate utilization of lands and the conservation of land resources.” (Public Resources Code
5090.35). Yet even with this mandate, the State Parks Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Recreation Division
has still allowed the massive environmental destruction at Carnegie SVRA to continue for nearly 35
years and the proposed Plan and DEIR do not change this. Tesla, with its extraordinary biological
diversity and valued natural and cultural resources, cannot be put at risk. Whether it is management by
or transfer to another state park unit or East Bay Regional Park District, conservation easement with a
non-profit, buy-back from the OHMVR Division, or some other mechanism, it is time for the state to
work with the local community to find the way to permanently protect Tesla as the open space treasure
that it is.
Arthur Hull, Livermore, CA
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new area
1 message
Darrell Rippy <Darrell.Rippy@baldor.abb.com>
Thu, Jun 18, 2015 at 9:24 AM
To: "carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com" <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>
To whom it may concern
Carnegie SVRA is very important to me as I have been riding since before there was a green or red sticker.
I view this as something that the money I have paid for OHV parks has paid for. The other thing is this is a
very family oriented sport. For example I ride. My wife rides, my son and his wife rides, my daughter and
her husband ride. Now my grandkids are also starting to ride. In a time when the country, and the state is
stressing more physical activity this just seems to me to be a no brainer. You have an activity that gets the
entire family together doing a physical activity.

I466-1

I know there is a group of people that have made this a political issue and I believe partly for personal gain,
but this really about where did the money for land come from. This area has been a riding park since the
1950’s and with the growth in the sport and the increase in population in the bay area this park needs to
expand just allow for all the new people entering the sport. This area cannot be opened fast enough this
has drug on long enough.

If you have any questions or would like to talk further please call the number below.

Regards
Darrell Rippy
C 559 269 5763
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Respect Tesla Park and Keep As A Permanent Preserve
1 message
Brenda Rose <brenda.rose@comcast.net>
To: CarnegieDEIRcomments@gmail.com

Thu, Jun 18, 2015 at 9:28 AM

To Whom This May Concern,

I am writing you to share my and my family’s support of the actions in
keeping Tesla Park in the EBRPD Master Plan as a potential regional
reserve and to reject the incomplete and biased Carnegie SVRA
Preliminary General Plan and Draft EIR since it does not provide sufficient
detail to make an informed decision about how best to manage this fragile
area. It is quite clear to us that OHMVR’s goal is not to protect this natural
treasure, but to make a profit at its expense. Please move forward with
continued clear vision and support as to the best way to utilize Tesla Park
and preserve its natural beauty.
I467-1

Responsible access to a natural treasure with fragile ecosystems and land
does not include destroying the landscape forever. OHMVR and OHV users
have shown us exactly what Tesla Park will look like if Tesla Park is used as
an extension of the Carnegie SVRA. We, myself and family, strongly
support the goal of Tesla Park to be a non-OHV, low-impact recreation and
natural resource park & preserve with historic significance. In his own
words, we need “….to provide Californians responsible access to our natural
treasures.” -- Mr. Christopher Conlin. With your help and support, Tesla
Park can be accessed by Californians, but in a responsible manner that
does not forever change the landscape and destroys the land.

As one person clearly wrote, “… The Carnegie SVRA Preliminary General
Plan and Draft EIR do not protect the sensitive resources in the expansion
area, also referred to as the Alameda-Tesla property or Tesla. The General
Plan and DEIR may provide Carnegie SVRA the maximum flexibility to
develop OHV use in the existing DEIR and expansion area anyway that they

I467-2
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desire, but it deprives the public of needed specific information about the
proposed plan and its impacts. It makes a mockery of the CEQA process.

The General Plan and DEIR do not describe the project in sufficient detail;
this deficiency is significant because the General Plan and DEIR specifically
state that further environmental review is not required if future projects are
found to be consistent with the General Plan and DEIR. (GP 1-7; DEIR 1-2)
The General Plan does not accurately describe Existing Conditions (Chapter
2); there is no mention that a Critical Linkage Habitat Corridor runs directly
through Tesla and there are no pictures of the extensive damage from OHV
use in Carnegie SVRA. (GP Chapter 2) The DEIR concludes there will be
no significant impacts from converting 3,100 acres of agricultural grazing
and natural resource conservation land to OHV use is not supported by
evidence or analysis (DEIR Chapter 3); you only need to compare the
damaging impacts from OHV use at the existing Carnegie SVRA to prove
that DEIR is not credible. The General Plan and DEIR attempt to substitute
vague and un-measureable guidelines for required mitigation; the DEIR
states that no mitigation beyond best management practices and
unenforceable guidelines is required (DEIR Chapter 3). The DEIR does not
consider any non-OHV use alternatives and the cumulative impacts from the
existing Carnegie SVRA on the unique Corral Hollow ecosystem. (DEIR
Chapter 4 and 6)

I467-2
cont.

Opening the 3,100 acre Tesla expansion area to OHV use will result in
irreparable damage its sensitive resources which include California RedLegged Frog, California Tiger Salamander, Western Pond Turtle, Yellowlegged Frog, Western Spadefoot Toad, Golden Eagle, Tule Elk, Alameda
Whip snake, Townsends Big-eared Bat the historic Tesla town site and coal
mine, significant features from indigenous cultures, and much more. The
Tesla expansion area is not suitable for damaging OHV use. I oppose the
expansion of Carnegie SVRA into the Tesla expansion area. The General
Plan and Draft EIR should not be approved or certified as written and need
to be revised and recirculated for public review with the entire expansion
area designated as a permanent preserve area with No-OHV use
allowed.”

Today, June 19th, is the National Day of Prayer for Native American Sacred
Places – the Tesla Park is a sacred area that should be protected. “Native
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and non-Native people gather at this Solstice time for ceremonies and
events to honor sacred places, but everyone can honor these precious lands
and waters all the time by simply respecting them and not allowing them to
be harmed,” said Suzan Shown Harjo (Cheyenne & Hodulgee Muscogee).
She is President of The Morning Star Institute, which organizes the National
Sacred Places Prayer Days. “Observances are necessary,” she said, “in
order to call attention to Native Peoples’ myriad struggles with developers
who are endangering or destroying Native sacred places.”

Please stand in support of making this area a permanent preserve area and
help protect this sacred site.

Sincerely,

Brenda Rose & family
Livermore, CA
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I477
6/19/2015 9:01:16 AM

Kevin Yarnell
1807 Altamont circle
kyarnell@trane.com

I believe the expansion of Carnegie is a great plan. As we lose more and more land to closure, I have seen
the area we ride get more congested and the ground does not recover naturally as it used too. I feel
opening up the already owned area for use will improve the old area impact as well as reducing the unsafe
congestion.

I477-1
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expansion of the Carnegie SVRA
1 message
Jesse Hahm <wjhahm@berkeley.edu>
Bcc: CarnegieDEIRcomments@gmail.com

Sat, Jun 20, 2015 at 3:19 PM

Hello,

I am an Alameda County resident and an environmental scientist (MSc Geology and Geophysics, U.
Wyoming, PhD candidate, Earth and Planetary Science, UC Berkeley). In my research I study soils and
hillslope hydrology in the Northern California Coast Ranges using geochemical and geophysical methods
and direct analyses of water fluxes with wells, stream gauges, and soil and bedrock moisture probes.

I have carefully read the sections in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Carnegie State
Vehicular Recreation Area on “Geology, Soils, Minerals, and Paleontological Resources (3.5) and
“Hydrology and Water Quality (3.8)”. The conclusion of these sections is that the impact from the
expansion of the off-highway vehicle area is “less than significant”.

I479-1

In essence, the report states that there will be less than significant loss of topsoil, increase in surface
runoff, and decrease in groundwater recharge associated with allowing off-highway vehicles on an
unspecified number of new trails spread across thousands of acres of public land.

Unfortunately, little to no quantitative evidence is provided for the claims that support these conclusions,
making the DEIR impossible to critically evaluate or use as a guide for predicting environmental impact.

For example:

Claim: “(T)he impact related to short-term construction-related erosion and loss of topsoil that could result
from implementation of the General Plan would be less than significant.”
I479-2

Needed evidence: Soil compaction measurements to compare topsoil destruction between disturbed
(trails) and undisturbed areas and estimates of the percentage of disturbed surface area in the existing
OHV area. At minimum, an estimate is needed of the new surface area to be disturbed by trail construction
in the new OHV area. None is provided.

Claim: “(A)lthough OHV use would result in compaction of the roads and trails over time, the trails would
not be hard surfaced, and some infiltration to groundwater would still occur.”

I479-3
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Needed evidence: Actual infiltration measurements with infiltrometers that compare infiltration rates
between existing trails and undisturbed areas. None are provided.

I479-3
cont.

Claim: “The primary source of groundwater recharge in the planning area is located within the alluvial soils
in and around Corral Hollow Creek. However, groundwater recharge also occurs throughout the planning
area as rainfall penetrates through the shallower soil layers and into the cracks of fractured bedrock on the
hillsides.”

Needed evidence: Actual groundwater recharge measurements with precipitation gauges and time-series
groundwater well response that show hillsides (where trails will be concentrated) are not the primary
source of groundwater recharge. None are provided.

I focus on the impact of trails because it is clear from the existing OHV area that whether intended or not,
riding trails cover large portions of the landscape (Google Earth Image below):
I479-4
Inline image 1

To conclude, many of the hydrology and soil science statements in the impact assessment are
proclamations not supported by actual quantitative assessment. I hope this is remedied in the final version
so that the claims supporting the conclusions can be critically evaluated.
I479-5

Finally, soil is a valuable resource that is not renewable on the timescale of human civilizations. It is my
personal opinion that its destruction for this purpose is unwarranted.

Sincerely,
W. Jesse Hahm
Earth & Planetary Science
University of California, Berkeley
307 McCone Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720-4767
wjhahm@berkeley.edu

carnegie ohv letter - hahm.pdf
2074K
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To: Alameda County Board of Supervisors; OHMVR Carnegie SVRA General Plan
Subject: Carnegie SVRA
Date: June 20, 2015
Hello,
I am an Alameda county resident and an environmental scientist (MSc Geology and Geophysics,
U. Wyoming, PhD candidate, Earth and Planetary Science, UC Berkeley). In my research I study
soils and hillslope hydrology in the Northern California Coast Ranges using geochemical and
geophysical methods and direct analyses of water fluxes with wells, stream gauges, and soil and
bedrock moisture probes.
I have carefully read the sections in the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the
Carnegie State Vehicular Recreation Area on “Geology, Soils, Minerals, and Paleontological
Resources (3.5) and “Hydrology and Water Quality (3.8)”. The conclusion of these sections is
that the impact from the expansion of the off-highway vehicle area is “less than significant”.
In essence, the report states that there will be less than significant loss of topsoil, increase in
surface runoff, and decrease in groundwater recharge associated with allowing off-highway
vehicles on an unspecified number of new trails spread across thousands of acres of public land.
Unfortunately, little to no quantitative evidence is provided for the claims that support these
conclusions, making the DEIR impossible to critically evaluate or use as a guide for predicting
environmental impact.
For example:
Claim: “(T)he impact related to short-term construction-related erosion and loss of topsoil that
could result from implementation of the General Plan would be less than significant.”
Needed evidence: Soil compaction measurements to compare topsoil destruction between
disturbed (trails) and undisturbed areas and estimates of the percentage of disturbed surface area
in the existing OHV area. At minimum, an estimate is needed of the new surface area to be
disturbed by trail construction in the new OHV area. None is provided.
Claim: “(A)lthough OHV use would result in compaction of the roads and trails over time, the
trails would not be hard surfaced, and some infiltration to groundwater would still occur.”
Needed evidence: Actual infiltration measurements with infiltrometers that compare infiltration
rates between existing trails and undisturbed areas. None are provided.
Claim: “The primary source of groundwater recharge in the planning area is located within the
alluvial soils in and around Corral Hollow Creek. However, groundwater recharge also occurs
throughout the planning area as rainfall penetrates through the shallower soil layers and into the
cracks of fractured bedrock on the hillsides.”
Needed evidence: Actual groundwater recharge measurements with precipitation gauges and
time-series groundwater well response that show hillsides (where trails will be concentrated) are
not the primary source of groundwater recharge. None are provided.

I focus on the impact of trails because it is clear from the existing OHV area that whether
intended or not, riding trails cover large portions of the landscape (Google Earth Image below):

To conclude, many of the hydrology and soil science statements in the impact assessment are
proclamations not supported by actual quantitative assessment. I hope this is remedied in the
final version so that the claims supporting the conclusions can be critically evaluated.
Finally, soil is a valuable resource that is not renewable on the timescale of human civilizations.
It is my personal opinion that its destruction for this purpose is unwarranted.
Sincerely,
W. Jesse Hahm
Earth & Planetary Science
University of California, Berkeley
307 McCone Hall, Berkeley, CA 94720-4767
wjhahm@berkeley.edu
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Carnegie Park Addition draft EIR comment
1 message
Dean Kelch <dgkelch@yahoo.com>
Sat, Jun 20, 2015 at 12:53 PM
Reply-To: Dean Kelch <dgkelch@yahoo.com>
To: "carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com" <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>

A comment letter is attached as a pdf.
Thank you,
Dean Kelch
TeslaPark comment.pdf
1005K
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June	
  20,	
  2015	
  
	
  
California	
  Department	
  of	
  Parks	
  and	
  Recreation	
  	
  
Off-‐Highway	
  Motor	
  Vehicle	
  Recreation	
  Division	
  	
  
c/o	
  AECOM,	
  attn.	
  Carnegie	
  SVRA	
  General	
  Plan	
  	
  
2020	
  L	
  Street,	
  Suite	
  400	
  	
  
Sacramento,	
  California	
  95811	
  
	
  
Dear	
  Madam	
  or	
  Sir,	
  
	
  
I	
  have	
  read	
  the	
  draft	
  EIR	
  prepared	
  for	
  the	
  proposed	
  opening	
  of	
  the	
  Tesla	
  Park	
  
addition	
  to	
  ORV	
  use.	
  The	
  draft	
  EIR	
  states	
  that	
  there	
  will	
  be	
  no	
  significant	
  impacts	
  to	
  
biological	
  resources.	
  In	
  order	
  to	
  support	
  these	
  claims,	
  the	
  draft	
  EIR	
  states	
  that	
  
consultation	
  with	
  biologists	
  will	
  prevent	
  significant	
  impacts	
  to	
  biological	
  resources	
  
from	
  occurring.	
  	
  
	
  
However,	
  there	
  are	
  no	
  detailed	
  plans	
  as	
  to	
  how	
  the	
  goal	
  of	
  avoiding	
  significant	
  
impacts	
  to	
  biological	
  resources	
  would	
  be	
  achieved.	
  An	
  examination	
  of	
  aerial	
  photos	
  
of	
  the	
  current	
  SRVA	
  and	
  the	
  adjacent,	
  proposed	
  ORV	
  use	
  area	
  shows	
  significant	
  
impacts	
  to	
  the	
  SRVA	
  land	
  that	
  is	
  incompatible	
  with	
  high	
  quality	
  habitat	
  for	
  sensitive	
  
plant	
  and	
  animal	
  species.	
  	
  See	
  the	
  screen	
  shot	
  below	
  showing	
  a	
  portion	
  of	
  the	
  
current	
  (on	
  the	
  right)	
  and	
  proposed	
  (on	
  the	
  left)	
  SRVA.	
  Significant	
  damage	
  to	
  the	
  
land	
  under	
  current	
  ORV	
  use	
  is	
  evident.	
  
	
  
I481-1

	
  
It	
  is	
  relatively	
  easy	
  to	
  make	
  airy	
  claims	
  that	
  significant	
  impacts	
  to	
  biological	
  
resources	
  will	
  be	
  avoided	
  if	
  the	
  Tesla	
  Park	
  addition	
  is	
  opened	
  to	
  ORV	
  use.	
  Despite	
  
having	
  an	
  excellent	
  study	
  site	
  adjacent	
  to	
  the	
  proposed	
  development	
  area,	
  no	
  
discussion	
  or	
  study	
  of	
  what	
  impacts	
  to	
  biological	
  resources	
  have	
  occurred	
  on	
  the	
  

	
  

current	
  SRVA	
  site	
  was	
  included	
  in	
  the	
  draft	
  EIR.	
  More	
  often	
  than	
  not,	
  EIRs	
  must	
  
speculate	
  based	
  on	
  the	
  best	
  evidence	
  as	
  to	
  the	
  future	
  impacts	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  
development.	
  In	
  this	
  situation,	
  a	
  ready	
  comparison	
  is	
  available	
  immediately	
  to	
  the	
  
east	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  development	
  site.	
  	
  
	
  
Such	
  a	
  comparison	
  would	
  allow	
  credible	
  and	
  confident	
  predictions	
  of	
  future	
  
significant	
  or	
  insignificant	
  impacts	
  to	
  biological	
  resources	
  in	
  the	
  Tesla	
  Park	
  addition.	
  
Until	
  this	
  information	
  is	
  made	
  available,	
  I	
  recommend	
  against	
  certification	
  of	
  the	
  
draft	
  EIR	
  for	
  development	
  of	
  the	
  Tesla	
  Park	
  addition	
  for	
  ORV	
  use.	
  
	
  
Sincerely,	
  
	
  
Dean	
  Kelch	
  
Crockett,	
  CA	
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OHMVR Carnegie SVRA General Plan
1 message
Larry Thompson <thompson14ster@gmail.com>
To: CarnegieDEIRcomments@gmail.com

Sat, Jun 20, 2015 at 4:56 PM

To OHMVR Carnegie SVRA General Plan:
The Carnegie SVRA Preliminary General Plan and Draft EIR fails to protect the valuable natural resources in
the expansion area referred to as the Alameda-Tesla property or Tesla. The General Plan and DEIR does
not give the public important information about the proposed plan and its impacts. IT VIOLATES THE
CEQA PROCESS. Opening the 3,100 acre Tesla expansion area to OHV use will cause irreversible damage
its sensitive natural resources which include California Red-Legged Frog, California Tiger Salamander,
Western Pond Turtle, Yellow-legged Frog, Western Spadefoot Toad, Golden Eagle, Tule Elk, Alameda Whip
snake, Townsends Big-eared Bat, the historic Tesla town site and coal mine, and historical features from
indigenous cultures. The Tesla expansion area is not suitable for damaging OHV use. Therefore, I
OPPOSE the expansion of Carnegie SVRA into the Tesla expansion area. The General Plan and Draft EIR
should not be approved or certified as written and need to be revised and recirculated for public review
with the entire expansion area designated as a permanent preserve area with No-OHV use allowed.

I483-1

I483-2

I483-3

Sincerely,
Lawrence Thompson
1069 Felicia Court
Livermore, CA 94550
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I484
6/21/2015 2:47:58 PM

Rudy Babich
701 vintage ave
rudiger701@yahoo.com

My young children and I love riding dirt bikes. Please keep the park open as well as open new terrain, so
they have something fun and athletic to do instead of hanging out around the neighborhood and getting
mixed up with the wrong crowd.

I484-1

I485
6/21/2015 1:45:45 PM

Tony Bartholomew
4079 Kensington drive Concord CA 94521
tcbmssl@yahoo.com

My family and I are very excited to see the new expansion finally come to fruition sfter 15years! Lets get
it going folks!
See ya at camp.

I485-1

I486
6/21/2015 2:51:00 PM

ryan bowman
944 Delaware way
r_b_1_2@yahoo.com

I've been riding their since I was a little kid I've been excited for the park opening more trials it could use
some more trails especially after the dry creek closing

I486-1

I487
6/21/2015 9:35:30 PM

Michelle Brush
3060 Stable Dr. W Sacramento, CA 95691
k.emery.brush@gmail.com

My Son rides here every weekend, it is his favorite place to be. This plan looks great, we've been waiting
for the land to open for as long as I can remember.

I487-1

I488
6/21/2015 8:29:55 PM

jim burbach
2552 normandy circle
jim@burbachconstructioninc.com

I think the plan for expanding Carnegie is great, it has been researched for 15 + years! Caltrans can install
a bridge through private property in 2 years? What is the problem? I have 6 kids that were raised at
Carnegie and have grown to respect their privelage of outdoor experiences and how to protect that land.
Dirt biking is a great family sport, the land is going to be managed better than it ever has been, give the
Bay Area a nice up to dated recreation area. Currently Carnegie is overcrowded and almost unsafe with
all the new riders packed into such a small area. Recreation areas need to grow with the surrounding
populations. Go for it!!!

I488-1

I490
6/21/2015 6:28:29 PM

Edmund Cardin
kcardin510@aol.com

I've been riding at Carnegie since the mid 60's, long before it was purchased by the State with OHV
funds. A MUCH larger riding population has been squeezed into a much smaller riding area. The riding
area at Carnegie is probably 1/2 the size it was originally. The recent brush fire that started on the
adjoining Connolly-Garamendi property and burned into Carnegie resulted in another significant closure
of, remarkably, Carnegie hillsides! The long planned Carnegie expansion, onto land paid for by OHV
user fees, will, in reality, simply restore riding area to Carnegie that has been removed through the years.

I490-1

I491
6/21/2015 1:48:14 PM

harold ceizler
9911 longview lane pleasanton
hceizler@aol.com

I have been riding at Carnegie for 46 years.I have not ridden there much for the last 10 years due to the
fact that much has been closed and what is left is overridden and rutted.If you open the land our license
fees have purchased,It would solve the overuse,move us away from the "river"and get the family oriented
recreational activity out of sight of the road and concerns of the tree huggers.I have been paying green
sticker fees on 4 vehicles since day one.I'ts time for common sense.

I491-1

I492
6/21/2015 6:45:55 PM

Paul Crawford
2285 Abbey Court
cartroadie@cs.com

Being an active off road rider for 50 plus years I am writing to support the adoption of the Carnegie
SVRA preliminary general plan and DEIR. This land is needed to continue the support of healthy
outdoor FAMILY oriented activities.
I492-1

My family is a 3 generation off road riding family. Too many families do not actively spend quality time
together, leading to many of today's social problems.
Please support the adoption of this plan.
Sincerely,
Paul Crawford

I493
6/21/2015 7:24:30 PM

Steve Delema
3502 Ridgecrest Way Livermore CA 94551
sdelema@yahoo.com

My family of four are Livermore residents and OHV enthusiasts. We have been waiting 15 years for the
Carnegie OHV extension to open. Our hope is that it will open soon, so we can continue to enjoy our
sport!
Thank you,
Steve Delema
3502 Ridgecrest Way
Livermore, CA 94551

I493-1

I494
6/21/2015 1:04:00 PM

Michael DeMello
720 Devils Drop Ct. ElSobrante CA 94803
m.demello@comcast.net

Our whole family has spent many days and weekends at Carnegie for over the past 25 years. Our
children learned how to ride and respect trials there. Competed in Hill Climbs, Motocross, and Hare
Scrambles. Riding is one of our favorite family activities and now that we have a 11 month old
Grandchild, we are looking forward to spending time at Carnegie with our next generation of family.

I494-1

I495
6/21/2015 12:47:47 PM

Denny
dennyhaz@gmail.com

Keep ALL of Carnegie OPEN for true lovers of the outdoors to enjoy! My family and I have supported
and enjoyed Carnegie for more than 30 years. THANK YOU!
Keep out the fraudulent environmentalists, the couch potatoes, the phony scientists, and the corrupt
politicians!

I495-1
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yay! for the expansion of Carnegie!
1 message
Randy Domercq <rdomercq@astound.net>
To: carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com

Sun, Jun 21, 2015 at 11:41 AM

Please accept my sincere congratulations on your thoughtful approval of the expansion of Carnegie! I
know you’ll make the right decision! ……. Anything else is self-serving and unacceptable.

I496-1

Randy Domercq
124 Bexley Pl.
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
Tel - 925-323-3798
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6/21/2015 9:28:49 PM

Fred Egelston
6501 Crown Blvd
drfreddds@aol.com

My family and I cannot wait to use the new extension at Carnegie after waiting 15 years!

I497-1

I498
6/21/2015 10:02:21 PM

Julian Farnam
1709 Embassy Circle, Livermore CA 94550
andbike@pacbell.net

To whom it may concern,
I wish to acknowledge my support for the expansion of Carnegie SVRA. I understand the need for
conserving our natural open land, however people also need space for recreation.
I believe that the proposed expansion of the Carnegie SVRA will implement a good balance between
these two conflicting needs. I have read through and understand the proposed expansion plan. I applaud
the planning committees good work in creating a fun and exciting expansion of the park while keeping to
a bare minimum any adverse environmental impact.
As it currently stands, Carnegie SVRA is over crowded and desperately in need of expansion. I give the
proposal two thumbs up and look forward to the expansion and the recreational use it will offer.
Sincerely,
Julian Farnam
Livermore resident

I498-1

I499
6/21/2015 1:08:30 PM

Tim German
13080 Skyline Blvd. Woodside, CA
TimothyG3@aol.com

I would love to see the new Tesla Property at Carnegie open. I think the bay area needs more off road
riding areas in general. I can't see why this would be negative thing for anyone.
Thank You,
Tim German

I499-1

I500
6/21/2015 11:17:45 PM

Robert Gonsalves
118 Mt Vernon Ave Riverside CA
motox-nut@hotmail.com

It's long past time to let us ride on the land we purchased with our OHV funds. Dirtbiking keeps families
together and kids out of trouble. The smaller the area the worst it's looks for us dirtbikes. Remember
everyone rides from cops to firemen, judges, doctors all kinds of people that vote and pay taxes.

I500-1

I501
6/21/2015 12:31:47 PM

Steve Gosney
stevegosney@aol.com

My family and I are really looking forward to the opening! We have been waiting 15 years! Please,
please, please make it happen!

I501-1

I502
6/21/2015 4:44:09 PM

Nelson Hallgren
writenelson@hotmail.com

I support all types of OHV access at Carnegie. Please keep trails open and open more in future. thanks

I502-1

I503
6/22/2015 12:56:38 AM

Jennifer Harmon
Jjenharmon@hotmail.com

Hello,
I would like to support the Carnegie expansion. I am a Civil Engineer, the mother of two daughters and
the wife of an avid dirt bike rider. We have had so much fun at Carnegie. My husband taught all of us to
ride there and it is a great way for my family to get outside and enjoy nature. The expansion will reduce
the impact to the trail system by providing additional alternatives to riders. With so few options for riders
now and many who feel that we should have the right to get outside and have fun, of course the trails are
impacted. There are much more destructive ways to have fun. This is a benefit to the community and the
right steps are being followed to see the project through.

I503-1

I504
6/21/2015 3:59:06 PM

Rick Harris
lifted95@gmail.com

As an avid rider and frequent Carnegie day-tripper I am very much looking forward to the opening of the
extension. Responsible riding (and more places to responsibly ride) will raise environmental awareness
for the little ones and show our wonderful nature can be explored in many ways.

I504-1

I505
6/21/2015 1:07:45 PM

Dennis Haskins
231 Jasmine Way Danville CA 94506
dghaskins@yahoo.com

My family cannot wait for the new expansion at Carnegie to open. Being that there is already millions and
millions of acres of state and private land closed to the public's use, this minor fraction of family/public
recreation land for everyone to enjoy will finally, after 15 years!, be a welcome and rewarding relief. Just
think about all the restrictions already forced on people who enjoy this type of family recreation and your
decision to open it up for all to enjoy should be an easy one. Thank you for hour yime. Regards, the
Haskins Family

I505-1

I506
6/21/2015 7:14:30 PM

Larry Heltsley
253 Augustine Drive, MArtinez, CA 94553
rainbowconstruction@comcast.net

I was attending the Santa Clara Supercross in 1992 when the expansion of the park was announced. I sure
hope the new plan will be completed and the expansion opened before I leave this earth.

I506-1

I507
6/21/2015 12:34:31 PM

Peter Hively
178 Meadowcroft Drive San Anselmo CA 94960
peterhively@yahoo.com

My family and I support the opening of the new area of Carnegie SVRA, and look forward to the opening
after years of planning.

I507-1

I508
6/21/2015 9:05:10 PM

Christian Holman
979 Roy Frerichs Ln Tracy CA 95377
c.mholman@yahoo.com

I've been waiting since I was a kid for this to open and now 15 years later I hope to enjoy it with my kids!

I508-1

I509
6/21/2015 2:32:49 PM

Derek Huber
6934 Via Quito, Pleasanton, CA 94566
dehuber@gmail.com

I want to applaud the CDPR and the OHV Division for their hard work and determination in moving
forward with the Telsa Park plan. I fully support the plan and its analysis. As a lifelong Alameda County
resident, I believe that I have a good perspective on the people who live and work here. The proposed
general plan is in the best interest for the vast majority of residents in the region.
Thank you!
‐Derek Huber

I509-1

I510
6/21/2015 1:15:00 PM

Kirt Huggins
1153 Sherry Way
khuggins@goldenstatestucco.com

It is Fathers day today. Thinking back when my Dad took me riding at carnegie. We would talk about(
back area riding.) Or what you call( Expansion area.) It is time that my Son and I can ride all of Carnegie.
15 years is toooo long to wait. Been living in Livermore a long time. We have walking trails and parks on
every corner we need more ohv riding area. Please open NOW.

I510-1

I511
6/21/2015 12:22:41 PM

Andy Hull
37611 Carriage Circle Common, Fremont, CA 94536
remotenemesis@gmail.com

I support the Carnegie extension plan. Carnegie SVRA is my favorite OHV area within easy travel distance
and in my opinion provides an extremely well‐managed environment for off‐road vehicle recreation. The
extension plan offers well‐considered improvements to park facilities and usage. Please make this
happen.

I511-1

I512
6/21/2015 11:42:56 PM

Robert Humphrey
106 Soule Ave, Pleasant Hill, Ca.
bob9354@sbcglobal.net

I and my family have been enjoying Carnegie OHV park for years We are very excited for the expansion
of the park and see no reason that it shouldn't happen. The park as it now stands has been a rich source of
enjoyment for thousands of people and has been very well run all these years. Please make this happen!
Sincerely, Bob Humphrey

I512-1

I513
6/21/2015 12:49:18 PM

Jason
jason@tekwerkz.com

My family and I are looking forward to the opening after a 15 year wait!

I513-1

I514
6/21/2015 3:03:46 PM

John Jennings
968 Heathergreen ct
jjrides33@icloud.com

My family has been going to Carnegie SVRA for 20 years. The family outings have produced very fine
young men and women in the family and we should preserve and expand these SVRA where ever
possible.
John Jennings

I514-1

I515
6/21/2015 2:31:13 PM

Rob Kaspar
17970 Del Monte Ave.
rob17970@gmail.com

Thank you for providing our family a place for us to enjoy our motor vehicles.
Rob Kaspar

I515-1

I516
6/21/2015 1:46:01 PM

Charles Keller
294 San Felipe Way, Novato, CA 94945
crandallkeller@comcast.net

My family and I use and have used Carnegie for years. It has been a very important place to my family.
This is a family place. Our family likes to ride. Even as teenagers my boys would always spend time
with Mom and Dad to ride. This is through the difficult years. As time goes on a small but very vocal
group want to return every park to what it was 100 years ago. This has a place but so does riding. There
are so few places these days to ride. There are a great many people who ride. It is a community. It bonds
people. When my children are old enough to have families I know that they will teach their kids to ride.
It will bring together another family and family is what it is all about. Respect our rights and our ability
to be with our families......Charles Keller

I516-1

I517
6/21/2015 5:59:45 PM

Matt Kinney
11611 Tammy Way Grass Valley
mattkinney@att.net

We want the park to stay open so my Children have a place to play

I517-1

Gmail - Preliminary General Plan & DEIR Carnegie State Vehicular Recreation Area
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I518
Carnegie DEIR Comments <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>

Preliminary General Plan & DEIR Carnegie State Vehicular Recreation Area
1 message
christopher kroll <quercus40@gmail.com>
To: carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com
Cc: dan.canfield@parks.ca.gov

Sun, Jun 21, 2015 at 5:13 PM

Sir/Madam:
I am opposed to the destruction of the Tesla Valley as a consequence of the expansion of the CSVRA.
The proposed project and DEIR must be revised so that no off-road vehicle use is allowed in Tesla Park.
I have seen photos of the destruction of hillsides in the CSVRA as a result of the use of that area by offroad vehicles. It is horrific and beyond irresponsible for California State Parks to allow such devastation of
natural areas and now to propose extending this devastation to the beautiful Tesla Valley. In a time of
worsening climate change due in no small part to the use of gasoline powered vehicles it is beyond
irresponsible for CSP to be expanding recreational off-road vehicle use.

I518-1

Keep Off Road Vehicles Out of the Tesla Valley!
Christopher Kroll
1605 Curtis St.
Berkeley 94702

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14e... 6/22/2015

I519
6/21/2015 2:06:37 PM

Carmen Laver
684 Via Pacheco San Lorenzo,ca 94580
ercarlav@att.net

This expansion needs to happen for our future generations so that they can have an outdoor experience,
learn to coexist with nature, and care enough about someplace that they want it preserved.

I519-1

I520
6/21/2015 12:20:25 PM

James Lewis
2055 Charmont ct Livermore ca
jlmotofd@yahoo.com

Hello, I'm a life long dirt bike rider and want to see the new Tesla land open. I grew up going to Carniegie
with my family including Trans Am races in the Seventy's. I now live in Livermoreand have three Children
that all love to ride. This property has been earmarked to open for years. Please open up this property .
Thanks Jim Lewis 925‐765‐3640

I520-1

I521
6/21/2015 1:23:49 PM

john maguire
136 cassandra pl san ramon ca 94583
mrsair829@att.net

yo lets keep it simple...its our tax dollars were taking care of the land we don't leave trash behind and its
all family oriented fun...you guys need help just ask we and our familys are there for you......

I521-1

I522
6/21/2015 12:27:45 PM

mike mann
29938 mission blvd hayward ca 94544
mekanikmm@msn.com

I look forward to spending many years with my kids and grandkids in the expanded area at carnegie

I522-1

I523
6/21/2015 3:14:05 PM

Richard Mauri
2455 Anita Ct Antioch,CA 94531
richard@themauris.org

My family is looking forward, after a fifteen year wait, to the opening of CARNEGIE SVRA expansion.
My son, now an active duty USMC service member learned responsible off road recreation during this
period. We hope the plan goes forward so the next generation can enjoy what we've sacrificed and payed
for.
Richard Mauri

I523-1

I524
6/21/2015 1:41:30 PM

James Meilandt
15 Terri Ct Oakley Ca 94561
jimmeilandt@comcast.net

Three generations of my family are very anxious to enjoy the new trails on the property. We have been
talking about this event for fifteen years! Being that this is the only place for us to ride within a two hour
drive, it is a beloved, almost sacred place for my family. My father enjoyed travling this land many years
before it became a state recreational area.
We are responsible, caring, nature loving family. I come from a family who are environmentalists and
enjoy off‐road motorcycling equally. We need our space to enjoy our growing sport as much as other
sports need there's.
Sincerely,
James Meilandt

I524-1

I525
6/21/2015 12:57:40 PM

Jeff Mello and family
19 Donna lane, Danville CA 94526
jeff@teammello.com

Plain and simple families need a place to play. We can't all fit on the municipal soccer fields that we all
pay for nor do we all want to but we understand the importance of these areas and we support them.
I'm sure the environmental Nazis can find something about water usage and fertilizers to make the
soccer players out to be bad guys too but the reality is we all need to accept the "other guys" type of
public land use and get along. The OHV community has never tried to close a hiking area.
Carnegie is a perfect place for OHV access to outweigh any alleged environmental concerns. We have
paid for this expansion and waited far too long for it to become reality.
Open Tesla now!

I525-1

I526
6/21/2015 9:57:32 PM

Angie melnikoff
18 Foreman Street Oakley ca 94561
taylorang@aol.com

Our family is looking forward to the extension! We have a wonderful time and are looking forward to the
extension. A great family activity!

I526-1

I527
6/21/2015 9:59:52 PM

James Melnikoff
18 Foreman Street Oakley ca 94561
jdmelnikoff@comcast.net

Our family is looking forward to the extension! We have a wonderful time and are looking forward to the
extension. A great family activity!

I527-1

I528
6/21/2015 12:42:34 PM

Peter C. Moller
petercmoller@comcast.net
petercmomller@comcast.net

The opening of the new extension of Carnegie after 15 years cannot come soon enough. Almost 2
decades is tooo long.

I528-1

I529
6/21/2015 12:44:58 PM

Renee K. Moller
reneemoller1@comcast.net
reneemoller1@comcast.net

The waiting of the new extension of Carnegie has been 15 years to long. Looking forward to experience
the ride.

I529-1

I530
6/21/2015 1:01:53 PM

Tim Neil
214 turnstone dr
hmortim@Gmail.com

hello and I am in support of the Carnegie expansion. after a very long wait I'm excited for the park to be
bigger with more entertainment for my family and the general population. my small off‐road business
might also benefit from more people coming into Livermore.

I530-1

I531
6/21/2015 12:12:46 PM

Barry L Newman
6081 stanley ct
bullit95123@yahoo.com

Please put this Carnegie OHV plan in to action asap,I look forward to enjoying more ohv opportunity
with my son and granddaughter

I531-1

I532
6/21/2015 12:49:28 PM

Tyler Ohara
tylerohara129@yahoo.com

This is going to be a great place to get kinds on the right track. Also giving them a safe place to ride
motorcycles.
Thank you

I532-1

I533
6/21/2015 10:34:46 PM

dennis okerlund
673 orangewood dr
dfo@att.net

im 67 I have been riding Carnegie before it was Carnegie now my granddaughter and grandson ride it is
heathy for them to ride and work on the bikes kids these days are lost with anything mechanical plus they
enjoy it it also supports local business and gives them a joy to be with family interaction

I533-1

I534
6/21/2015 12:28:28 PM

Ryan O'Mara
11033 Cherwell Ct Las Vegas, NV 89144
ryan.omara@gmail.com

Having been one of the lucky few that got to tour they new property when it was first purchased for the
purpose of expanding the OHV park many years ago, I am thrilled to hear that is is finally close to
opening. This expansion will be great for my friends and family to continue bringing their kids to
experience the fun of off‐roading and the community spirit that the OHV community shares. Long live
Carnegie!

I534-1

I535
6/21/2015 1:55:29 PM

richard e patten
4537 montara dr. antioch,31c45a.9
phantomracer.6@hotmail.com

i can't wait for the expansion of carnegie to be completed and open to the public. we have been waiting
for this for a long time

I535-1

I536
6/21/2015 1:16:40 PM

Bruce Prater
21 Mandrake ct Oakley Ca
praterbs@sbcglobal.net

I started riding Carnegie in 1970 with my wife and son, now we aride with our grandkids and son and his
wife kids need to do family things and dirt bikes are a great way to make this happen. with the land in
question I see no reason that we can't have a shared use . If you look at the facts there is so many places
to hike and very few places to ride dirt bikes. Carnegie is off by itself and a great place to ride and not
bother anyone. thanks Bruce Prater

I536-1

I537
6/21/2015 9:58:19 PM

Debbie Richards
PO Box 387, Copperopolis, California 95228
dacrazydeb@yahoo.com

My family has been riding at Carnegie for ages. We look forward to the growth and development within
the park. We plan to enjoy it in the future.

I537-1

I538
6/21/2015 12:59:22 PM

merle rosenstiel
3890 holmes rd
phonemanmerle@yahoo.com

our family has been waiting 15 years for the Carnegie expansion to take place ,more ohv ridding space
will be a great thing for everyone .please make it happen soon !

I538-1

Gmail - Tesla expansion OHV
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I539
Carnegie DEIR Comments <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>

Tesla expansion OHV
1 message
Jeff Schreiber <jeffmpfd@sbcglobal.net>
Sun, Jun 21, 2015 at 7:07 PM
To: "carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com" <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>
My family and I are looking forward to the expansion to the Carnegie OHV. We have been hearing talk
about the project for years, and with your support we will have more room to participate in one of our
favorite family activities. Thank you for your support.
Jeff Schreiber, Fremont Ca.

I539-1

Sent from Jeff

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14e... 6/22/2015

I540
6/21/2015 12:18:08 PM

Guy Schullerts
8365 Lucania St., Dublin, CA 94568
guys72Mach1@hotmail.com

My family of 6 who regularly rides and camps at Carnegie is anxiously awaiting the opening of the new
riding area after 15 years of planning!
Guy Schullerts
Dublin, CA

I540-1

I541
6/21/2015 1:35:29 PM

Gerald Sequeira
146 W Ameno Lane
jsequeira@sbcglobal.net

I've been enjoying off road activities at Carnegie for over 40 years. My friends, my daughter and my
Grandchildren have been anxiously awaiting the approval of of the expansion project for 15 years.
I541-1

Please recognize the passion that quality individuals have patiently waited for. Please allow the
expansion of this amazing facility, We all love Carnegie Cycle Park !!
Thank you, Jerry Sequeira & family

I542
6/21/2015 4:31:58 PM

Alex E Seyedi
2406 Eva Ct
AESeyedi@aol.com

My family and I are very excited about the opening of new terrain at Carnegie.

I542-1

I543
6/21/2015 9:45:18 PM

Greg
Sindicich
gsindicich@gmail.com

We have been waiting since before I was 10 years old for Carnegie to expand, you can ride all the
existing trails in a day and if you ride often that becomes boring which means that we riders have to travel
far away to find new/unfamiliar trails to enjoy.
This country is turning into the united soviet states of America, everything that made it great is being
ruined by yuppies that want to give everything away and tax the hell out of us! Carnegie is a place that
generations of riders ride through their lives (those that have grown up in the bay area/east bay), having
this resource is very positive. Stop taking away things from us!
There is nothing special about that bit of land, or that valley as there are hundreds like it within the range
both south and north.
I now live close to Carnegie having moved out here 6 years ago from the bay area, one thing I didn't
realize had been closed due to this same process is the Altamont Speedway! A historical site where
people from the east bay and central valley had a great race track near a noisy freeway, yet some bozo
was able to bring about the closure due to noise caused by the track on his home (the orange one by the
freeway), well that track was there for 30 years before that home was built! This country would never
had dreamed of closing things like this down that are popular with people for entertainment, every year
more of our freedoms are taken away and we pay more taxes! Yet I do not see these same groups fighting
to kick oil refiners on some of the most beautiful lands in our country with the best views of the bay and
SF which pollute the water and air so bad it will take millions of years to recover! Yet here we are with
this BS!

Save Carnegie! Improve it along with quality of life in the region!

I543-1

I544
6/21/2015 1:09:36 PM

michael c smith
motomikebuilder@comcast.net

i am writing you to encourage the opening of the carnegie expansion area. i've been riding there for 30
years and my son for 15 years. the park has been shrinking every year due to environmental concerns
so having more riding area would be great. i have seen wildlife there many times and we seem to
coexist very well. the hogs, deer, jackrabbits, fox, hawks and roadrunners aren't too bothered by
I544-1
dirtbikes. to deny access to this area for ohv would be a disservice to the community, especially for
environmental reasons. remember, superfund site 300 is across the road, mining was done up stream
and explosive testing is done there also. it's not yosemite. let's use the land sensibly and have fun.

I545
6/21/2015 12:59:55 PM

Andrew Stewart
stewartaes@astound.net

Carnegie State Park is a great family getaway for our family. The park has been a wonderful place to
experience the outdoors and nature. I have seen a great transformation in the management of the park
since I started riding here and a new respect from riders to protect the environment while riding in
designated areas. I believe the park should be expanded as planned to ensure the sport to all existing
I545-1
and new riders. It is unfathomable to watch non‐riders come to a designated OHV park and try to have
an impact on something they have no part of.
Thanks

I546
6/21/2015 2:54:33 PM

Aaron STEWART
510 SOUTH IDAHO, UNIT B
aarons71dodge@yahoo.com

Looking forward to bringing my family, with our motorcycles, to enjoy the only close place to our home,
I546-1
to go riding in this park.Thank you in advance.

I547
6/21/2015 3:10:23 PM

Jonathan Tolle
4922 Maureen Lane, Moorpark Ca
jtolle777@gmail.com

Can't wait for the new Carnegie to open!!! Thanks to all who worked so hard to get this thing going!

I547-1

I548
6/21/2015 6:31:21 PM

Terry Traub
211 Amador, Watsonville, CA
terry.traub@cityofwatsonville.org

My family of 5 and my granddaughter are looking forward to the opening of new riding opportunities at
Carnegie. We've rode and raced there since 2000. I know this has been in the works for 15 years now.
This important to so many families. There is a lack of opportunities for entire family activities. This is a I548-1
big positive for our area and keeping something in common with my kids. Out riding dirt bikes is much
better than sitting behind a game system.

I549
6/21/2015 10:02:19 PM

Ray Tucker
5836 Cold Water Dr. Castro Valley Ca. 94552
raybtucker@gmail.com

The allowance for Carnegie to open the purchased acreage to increase its' size should be no issue. It was
purchased years ago with Green sticker monies. Environmentalists portray OHV enthusiasts as non-caring
and destructive and have lobbied unceasingly to prevent its opening. Ohv people are not either of the
above. We are normal people who enjoy this form of Family recreation, We adhere to the laws
governing our sport and pass this on to our children to appreciate and respect trails and others who share
the trails with us. I am a grandfather who has ridden Carnegie for the last thirty years and am now
I549-1
planning on enjoying the trails with my two 6 year old grandsons. However if you ever visit Carnegie on
a winter weekend, it is crazy. Because of the growth in OHV participation, it has far outstripped the
current available of riding area. It is unsafe. In reality the new acreage will only be busy about 5 to six
months of the year because this type of recreation is largely curtailed during the hot months of which
Livermore/Tracy are famous for their triple digit weather. Please do not let a special interest group(s)
adversely affect a wave of families who only seek to recreate safely and responsibly. We would have
little to no impact on the residents of Livermore nor Tracy.

I550
6/21/2015 4:13:19 PM

GREG UHLHORN
GREGUHLHORN5@YAHOO.COM

Thank you for approval on a 15 year plan that my family has been excited to have access to ride together
and can pass on riding responsible to the next generation of family riders.

I550-1

I551
6/21/2015 11:42:15 PM

Brian Velzy
2451 Saxon S. Martinez, Ca 94553
bvelzy@sbcglobal.net

Hi, My friends and family and I are looking forward to the opening of the expansion at Carnegie.SVRA.
Thanks for all your hard work.

I551-1

I552
6/21/2015 3:30:50 PM

Lawrence Wethern
2408 Pasatiempo, Livermore CA
wethern@comcast.net

I favor expansion and support SVRA Carnegie. Thanks.

I552-1

I553
6/21/2015 2:45:11 PM

Bob Yohanan
odayo@sbcglobal.net
odayo@sbcglobal.net

Thanks for opening new area. My family has been waiting for years for this. Thanks agian

I553-1

I554
6/21/2015 12:52:22 PM

john zender
1543 Plymouth St,mountain view CA
john@fusiontechnology.com

Myself and my kids are very excited to explore the new areas of Carnegie SVRA. I will soon be too old to
ride myself, but it will be nice to see it finally opened after all these years of waiting.

I554-1

I555
6/22/2015 5:10:04 PM

Gary Arnold
870 siskiyou ln, manteca, ca
garyarnold39@yahoo.com

Just a quick note to thank everyone involved making the carnegie expansion project move forward. The
plan looks great! When we first heard about the project my sons were riding 85cc bike now they are in
there early 20s. Looking forward to riding with them when the project is completed. Thanks again.

I555-1

I556
6/22/2015 9:26:57 AM

Jeffrey bell
891 Howard ln Chaska Mn 55318
cjzc@yahoo.com

My family and myself are greatly looking forward to the opening after this very long a 15 year wait.
Every sport deserves someplace to practice and have fun. Family's need more places to remain open, and
new ones need to be opened also.
Thanks!!
Jeff Bell

I556-1

I557
6/22/2015 9:54:26 AM

Brian Beran
4736 Twin Oaks Drive Tracy, Ca 95377
bberan@ford.com

My family and I have been ridding and camping at Carnegie for 30 years. Please continue and
expand/improve this excellent recretional opportunity.
Brian.

I557-1

I558
6/22/2015 7:43:56 PM

Jim Berg
jmkkberg@comcast.net

I am very pleased with the General Plan and DEIR. It appears a lot of effort and cost went into generating
these documents. I think it needs to be made clear to the general public who the customer is for these
documents and what specifically is required in them so we can bring this phase to conclusion and begin
opening the proposed expansion area. I have known of the property for quite some time and have been
relatively involved in supporting the expansion for the last five to six years. I am very excited about the
expansion and feel it is tremendously over due and needed. There are very few areas to ride in California I558-1
and the number of riders has been growing. In the last five to ten years my son, numerous friends, and a
number of my sons friends have taken up OHV riding. The majority of whom enjoy riding at Carnegie
and are very excited about the expansion. It is my impression there are very few opponents to the
expansion. I base this on the fact that everyone I have talked to (family, friends, neighbors, co-workers,
acquaintances, etc.) and I have only met one person that has been opposed. The number of people I have
talked to in favor of the expansion is too numerous for me to count.

I559
6/22/2015 9:17:45 AM

William brady
2327 sandpiper way Pleasanton ca 94566
psyclist57@yahoo.com

Dear Sirs,
Please open the additional acreage that has been purchased for Carnegie , it is good,clean,family fun and
has been held up for far too long.
I559-1

Maybe the sport fisherman who oppose it should concentrate on cleaning the mess of hooks,line,lead
weights,etc. that their sport leaves behind.
Regards,William Brady

I560
6/22/2015 10:52:39 PM

Leo Bragagnolo
3835 23rd St San Francisco CA 94114
leo_jb@yahoo.com

Please approve the Carnegie expansion. I am a motorcyclist AND an environmentalist and don't see a
conflict between the two as long as reasonable rules are in place and enforced. Carnegie is a great ohv
park that will be even better with the expansion.

I560-1

I561
6/22/2015 12:33:23 PM

Chuck Brown
751 Swenson Ct. San Leandro, CA
motoaventu@aol.com

My family has enjoyed riding at Carnegie for many years. The new expansion is just what the park needs.
Now we will be able to introduce the new area to our grandkids.
Please go ahead with the expansion.
Thank you,
Chuck Brown

I561-1

I562
6/22/2015 10:43:52 AM

Louis chavier
404 bluerock dr Antioch CA 94509
spanksemail@gmail.com

we. Who. Ride don't do it for free We pay for off-road req, entry fees to ohv parks and have rules and
laws that. We all must follow or face fines . We are not hurtin the dirt ! And why the word
(environmental impact) has more meaning here than it does across the street from Carnegie at the
weapons testing facility. Of L.L.L That should be where Carnegie forever!

I562-1

I563
6/22/2015 4:07:01 PM

John Clark
1780 Hammond dr. turlock ca 95382
harrisongmen@yahoo.com

Dear Members, I've have special feelings for Carnegie, 3 grandsons and my self all learned to ride our dirt
bikes here. Anything that allows us to keep the tradition going I'm behind. It's an jewel for our area and
I563-1
would love to see it treated that way. I look forward teaching my fourth grandson to ride here in another
two years.
Thank you for your time
John Clark

I564
6/22/2015 10:13:10 AM

Art
Crofts
amcrofts@aol.com

My family started their riding an Carnagie. My two boys grew up riding and still do. As a 69 year old I
still ride also. This was a great place with a variety of abilities. We have been looking forward to the new
park for years. I hope my children and grand children will be able to ride there in the near future. Our
country needs to have the younger generation outside enjoying recreation and exercise. What a great way
to keep them out of trouble being envolved with this great sport.
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I565
6/22/2015 9:43:24 AM

jeremiah curtis
jercurtis01@yahoo.com

looking forward to get back out on the trails! after having children, i took a break from riding, but now
they are 6 and 8 yrs old, it's time to get them involved too!
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I566
6/22/2015 12:52:38 PM

Robert cye
879 Roma st Livermore ca.
skycye@comcast.net

Our family cannot wait for the new park to open we're planning lots of family outings and have dreamed
of this !
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I567
6/22/2015 11:28:02 AM

Brian Decker
552 W. Emerson Ave. Tracy, CA 95376
racenofear777@yahoo.com

Simply put, Carnegie has a motorcycle family that has outgrown the size of the park. We NEED this
expansion as our family will continually grow and need room to do so. I have been riding at Carnegie for
22 years now, since I was 4, and hope to be able to give the same second home to my kids and grandkids
in the years that follow. The more heavily populated the park becomes, the more damage will inevitably
be done to the trails because there is nowhere to spread out. We all go to the park to obey the laws and not
just ride on any old patch of dirt we find in town, so where are we supposed to go when it becomes so
busy on the trails that it's unsafe?
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I568
6/22/2015 9:49:12 AM

Joe Dowd
110 Hazelmere Dr. Folsom. Ca 95630
jrdowd@aol.com

Since I first visited the park in the early 80's, Carnegie has always been a great place to respectfully enjoy
motor cycling and ATVing. In recent years it's been the host of enjoyable District 36 events.
OHVers are a great community and should be able to enjoy the park just as our Dads did when they were
growing up.
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I569
6/22/2015 9:27:04 PM

paul dyer
1812 elleby ct modesto ca 95355
michelejenee@yahoo.com

My kids and I are looking foward to the expansion of carnegie ohv park.
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I570
6/22/2015 12:41:52 PM

Melissa Engelbert
16610 Von Sosten Rd
mjel@comcast.net

I want my kids and their kids to have a wonderful place to ride.
There is NEVER a right place for off road.. But this is away from development and not much traffic.
Why can't this be that place where off roaders can go....its always " no this is too pristine or a sacred
place". No this Carnigie is here and had been ready for years. Please let it go through and go find some
where else to protest like all the houses being built in Dublin/Pleasanton/Livermore. Talk about pollution
and congestion and environmental degradation!!
LET IT BE!! Thank you
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I571
6/22/2015 7:21:14 PM

Mark Gibson
110 borland ave
scraa@sbcglobal.net

My family and i look forward to the expansion of Carnegie SVRA as i have enjoyed the park since my
youth. My children and now my grandchildren also have enjoyed there experiences at the park.I do
believe the expansion of the park will be nothing but a plus for the local communities and the youth in the
areas as it will provide greater opportunities for off road recreation Thank You Mark Gibson
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I572
6/22/2015 11:45:22 AM

Rueben Gutierrez
2224 Maryann Dr.
mmodestomod@yahoo.com

Our family is looking forward to the expansion of Carnegie OHV park after a 15 year wait.
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I574
6/22/2015 9:41:41 PM

Justin hensley
3025 w christofferson parkway TURLOCK ca 95382
husley7374@aol.com

The option of not opening up the "new" property to OHV IS NOT A VIABLE OPTION. The "new"
property has purchased using green sticker funds and subsequently the purchased land should benefit the
people who payed for the green stickers.
A sustainable trail system is easily obtainable, there is no reason not to increase OHV opportunities at
Carnegie
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I575
6/22/2015 2:13:43 PM

Gary Henthorn
18779 Almond Rd Castro Valley Ca. 94546
blendervill@yahoo.com

My self as well as my Son, Daughter and all 5 of my grand children use the park. We believe it way past
time to OPEN up all the area that's already been set aside for riding.
It's been 9 years over due.
Please open the area ASAP.
Thank you,
Gary Henthorn
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I576
6/22/2015 2:44:52 PM

Jennifer Hlebo
715 Los Ninos Way, Los Altos, CA 94022
jennschreck@yahoo.com

As an avid motorcycle rider, I love the plan to expand Carnegie park and open new trails to explore in
those beautiful hills. The plan to expand is perfect for that area and that park. Carnegie has proven they
can manage the park efficiently. This is a perfect opportunity to expand the trails system and incorporate
historical interests in the area.
I576-1

Speaking for my self and my OHV loving family and friends, we whole heartedly want to see the
expansion plans approved and can not wait to be able to enjoy them our selves. We look forward to
exploring the new land and trails, then enjoy the local Livermore area on our way home.
Thank you! Please approve the expansion plans!
Jennifer Hlebo
(650) 269-5015

Gmail - Open up the Carnegie lad for OHV use, it was honorably paid for by OHV riders.
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I577
Carnegie DEIR Comments <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>

Open up the Carnegie lad for OHV use, it was honorably paid for by OHV
riders.
1 message
James Jardine <jim@jardineinsurance.com>
Reply-To: jim@jardineinsurance.com
To: carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com

Mon, Jun 22, 2015 at 12:04 PM

Supervisors:
I sent a longer version which I understand you will read. In short, please do not withhold the land use from
the OHV public for their dirt bike riding use. Many a years have passed with paying license/Green Sticker,
gas road use taxes, sales taxes that OHV riders pay when purchasing their vehicles, gas, riding gear, etc.
and now is the time to open the land for OHV use.
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James Jardine
DOI Lic# 0479747
James Jardine Insurance Services
PO Box 3855
San Ramon CA 94583
925 355 1500 fax 925 355 0127

IMPORTANT: Our NEW MAILING ADDRESS IS: PO Box 3855, San Ramon,CA 94583
Packages mailed using non-USPO service, use: 12935 Alcosta Blvd #3855, San Ramon, CA 94583

Home, Auto, Boat, Motorcycle, Umbrella, Classics
Commercial, Workers Compensation, Property
"Referrals welcomed and appreciated"

This message is intended only for the use of the Addressee and may contain information that is
PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL. If you are not the intended recipient, dissemination of this
communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please delete all copies of
the message and its attachments and notify me immediately

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14e... 6/22/2015

I578
6/22/2015 1:57:29 PM

Jim Jardine
4033 Picea Ct, Hayward
jim@jardineinsurance.com

Supervisors, and especially Nata and Dave: I pay for three "Green Stickers" for off-road vehicles and two
license fees for my two dual purpose vehciles, I have paid these and similiar fees/taxes for many years for
the pupose of expanded off road riding area. In addition, all us off road riders have paid sales taxes, gas
taxes,and use fees over the years, with the direct and indirect undertanding those taxes support off road
riding area in some form or fashion. It has been way too long that this added Carnegie land has been
withheld from the off road riding public's use. This land should be opened for the use the purchase was
intended for, which is off road/dirt bike riding. We, as Grandparents, Parents, Uncles, Aunts, want this
land for use by our grandchildren, children and ourselves to ride, teach much needed life skills, bond with
children that will learn mechanical, social, friendships, outdoor exposure experiences and skills with
close family and friends. The benefit for families and their children growing up off road riding together is
such a plus for society and breds enormous benefits to all that participate. This land needs to be open to
our off road vehicle use. Taxes are such a impersonal offering and taking of funds from the public and
most of us that pay these off road use taxes/fees do not see the benefitss and experience the support in the
paying of these specific taxes. This OHV land use does provide to those who have paid the requested
taxes, waited for the benefit of paying these taxes and are honorably entitled to the resulting use of the
very land and facility that our taxes paid for. Do not withhold this long awaited and paid for benefit of
OHV use to the very citizens that paid taxes that were asked of them.
Jim Jardine

I578-1
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I579
Carnegie DEIR Comments <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>

Comments
1 message
Rick Jones <krjones122@yahoo.com>
Mon, Jun 22, 2015 at 9:25 AM
To: "carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com" <carnegiedeircomments@gmail.com>
As I understand it we are getting close to a finalized plan on the expansion of the park. As a place my
family and I frequent often, we are looking foreward to more space to ride in and enjoy the park. I'm hopeful
we will be able to move ahead on this asap. Thanks.

I579-1

Sent from my iPhone

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=d87a175954&view=pt&search=inbox&th=14e... 6/22/2015

I580
6/22/2015 5:05:37 PM

Todd Kamphaus
tkamphaus@juno.com

I just wanted to express how important it is to be opening up new riding areas. As an avid off road
enthusiast that share the same with my sons it is a growing sport and the areas are getting smaller. I would
like my children to be able to continue enjoying the great outdoors and hopefully be able to share that
with their children. Thank You, Todd Kamphaus

I580-1

I581
6/22/2015 10:01:05 AM

Dean Kramer
1078 W. Knickerbocker Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94087
dnokramer@comcast.net

Can't wait to take my family riding on the additional property. I've been waiting nearly 15 years, Please
stop delaying it's opening and open a new riding area.
Thank you!
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I582
6/22/2015 10:27:35 AM

Jody Kruse
526 Shelly Drive Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
jskr@att.net

Please expand the Carnegie recreation park as planned. The off roaders need a place to go! They have
very little places in this area to enjoy off roading. As far as the Audoban society, save Mount Diablo and
all other hiking and horse riding clubs, they have thousands of places to enjoy their activity.. They already
have millions of trails to enjoy.
I am not an off roader but these people need a place to go!! The OHV industry generate millions of
dollars for the economy in equipment and I think it is only fair that they get a place to enjoy their activity
that they choose to spend their dollars on..
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I583
6/22/2015 2:03:43 PM

Ted Krzywicki
3712 Rosalee Court
greatsmiledoc@comcast.net

Dear Sir or Madam,
My family and I are looking to the opening of the new extension to Carnegie after a 15 year wait.
Sincerely,
Ted Krzywicki, D.D.S.
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I584
6/22/2015 11:21:08 AM

Charles Kulas
651 orizaba ave. san francisco
cklaw@xad.com

Thanks for approving the opening of the extension to Carnegie. My friends, family and I greatly enjoy
this park and have been looking forward to its expansion.
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I585
6/22/2015 3:43:24 PM

Frank Lincoln
207 Ludell Drive, Walnut Creek, CA 94597
franklincoln@gmail.com

Good Afternoon,
I have ridden off road motorcycles since 1969. At that time there many locations where one could safely
ride.
Over the years, I have seen most of these riding areas converted to other purposes, forcing more riders
into more confined areas.
I have also seen how funds allocated for various purposes have been redirected at the whim those
temporarily holding political office.
I ask that you use this land for it's original purpose and do not bow to political pressure.
Thank you
Frank Lincoln
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I586
6/22/2015 1:49:49 PM

Bruce Lincoln
2 Black Forest Ct Lafayette, CA 94549
72TS400@gmail.com

I fully support the expansion of the Carnegie SVRA into the area purchase many years ago. Carnegie
SVRA has proven itself to be an environmentally responsible organization.
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I587
6/22/2015 10:31:52 AM

Dana Mesarchik
4172 Milton Way Livermore Ca 94551
dmesarchik@opesadvisors.com

As a father and three children that rides Carnegie I feel that it is important that we focus on what is
important. We need to support the expansion of our park to meet the needs of the growing OHV
demand. The current park system for OHV is becoming unsafe for our children because of over
crowding. I understand that certain groups are pressuring you not to approve our expansion. These
groups would like to see all OHV go away forever. I'm sorry that they do not approve of our sport but
that doesn't make it illegal. We need more OHV areas like Hollister and Carnegie so we can spend time
with our children. This country was build on Freedom and we need to protect our Right to Ride
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I588
6/22/2015 8:23:41 AM

Ankur pai
3113 estero ter, fremont, ca 94538
paiankur@gmail.com

Carnegie svra is an awesome location and area for ohv. This should continue to be open to ohv and I
strongly support further expansion of the park and addition of new trails.
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I589
6/22/2015 2:09:39 PM

Ed Poe
3428 Windsor Court Pleasanton CA 94588
zedpoe@gmail.com

I fully support the adoption of the Alameda-Tesla Expansion plan that will will open the gate to the
additional 3,100 acres purchased in the 1990’s.
Ed Poe
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I590
6/22/2015 8:14:55 PM

Silvano Preciado
141 Dartmouth Place
waxpepper@yahoo.com

I would like to express my support for maintaining the OHV recreation at Carnegie park. This park has
been there since I was a child in the mid 1970's and continues to be an outlet for wholesome family
activity. The closure of this park would require me to drive to the sierra foot hills or as far asHollister
park. The big picture the area is but a postage stamp in rolling hills between Livermore and Patterson. The
OHV is self supported and gives back to community as I often stop in Livermore for breakfast or dinner. I
am a young 55 and wish to continue enjoying off road motorcycle along with my family. Thank you for
your attention.
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I591
6/22/2015 10:41:05 PM

Scott Rheaume
5881 Flora CMN
livingorangecty@yahoo.com

Hello, I am a Livermore resident who fully supports the expansion of Carnegie. The location is perfect
for an OHV expansion, which is supported by the State. I have seen and heard misinformation related to
traffic, noise, etc.; however, none of these statements can be supported by facts. Looking forward to your
support and thank you for your service.
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I592
6/22/2015 1:01:22 PM

robert
2880 mancuso rd tracy
rob@4airflow.com

I am asking you to open the new riding area, there is a lot of goor reason to do so. the only oppistion is
the rancher who lives behind carnige
open the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding area
open the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding areaopen
the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding areaopen the
new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding area open the new riding area
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I593
6/22/2015 10:15:43 AM

Dennis Roda
104 Patterson Blvd., Pleasant Hill, CA. 94523
dennisroda@comcast.net

In many respects, I too am a conservationist- that is, I believe in balance. Let's not plunder our natural
resources or destroy our eco-system by thoughtlessly, arogantly, and endlessly misusing the earth and the
environment. It's this position which gives me great cause to defend "Carnegie SVRA". Human beings
need to recreate, exercise, and generally detatch momentarily from work and the riggers of earning a
living. We all need this, and we all do so in one fashion or another. Some people sit on a park bench and
feed the birds, some ride horses, some hike trails, some play soccer, some swim, some collect butterflies,
some read books, some run marathons, some play golf, some travel, some hunt, some go sail or power
boating, some go to pro football or baseball games, some ride off-road vehivles, etc, etc. C-SVRA is, in
the grand scheme of things, a tiny, tiny place that is very, very important to quite a few people. It is now
(and has been for many years) a responsibly managed facility. It's contained, generally remote, and a great
outlet for people to recreate, relax, and enjoy a small part of the great outdoors.
I dare say that if you added up the area for just the parking lots of the major sports facilities within a 50
mile radius of C-SRVA,, consider the concrete and asphalt, the pollutants, the impervious surface run-off,
the millions of cars, the garbage generated, the human waste etc..... The impact would be a thousand
times greater than C-SVRA, conservatively... probably much more. Regardless of the initiative or the
project, there are always those for it and against it. Some believe that having a military is pointless and
wrong, dome feel it's vital and a top priority. Some are against tall buildings, city sidewalks, sewer
systrms, and even technology... Some feel that these are but some of the requisite building blocks of a
sophisticated, modern, society. Personally, I feel that building a bullet train through the CA central valley
is a colossal waste of time and money, and we'd be collectively better served by concentrating on our
water issues... but that's just one man's opinion. My point here is this, opinions vary and while there
always will be those in abstention and those who flatly stand against what others want, C-SVRA is, in far
more ways than not,, a good thing. It should be there to enjoy, for those who wish to pay for it and enjoy
it.
Dennis Roda
Pleasant Hill
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I594
6/22/2015 11:23:41 AM

Michael Sands
4125 Blackhawk Plaza Circle, Suite 175, Danville CA 94506
michael@sandsconstruction.com

I support the new planned extension.
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I595
6/22/2015 5:21:34 PM

William Schardt
841 Hawthorne Dr. Walnut Creek, CA 94596
3yundo@gmail.com

As a responsible off road enthusiast that has ridden with my entire family at Carnegie OHV Park for
years, I urge the approval of this expansion. More and more of our riding areas in California are being
taken from us.
Rampant development in the Bay Area gets rubber stamped, and this expansion, that has been paid for for
years is being held up by interest groups that have NEVER been to the area.
Please allow this to go through.
Thank you.
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I596
6/22/2015 2:25:54 PM

Michael S Smith
1100 North Rd Belmont, CA 94002
smithmichaels@yahoo.com

My family and I are looking forward to Carnegie's expansion - it is going to make such a big difference.
Thank you for approving the expansion!
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I597
6/22/2015 12:29:02 PM

Ginger Taylor
ginger.taylor@workday.com
ginger.taylor@workday.com

Carnegie SRVA is a treasure. My kids learned to ride their dirt bikes there and we have many family
bonding weekends annually. My son is turning 16 soon and wants desperately to buy a truck so he can
take his dirt bike on his own.
We have found the facility clean, orderly and the other OHV participants respectful. It's a great place for
families - young and old.
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I598
6/22/2015 5:18:45 PM

Paul Tehaney
2103 Elderwood Drive, Martinez, CA, 94553
redridersrip@hotmail.com

Dear President Haggerty and Fellow Board Members:
After reviewing the draft letter on the Carnegie SVRA General Plan Revision prepared by Alameda
County Planning staff for the board at its June 23, 2015 board meeting, I am concerned about its biased
nature and lack of objectivity.
I don’t believe county staff informed the board about how this plan will help meet the regional demand
for managed OHV recreation and how the expansion area will provide new and important touring and
backcountry type experiences for 4WDs and SxSs on sustainable trails.
Carnegie, families and kids really need this expansion. It is a great way to teach kids, (Our future) about
land and other important wildlife issues, while at the same time letting them get physical exercise and put
down and iphone or computer to actually enjoy the fresh air and outdoors. Carnegie is too overcrowded
now and this opportunity will create new learning experiences for many people and generations.
Based on the lack of important information, I urge the Board to table a vote on this issue until county staff
addresses our concerns and reissues a more objective report and/or recommendation. I also ask for the
Board’s support for this plan when it is taken up for a vote
RegardsPaul Tehaney
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I599
6/22/2015 9:47:17 AM

Carrol Paul Thomas Jr.
2802 Happy Valley Ave. Atwater, Ca. 95301
cpthomas56@aol.com

I'm very happy the plan is coming to fruition and the possibilities it will present for my families recreation
of choice! This form of recreation has been a part of my family for over 30 + years and am looking
forward to now sharing it with my grandchildren! This Park has special memories for me having visited it
for over 40 years now!
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I600
6/22/2015 7:19:36 PM

Randy Valdez
136 mayo ct Vacaville ca
randyvaldez@sbcglobal.net

My family and all of my outdoor/offroad friends are excited that Carnegie ohv is finally going through with the
extended riding area.We are all conservative offroad riders and fully appreciate the hard work our fellow riders
and management officials have made to make this possible. A special thanks I
To all involved! Randy Valdez
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Randy Valdez
136 mayo ct Vacaville ca
randyvaldez@sbcglobal.net

My family and all of my outdoor/offroad friends are excited that Carnegie ohv is finally going through with the
extended riding area.We are all conservative offroad riders and fully appreciate the hard work our fellow riders
and management officials have made to make this possible. A special thanks I
To all involved! Randy Valdez
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Randy Valdez
136 mayo ct Vacaville ca
randyvaldez@sbcglobal.net

My family and all of my outdoor/offroad friends are excited that Carnegie ohv is finally going through with the
extended riding area.We are all conservative offroad riders and fully appreciate the hard work our fellow riders
and management officials have made to make this possible. A special thanks I
To all involved! Randy Valdez
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Randy Valdez
136 mayo ct Vacaville ca
randyvaldez@sbcglobal.net

My family and all of my outdoor/offroad friends are excited that Carnegie ohv is finally going through
with the extended riding area.We are all conservative offroad riders and fully appreciate the hard work
our fellow riders and management officials have made to make this possible. A special thanks I
To all involved! Randy Valdez

I601
6/22/2015 12:10:39 PM

Patricia Walker
38846 Le Count Way, Fremont, CA 94536
pawalk317@gmail.com

As a mother and off road enthusiast, I want to say how important off roading has been to the raising of my
family. We started our boys riding at 2 and 5 years old. They grew up riding in Carnegie and Hollister. It
has been a passion of theirs that they are passing on to their children. It is a fun, clean sport that keeps
them involved, off the street and away from drugs and other undesirable activities. As they grew up my
husband and myself were able to enjoy spending a lot of time one on one with them enjoying this sport
and enjoying nature while doing it. We are very limited to the area we are allowed to use for this activity
in California. We have waited 15 years for this extra space to open up to allow up to expand and enjoy
more area. There are more people than you may know who enjoy this acitivity on a regular basis and we
need the extra space. We've waited anxiously for a long time for it. Please don't dissapoint us now and
take it away limiting the amazing outdoor space we are allowed to enjoy.
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I602
6/22/2015 9:30:14 AM

ryan whitaker
5081 winchester dr oakley ca
rwhitaker@peninsulators.com

we like what Hollister has in the way of 1 way trails and the Renz property where it's like a circuit of
difficult single tracks that you can go thru. a picnic area with scenery and history. rock and log sections
for trials and endurocross. just having more trails will be cool and attract a lot of people that have been
going there for years and would like more variety. we love Carnegie!
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I603
6/22/2015 8:51:54 AM

Brian Whitford
4045 Woodhaven Lane Oakley, CA 94561
b-whitford@comcast.net

My family and I are looking forward to recreating on the new Carnegie property for years to come. We
have been enjoying the current area for years, and are looking forward to the new for many years to come.
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I604
6/22/2015 10:34:38 PM

Darren Wilhoit
6452 Aspenwood Way Livermore, CA 94552
dxtreme555@sbcglobal.net

Hello,
I have enjoyed spending quality time with my family at Carnegie SVRA since I was 4 years old in 1982.
That is when my parents let me get my very own motorcycle! Before that I could only pretend and watch
my Dad ride. Soon after I got my own motorcycle my Dad got my sister and Mom into he sport. It
became a family activity that we often shared with friends and other extended family. I learned
responsibility and how to respect others as well as the environment. Just as important I became
physically active in something that helped keep my attention mentally and challenged me physically. This
activity truly benefitted my academic success as well as it built strong family morals and an appreciation
and respect for the outdoors.
After college I had opportunities to relocate anywhere I wanted. One of the main reasons I chose a career
in Livermore was because it was so close to Carnegie SVRA. I have since married and now have two
daughters that are 3 and 7 years old. They both have little motorcycles along with my wife and we all
enjoy riding and spending time at Carnegie SVRA with friends and family. I hope they get to enjoy the
park and what life lessons it has to offer for many years to come.
With responsible riding comes the need to spread out and manage land appropriately. I have heard of the
expansion since it was just a rumor of possibility many years ago. I have waited anxiously and know it
will be an appreciated component to the park system. Part of my career involves land managnent and
storm water pollution prevention and I want to go on record in that I am always impressed on how
seriously and proactively Carnegie SVRA's management team assesses and executes best management
practices at the park. They enforce sensitive riding area restrictions and manage terrain to optimize
adequate growth while minimizing environmental impacts. I would even point out that the land is in
better condiition now than when it was developed as a brick factory. It also appears better managed than
the adjacent farm and preserve lands. Everybody has opinions, but the fact is that Carnegie SVRA has
actively and willingly participated in the State's evolving and subjective regulations and will continue to
take the management plans seriously with the much anticipated expansion territory. Additional land will
allow for more options when it comes to spreading and dispersing trails as well as grading and vegetation
restoration as necessary while still maintaining adequate riding and park space in the surrounding areas.
Stereotypes and ill perceived misconceptions of motorcycle riders are not only unjust but a form of
discrimination. Often opinions are magically carved into unsupported and fabricated statements and
accepted as facts by others who are not truly educated to cast judgement themselves. Take no offense but
consider the power of perception. If you were in my shoes, my daughters' shoes, or even the shoes of my

I604-1

fellow friends and Carnegie SVRA supporters you would know the true value that Carnegie SVRA has to
offer.
It is paramount to consider the positive impacts an expansion to Carnegie SVRA will have to the families
of the local community. Families will responsibly use the park to build and nurture good kids and young
adults in an engaging and local physical sport and hobby. In this day in age what could be more valuable?

I604-1
cont.

I606
6/23/2015 8:26:18 PM

Phil Anderson
601 4th Street Brentwood, CA 94513
prsports@silcon.com

I teach the Motorcycle Safety Foundation dirt bike classes at Carnegie State Park. I have been waiting for
many years for the expansion to open, so that my students (from age six to 81 years old!) can enjoy a
wide variety of new trails. Dirt biking is a family friendly sport AND we paid for this land through our
registration stickers.
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I607
6/23/2015 12:13:09 PM

Bill Bradley
4860 Humber Pl, Newark, CA 94560
wpbradley@hotmail.com

I have been riding out in Carnegeie for 30+ years. Raised my kids there. We are all excited about the new
areas and look forward to sharing them soon. Kudos to the Staff that work there they are excellent!!
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I608
6/23/2015 2:21:16 PM

Dustin
381 Song Bird Way
koa1@comcast.net

15 years has been a very long time to wait in order to ride a place my entire family has enjoyed since we
were young!

I608-1

I609
6/23/2015 3:53:53 PM

Raymond Groshong
17 Terrace Ave San Anselmo, CA>
r.groshong@hotmail.com

Thank you for taking the time to hear our input on the expansion of the new riding area. I have a
supporter of Carnegie OHV park for 20+ years. There is a great need to expand the park for the safety of
the riders, in my opinion.
There has been a large growth in the interest in families participating in the sport of off road riding. I feel
that the acceptance of allowing not just more access to designated riding areas is better for the safety of
young riders. The existing park has had areas removed from access by riders, therefore putting more
riders on the same trails, etc...
The allowed expansion would significantly increase the safety of all riders. We feel that the funding for
the parks expansion would be a benefit not only for the economy of Alameda County but all of the
surrounding Counties that have Motorcycle shops and convenience stores that support and supply the
riding community. Remember this goes way beyond just Alameda County. This will benefit the entire
Bay Area. Our thoughta are with you to make the right decision.
Best,
Raymond Groshong
San Anselmo, Marin, CA,
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I610
6/23/2015 12:43:46 PM

David Alan Hardbarger
612 Arlington Isle, Alameda Ca 94501
davidhardbarger@comcast.net

It is time to proceed with the expansion of Carnegie.

I610-1

I611
6/23/2015 11:40:43 PM

Margaret Hasselman
555 PIERCE ST APT 523
mhasselm@vt.edu

I see no need, in fact no excuse, for more off-road vehicles. They are a waste of resources and a noisy
nuisance to the rest of us. Please don't kill more of our threatened plant and animal species.

I611-1

I612
6/23/2015 12:01:00 AM

Scott Hicks
5543 Claremont Avenue
swhicks@yahoo.com

Carnegie SVRA fills an important need. People in the Bay Area, and Alameda County in particular, have
very few remaining places where they can operate OHV's. California has established a modern tradition
of protecting wild places (although we still have lots of room for improvement!), but I don't think that
allowing motorized recreation in just a few designated places is too much to ask. I've been a member of
the Sierra Club for 30 years and I support the League of Conservation Voters, but I still feel that riding
motorcycles on the dirt has a place in our lives. Others may disagree, but they're often 'NIMBYS' who
don't want to see ANYONE enjoying anything that they don't approve of, or single-issue fanatics who fail
to see the big picture.
If the California Department of Parks and Recreation is to fulfill its mandate, it should try to
accommodate ALL user groups. The use of quads and motorcycles is a family oriented activity that is
enjoyed by many people nationwide. Expanding Carnegie SVRA will allow the CDPR to reach more
people and help to educate them about the safe and respectful use of motorized vehicles on public lands;
Carnegie's proximity to large urban populations insures this.
Please don't allow a few vocal naysayers to sway your decision. Don't let this opportunity to expand the
wonderful resource that is Carnegie SVRA be derailed by the negative attitudes of a small minority.
Sincerely,
an occasional visitor to Carnegie who supports it wholeheartedly.
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I613
6/23/2015 2:26:35 PM

Darin Holt
523 Nottingham Dr
darinwh@gmail.com

The expansion plan would greatly improve safety for all riders. I support the expansion as a third
generation user I can say that the resources allocated to SVRA have only been decreased while user
population has grown significantly.
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I614
6/23/2015 2:06:16 PM

Randy Holt
1069 MIll Creek Way, Brentwood, CA 94513
rholt@optimumdesign.com

Please continue with the expansion of Carnegie SVRA as we have been waiting for a very long time. My
family has enjoyed riding here since the 1980's and with the huge expansion of the surrounding city and
population Carnegie is in great need of more room to service what is already a very restricted sport for the
surrounding communities that are forced to ride in only these few designated areas. Congestion on the
SRVA trails leads to accidents so more area would lead to safer riding conditions. I appreciate the great
care the park has provided for its patrons but it's obvious on the weekends the park needs more room, its
packed! I have been teaching my family to ride but we need more variety to keep the park entertaining
since we don't all ride black diamond expert trails. Please expand the park. Thank you for your time.
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I615
6/23/2015 8:56:22 AM

Jason Jester
2772 Impruneta Court, Liverrmore CA
jason.jester@yahoo.com

Hello ~
I have been riding at Carnegie for almost 30 years now and now my 9 year old son has also started to ride
out at Carnegie... This is a great game recreation spot for great family fun for families in the East Bay
and Northern California.
I615-1

Today we are very limited in regards to where we can ride compared to 30 years ago - so it is very
important not only keep places like Carnegie but we move forward with the planned expansion which was
bought and paid for by "Green/Red Sticker" funds.
Thanks in advance for keeping Carnegie a great recreation family friendly destination for outdoor
enthusiast.
Thanks, Jason

I616
6/23/2015 11:36:30 AM

Christopher Martin
1104 Wynn Circle, Livermore, CA 94550
chris_m_martin@yahoo.com

I have been an OHV rider for many years, and my children have been riding all of their lives. I have
always been respectful of the land I ride on, and taught my children to do the same.
After a 15 year wait, we are very much in support of opening the new park area, and are looking forward
to its use.
Thank you for your time.
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I617
6/23/2015 1:19:53 PM

Jodi Matarazzo
6843 Langmuir Lane, Dublin, CA 94568
kurlyiox@aol.com

We can't wait for the opening. My family enjoys going to Carnegie to camp and ride. The entire
extended family goes and we even like to celebrate holidays there. This will make the kids so happy!!!
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I618

I618-1

I619
6/23/2015 12:05:27 PM

DIRK PAINTEDMAN
BOX 1804 MODESTO CA 95353
IBEKRID@GMAIL.COM

My sons have been waiting for 10 years to be able to ride in the new expansion as a family. This
expansion has been vetted, reexamined, dissected and rehashed by all parties. We wait as a family to
enjoy this close to home riding for our family. This park is our local outlet please don't crowd us out as so
many other venues have already done.

I619-1

I620
6/23/2015 10:47:25 PM

Victoria
Ryan
victoriaryan@sbcglobal.net

Pro park preservation & expansion
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I621
6/23/2015 5:40:50 PM

Scott Schroeder
32 California ave #C
scottsauto@sbcglobal.net

This is a wonderful and well thought out plan which includes one way trails, camping and open space.
This has my FULL support
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I622
6/23/2015 1:43:29 AM

John Strickland
4809 Shannondale Ct, Antioch, Ca
strickjj@yahoo.com

I have been waiting for 15 years for Carnegie to open the expansion. I have been riding at Carnegie since
the mid 1980's. It is one of two places in the entire Bay Area to ride off road motorcycles, with Hollister
Hills being the other. Dirt bike riding has been my choice of recreation since I was a teenager. It involves
competition, exhiliration, excitement, excercise. It is a family sport, and it is good clean fun. I don't know
how many times I have gone riding at Carnegie, but it has been many over the years. I keep track of how
often I go, and some years when it is rainy during the week and dry on the weekends, I will go nearly two
dozen times a season (November-April). The Carnegie expansion is long awaited and needed. I am a
responsible member of my community, I volunteer for the Chamber of Commerce in my town, I go to
crime prevention meetings, I support the store at Carnegie, I eat in Livermore. I absolutely love to ride my
motorcycle there. I plan on riding dirt bikes into my 60's. Please open the expansion!
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